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Summary 
Challenges to future food production include an increasing world population and increasingly 

variable and warmer climate. Alternative closed farming systems such as vertical farming allow 

cultivation in controlled environments for year-round production. Such systems may generate 

high yields per Ha if a “vertical” model for production is adopted. Light represents one of the 

main costs for plant factories, and optimisation of the light regime could improve the 

economics and enhance plant quality. This study investigates how the light environment may 

be delivered most efficiently to the crop through variation in irradiance, spectral composition, 

timing and duration of light treatment using a popular lettuce variety. 

The impacts of light spectra were tested in Lollo rosso at different growth stages. Optimum 

temperature and light conditions for successful seed germination were identified. Superior 

yield and quality were produced by LED photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) compared 

to fluorescent and high-pressure sodium lamps. LED light achieved similar yields from half 

the energy of fluorescent light. An irradiance response curve for yield and pigment production 

identified the minimum and maximum PAR thresholds and demonstrated the potential to 

optimise both characteristics in concert using visible wavebands. Further spectral investigation 

through the application of supplemental red and blue light treatments illustrated the negative 

impacts that leaf anthocyanin content has on biomass accumulation. Fast and non-invasive 

methodologies, such as normalised photochemical reflectance index or chlorophyll a 

fluorescence were used to follow changes in photoprotection over time. High irradiance 

supplementation of PAR treatment produced a 4.6-fold increase in leaf anthocyanin content in 

2 days. When high energy light treatments were applied to Lollo rosso for long duration (10-

15 days), the photoprotective mechanisms changed suggesting the activation of long-term 

acclimation. Acclimation to more energetic light wavelengths like UV-A supplementation 

negatively affected plant growth. Blue light supplementation was identified as suitable for short 

term treatments and was effective in inducing mild photoprotection and enhanced yield and 

quality traits. Short supplementation with blue at different times of the day produced 

significantly different responses and demonstrated that supplementation at night produced the 

best combination of yield and quality improvements. 
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1 Introduction 
 

 

Global population growth is estimated to be 1.18 per cent per year and (the population) will 

reach 9 billion by 2050 of which the increasing trend toward urban living will mean about 70 

per cent will live in urban centres (United Nations, 2014; United Nations Population Division, 

2015). The challenge of producing food for the estimated population growth has been discussed 

in several reviews and of particular concern are the combined challenges of climate change and 

diminishing agricultural resources such as water and phosphorous (FAO, 2009a; Godfray et 

al., 2010; The Royal Society, 2007). Overall, it is unlikely that these challenges can or will be 

met by a large increase in cultivated land since according to The Resource Outlook to 2050, 

much of the suitable agricultural land not yet in use is concentrated in a few countries in Latin 

America and in sub-Saharan Africa (FAO, 2009b). Moreover, much of the land not yet in use 

suffers from chemical and physical constraints and part of the land is forested, protected or 

subject to expanding urban settlements (FAO, 2011). Against this background of increasing 

challenges to food production, if food shortages do occur, the increasingly urbanised 

population may be particularly vulnerable due to a lack of adequate urban food production. The 

vulnerability of populations reliant on imported food has been highlighted on several occasions, 

as in the case of Philippines in the Global Food Crisis in 2008, when rice exporting countries 

like Vietnam and India reduced exports to protect supplies for their own populations (Headey, 

2011). 

One possible solution to these issues would be to produce more food in or around urban centres.  

Urban Farming is a phenomenon that can be observed worldwide, it has sustained the physical 

and economic survival of the urban poor in most developing nations and has existed for a long 

time (Addo, 2010). Barthel reports the food security capacity offered by urban farmsteads 

contributed to the resilience of the pre-Columbian Lowland Maya cities (Barthel & Isendahl, 

2013). An estimated 800 million people currently practise some form of urban food production 

globally. In Europe, allotments are a common feature of urban areas and are often the main 

areas of own-grown food production. In the UK, there are c. 330 000 allotment plots with total 

area nationally >8000 ha and an average production of 745 kg of fruit and vegetables per plot 

(Edmondson, et al., 2014; NSALG, n.d.). 
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Vertical farming 

Given the trend toward increasing urban populations and pressure on land, it will be necessary 

to supplement existing urban farming capacity in a way that does not have a significant impact 

on land. One possible means to do this is to adopt new farming methods, that use less land, 

ensure food quantity and quality whilst having reduced requirements for water and chemical 

inputs, and which are suitable for use in urban environment. These features are embodied in 

Vertical Farming (VF) – a continuous production system for crops that utilises vertical space 

and controlled environment (Al-Chalabi, 2015; Kim et al., 2013). The term VF first appeared 

in G. E. Bailey’s book (Bailey, 1915). But the first description on how to utilize the three 

dimensional and controlled space for plant cultivation was presented in the book “Apparatus 

for the artificial cultivation of plants, bacteria, and similar organism” (Ruthner, 1966). In 1970 

Riethus and Bau conducted a vegetable production trial in a 13 m high greenhouse (Riethus & 

Bau, 1970), in 1992 Ken Yeang’s Bioclimatic Skyscraper, an integration of living units and 

vegetation, was built in Malaysia. The last “modernised” idea of VF belongs to D. 

Despommier, who in 2010 published his book entitled “The Vertical Farm: Feeding the world 

in the 21st century” (Waterford, 2015). 

Farming in urban buildings has many advantages compared to “conventional farming”. The 

peculiar feature of “VF” is the growth controlled environment which offers the opportunity to 

accurately control and especially modulate light, temperature, water, nutrients and the whole 

“plant surrounding” in order to obtain optimal growth conditions. Growing a plant in optimal 

controlled conditions can lead to high yield and high quality produce. On the other hand, 

farming indoor and within city districts raises some problems, such as construction and 

management costs, energy supply, risk of microbes and plant pests attacks (Moriyuki & 

Fukuda, 2016). The main advantage of the CE system though, lies in the in the possibility to 

finely control plant surroundings. Thus, the above-mentioned issues could be solved by a 

“correct” use of the advantages. For instance, with an optimal control of the growth 

environment it can be possible to eliminate, or at least minimize, the risk of diseases spread by 

assuring/undertaking minimal external contamination. An easily attainable reduction of energy 

consumption is achievable by modulating the light source output, giving the plant only the 

sufficient amount of light and the wavelengths needed for efficient growth  (Poulet et al., 2014). 

The same exploitation could be done by optimising all the inputs, for instance water, carbon 

dioxide, temperature, etc. In addition, water and CO2 could be collected from the atmosphere 

or from industries waste creating a recycling system, an idea that could also be applied to 
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support the energy supply (system). Producing locally and within controlled conditions could 

alleviate the costs or better, it can reduce the expenses by cutting agricultural machineries and 

transport costs and especially producing more and more frequently quality and fresh produce. 

And, as reported in literature, “a Plant Factory, if properly designed and operated, can 

contribute to the production of value-added plants at high yield with efficient resource 

consumption and without environmental pollution” (Kozai, 2013). Additionally, the use of the 

numerous disused areas in cities by retrofitting and conversion to farming spaces can represent 

a solution to the actual issues of the limited availability of suitable urban spaces and the 

construction costs of building newly designed facilities. 

 

 

Plant circadian clock 

Terrestrial plants, as sessile organisms, are exposed to the surrounding environment and its 

multiplicity of changes. By sensing the external conditions (e.g. light, temperature, water, 

nutrients, gravity, etc.), plants respond with a series of adaptive mechanisms to biotic and 

abiotic stresses that impact their growth and development. 

Plants have adapted to life on earth by evolving circadian clock. This is an endogenous timing 

mechanism generating 24 h (“circa” about and “die” day) rhythms in a wide variety of 

biological processes (stomatal opening, photosynthesis, metabolism, protection against abiotic 

and biotic stresses, germination, growth, reproductive development, and expression of a large 

set of genes) (Mas, 2008; Mc Clung, 2006). 

The plant circadian system is composed of a large number of self-sustained cellular oscillators 

that synchronize with each other and are entrained in response to environmental signals 

(“zeitgebers”) to produce a strong output rhythm. 

Plant circadian clock is characterised by a complex architecture including several components 

which regulate the clock functioning through a series of interconnected transcription-

translation feedback loops. The clock network in Arabidopsis thaliana is composed of 

morning-phased components, CCA1 and LHY, which levels are high in the morning and which 

repress the expression of an evening-phased component, TOC1. TOC1 in turn, regulates the 

expression of CCA1 and LHY. The latter also repress other evening-phased genes including 

GI, LUX, BOA, ELF3 and ELF4, whereas they activate day-phased genes PRR9 and PRR7 

that in turn repress the expression of CCA1 and LHY. The afternoon-phased component, 

RVE8, increases the expression of evening-phased genes and, it forms a negative feedback 
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loop with PRR5 repressing the morning-phased genes. PRR9 is repressed by the “evening 

complex” formed by LUX, ELF3 and ELF4 interaction. Further regulation includes alternative 

splicing  of several genes, controlled protein turnover and chromatin modification (Hsu & 

Harmer, 2014). 

Entrainment of the clock with the surrounding environmental conditions set its internal period 

to 24h exactly and enhances plant fitness and the adaptability to the environment. The two main 

entraining stimuli that synchronize the endogenous clock with the exogenous temporal 

environment are light and temperature (Franklin et al., 2014). Light influences clock by 

affecting multiple processes and various clock components are involved in the regulation of 

light input pathways. Both phytochromes and cryptochromes are involved in the entrainment 

of the clock. Temperature is a less critical parameter as the clock is not affected across a range 

of physiological temperatures and, many clock genes show altered expression after exposure 

to cold temperatures probably contributing to the phenomenon of “temperature compensation”. 

Various plant processes follow circadian patterns being influenced by external cues and 

internal clock components oscillations. In this manner the clock differently responds to stimuli 

depending on the time-of-day through a phenomenon called “circadian gating”. Auxin-induced 

gene expression for example, is gated by the clock, with the time of maximal auxin 

responsiveness corresponds to the time of maximal clock-regulated hypocotyl growth. Several 

clock-controlled outputs then, also serve as clock inputs for the internal oscillator. For instance, 

daily rhythms in photosynthetic capacity, due to transcripts circadian oscillations, and in the 

sugar metabolism help to synchronize the clock as internal signals. Also, the plant response to 

abiotic and biotic stresses seem to be circadian dependent, or better, time-of-day dependent. In 

Arabidopsis for instance, various drought-responsive genes follow rhythmic expression trends 

(Seo & Mas, 2015). 

Acting on plant circadian clock by manipulating the growth environment is one way to better 

understand its mechanisms and especially how these could be appropriately adjusted to act on 

specific plant aspects such as biomass or morphology. As reported by Folta & Carvalho (2015), 

“plants are environmentally modified organisms, and environmental control has the potential 

to predictably adjust plant traits within plant’s genetic potential, and can produce desirable 

changes in much shorter time than breeding or other genetic modification”. Among various 

environmental factors, light is the primary source of energy for plants. Here, the term “light” 

is arbitrary and not completely correct as it is commonly referred to the electromagnetic 
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spectrum region that is visible to humans, but plants instead, can perceive a much broader 

spectrum. 

 

 

Light perception in plants 

Plants can detect various aspects of light, photoperiod, irradiance, and spectral quality, which 

affect both plant growth and development. Light duration or photoperiod follows cyclic 

patterns and is more predictable compared to irradiance and spectral quality that are a lot more 

variable in daylight. Irradiance, or light intensity, is the radiant flux incident on the receiving 

surface from all directions, per unit area of surface, and is measured in W m-2. A more precise 

measurement in plant research is the Photon Flux Density (PFD) that measures the number of 

photons incident on a surface in a unit time taking into account the energy of the photon and, 

is measured in μmol m-2 s-1 or μE m-2 s-1. The spectral quality, or light quality, refers to the 

spectral distribution of the radiation and thus depends on the wavelengths that are present (Fu 

et al., 2012; Lange & et al., 2012; Okello et al., 2016). 

In nature, plants have various mechanisms to respond to the high daily and seasonal variability 

of light conditions. These same processes are maintained by plants grown under artificial light, 

but to try and reduce the energy costs of indoor production and develop more suitable light 

sources for plants growth, understanding the requirements in terms of light is becoming always 

more relevant. Plants absorb only a small portion of the solar radiant energy (approximately 

5.1% of the 5.50 x 1024 J annually incident on the earth’s atmosphere). Of the total sunlight 

reaching the leaf, almost half of it is in the Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR). A little 

percentage of this radiation is then reflected or transmitted and, of the remaining part not all 

the wavelengths are equally absorbed and effective (Nobel, 2009; Zhu et al., 2008). Optimal 

radiation composition, quantity and time of exposure are specific for different species and vary 

in different growth stages and with environmental influences (Becker & et al., 2014; Kang et 

al., 2013). 

Therefore, as yield and costs are the critical “indicators” in crop production systems, an optimal 

regulation of light parameters could permit to obtain maximum economic benefits while 

producing quality yield. Various approaches based on light treatments for this purpose are 

currently in use, both in closed controlled production and in greenhouses, some of them mimic 

natural environment while others impose completely different conditions (Dueck et al., 2016; 

Lin et al., 2013). The simplest and most common practice is the light supplementation in 
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greenhouses to increase the Daily Light Integral (DLI) by incrementing the total Photon Flux 

Density (PFD) or extending the photoperiod (especially applied for anti-season flowers, fruits, 

and vegetables production) (Singh et al., 2015; Xuet al., 2016). Increasing the amount of light 

available for the plant promotes biomass and phytochemicals accumulation. This is true within 

certain limits. The rate of photosynthesis reaches saturation in high light intensity, and the 

excess light energy absorbed by the antennae systems becomes excess excitation energy that 

needs to be dissipated (photoprotection) (Demmig-Adams & Adams, 1992; Takahashi & 

Badger, 2011). Plants adaptability has developed in natural environment and plants can easily 

accommodate to an ample range of irradiance (Niyogi, 2000). 

A less conventional method is based on the alteration of the photoperiod by giving plants 

continuous light for 24 h (Shen & et al., 2014). It has been shown to double the yield and 

together improve nutritional quality. However, 24h photoperiod presents some negative effects 

such as photo-oxidative damage, downregulation of photosynthesis and induction of early 

senescence caused by high concentration of sugar and starch, and induction of chlorosis and 

chloroplast degradation. Down regulation of photosynthesis under continuous light could be 

due to the mismatch between source organs, which continuously accumulates carbohydrates, 

and sink organs, which to do not increase their sucrose export capacity correspondingly. 

Indeed, when comparing bulbing to non-bulbing onions, photosynthesis down regulation did 

not occur (Murchie & Niyogi, 2011; Velez-ramirez et al., 2011). Thus, it is essential to optimize 

the amount and the duration of light to which the plant is exposed. Other than that, the 

synchronisation of the internal clock period with the external period (light-dark), or circadian 

resonance, has a certain significance and could be promising in food production. As shown by 

Dodd et al. (2005) in Arabidopsis, plants grown with matching endogenous clock & exogenous 

light-dark cycle reveal an increased fitness by the enhancement of biomass and photosynthesis. 

Photoperiod affects the vegetative and reproductive growth of plants. Levels of some secondary 

metabolites also appear to be affected by photoperiod (day length) (Kang et al., 2013; Mølmann 

et al., 2015). 

When thinking of the photoperiod, it is good to “understand” its perception by organisms. What 

has been found in mammalian, but also in fish and bird, is that circadian activity is controlled 

by colour changes (dominant wavelengths – spectral quality) and not by transition from light 

to dark (Malik & et al., 2014; Pauers et al., 2012; Walmsley et al., 2015). The same could occur 

in plant according to their behaviour. Thus, while thinking of optimizing plant light, a relevant 

importance has to be given also to light quality in addition and, consequently, a particular 
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relevance needs to be conferred also to the specific time at which a certain wavelength is given 

(Neff et al., 2000). For instance, End Of Day R and FR light have been shown to be very 

effective to control shoot elongation and internode length in many plant species, by reduction 

or enhancement respectively. EOD R light acts by lowering the content of gibberellin and 

indole-3-acetic acid and its action is counteracted by EOD FR light. EOD R light and R light 

Night Breaks are found to be effective in delaying flowering and moreover, frequent Night 

Breaks with R light can also be used as growth retardants instead of using noxious chemicals 

(Cao et al., 2016; Islam et al., 2014; Lund et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2012). 

Light has a double role in plants, it feeds photosynthesis and also, functions as signal in 

photomorphogenesis. Optimal photosynthesis occurs with photons of wavebands between 400-

700 nm, even though they are not equally efficient in the photochemical conversion process. 

In fact, the most efficient wavebands for driving photochemistry are in the B and R regions, 

corresponding to photosynthetic pigments maxima absorption peaks (chlorophylls a and b 

absorb at 430 and 453 nm and, 642 and 663 nm, while carotenoids absorb at 452 and 448 nm) 

(Huché-thélier et al., 2016). Photomorphogenesis instead, is affected by a broader range of the 

spectrum, 300-800 nm (Hogewoning et al., 2012; Kozai, 2013). Thanks to specialised 

photosensory receptors, plants can detect a more extended light spectrum, sensing from FR 

light to UV radiations (Costa-Galvao & Fankhauser, 2015). 

 

 

Photoreceptors 

In general, photoreceptors are constituted by a chromophore (light absorbing pigment) and an 

effector protein, called apoprotein. The chromophore absorbs light and starts changing the 

redox potential of the apoprotein eliciting a conformational change that initiates the 

transduction of the light signal. To date, five classes of photoreceptors have been identified. 

Phytochromes (PHYA-E) were firstly identified as having a role in lettuce seed germination 

by Borthwick et al. (1952) and are the most studied light-sensing molecules in plants as they 

are involved in many plant process including de-etiolation, shade-avoidance and flowering. 

Phytochrome transformation is stimulated by any wavelength from 300 to 800 nm. 

While PHYA works when light is very low (VLFR, very low fluence response) or when R:FR 

ratio is low (FR-HIR, FR-high irradiance response), PHYB-E functions at high R:FR ratios 

(LFR, low fluence response). They exist in two interconvertible forms: the R absorbing form 

(Pr, inactive form) and the FR absorbing form (Pfr, active form). Pfr can also be reconverted 
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to Pr by thermal relaxation. PHY contains an N-terminus or photosensory module (PSM) and 

a C-terminus (CTM). The PSM, responsible for detecting photons, is attached to a 

phytochromobilin tetrapyrrole ring which, in turn, changes its form/structure in response to 

light absorption. Once activated, Pfr, thanks to its CTM, translocates from the cytoplasm to the 

nucleus where, by interacting with the transcription factor PIF (phytochrome interacting 

factor), initiates the downstream gene expression. PHYs are in a negative feedback loop with 

their negative regulator COP1(constitutive photomorphogenic 1)-SPA (suppressor of PHYA-

105) E3 ligase complex (Legris et al., 2019). 

Cryptochromes (CRY), in addition to G, also perceive UV-A and B, with maxima absorbance 

at 370 and 450 nm. CRY is involved in various plant response to B light including de-etiolation, 

photoperiodic flowering, stomata opening and anthocyanin accumulation. Cry1 and cry2 in 

Arabidopsis thaliana, are characterised by an N-terminal photolyase homology region (PHR) 

and a C-terminal extension (CTM) followed by short photosensory motifs. PHR binds the 

chromophore, a flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) which chains tryptophan residues and 

antenna pigments helping in the energy transfer. B light detection by FAD induces formation 

of a radical FADH· that accumulates in this activated form. Further reduction of FADH· to 

FADH- occurs upon absorption of G light and causes annulment of the signaling. CRY interacts 

with various transcription factors, including COP1 and CIB (CRY2-interacting-basic-helix-

loop-helix), to initiate downstream gene expression. CRY is negatively regulated by BIC (blue-

light inhibitor of cryptochrome1) which in turn is inhibited by CRY (Liu et al., 2016). 

Phototropins (PHOT) perceive UV-A (315 - 400 nm) and B (400 – 500 nm) radiation. They 

are known for the phototropic responses in plants, and they are also involved in the B mediated 

stomatal opening and chloroplast movement and leaf expansion. PHOT chromophore is 

composed of two FMN (flavin mononucleotide). PHOT are characterised by a C-terminal 

serine/threonine kinase domain and an N-terminus containing two LOV (light oxygen voltage) 

domains which bind the FMN (flavin mononucleotide) and detect light. Upon B light 

absorption Arabidopsis PHOT, consisting of phot1 and phot2, goes through 

autophosphorilation on multiple residues. Downstream signaling requires the interaction with 

NPH3 (non-phototrophic hypocotyl 3), RPT2 (root phototropism 2) and PKS4 (phytochrome 

kinase substrate 4) for phototropism and several other components are involved the various 

processes (Christie, 2007). 
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UV-B (280 - 315 nm) radiation is perceived by UVR8 (UV resistance locus 8) which molecular 

identification is relatively recent (Rizzini et al., 2011). This photoreceptor is responsible for 

photomorphogenesis and acclimation responses to UV-B. In contrast to other photoreceptors, 

UVR-8 absorbs UV-B radiation through a set of tryptophan aromatic rings instead of using a 

chromophore. In presence of UV-B, UVR-8 that normally exists as homodimer, promptly 

monomerizes into active monomers and starts accumulating in the nucleus and by interacting 

with COP1, it stabilizes the HY5 (elongated hypocotyl 5) transcription factor initiating changes 

in gene expression. UV-B responsive genes encode for proteins involved in UV protection, 

ROS scavenging, DNA damage repair and hypocotyl growth inhibition. UVR-8 is found to be 

negatively regulated by RUP1 and RUP2 (repressor of UV-B photomorphogenesis 1 and 2) 

(Liang et al., 2019). 

UV-A and B are also perceived by zeitlupe (ZTL), flavin-binding Kelch (FKF1) and LOV 

Kelch proteins (LKP”/FKL2) which are involved in the regulation of the circadian clock and 

in photoperiodic flowering. These proteins function as photoreceptors thanks to their LOV 

domain. The LOV domain binds to a flavin mononucleotide (FMN) which is excited by B light 

absorption binds a cysteine forming the FMN-cys photoadduct with consequent alteration of 

the maximum peak absorption toward lower wavelengths. LOV domain in FKF1 has the double 

function of homo- or hetero-dimerization among ZTL/FKF1/LKP2 members and hosts the 

conformational change that causes the signal transduction. ZTL/FKF1/LKP2 proteins are able 

to accomplish protein degradation through their Kelch repeat domain (Ito et al., 2012). 

 

Crop quality enhancement through UV light treatments 

UV can be cause of cellular damage through the generation of free radicals and if the light 

intensity is too high it can negatively affect plant growth but it has also been proved to have 

photomorphogenic effects in plants such as inhibition of stem elongation and leaf area and 

increase of the leaf thickness. Plants respond to short wavelengths, ranging from UV-A (400-

315 nm), UV-B (315-280 nm) and UV-C (280-100 nm), producing UV absorbing compounds 

which are healthy to humans (Barnes et al., 1996; Huché-thélier et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2014; 

Wargent et al., 2011). UV exposure could be a suitable treatment for edible crops and fruits, to 

produce high quality produce improving the nutritional values with the increase of 

phytochemicals. Also, some secondary metabolites have an important role in determining the 

exterior aspect of the plant such as the red to purple to blue colours of fruits and vegetables 
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given by anthocyanins (Rajeswari et al., 2003). A convenient aspect (both from the plant 

growth point of view and the energy costs point of view) of using UV in closed controlled plant 

production system is the short-time treatment needed. In fact, studies show the effectiveness of 

UV radiation in stimulating the production of health-promoting secondary plant metabolites 

within short exposure periods close by the harvest day. For example, the maximal increase of 

stilbenes (trans-resveratrol and ε-viniferin) concentrations in grapes resulted from 24h UV-C 

treatment before the harvest. Similarly, an increase of phenolic compounds is reported in 

strawberries following treatment with UV-C from the flowering to the harvest (Guerrero et al., 

2015; De Oliveira et al., 2016). 

Another response to UV exposure by plants is the change in water use. Nogués et al. (1998) 

reported a study in which UV-B irradiation weakened the effects of drought treatment on peas 

by decreasing leaf area and stomatal conductance. Also Gitz et al. (2005) related UV-B 

radiation to an improved WUE in soybean. 

 

 

Grow lights 

During the last decades, with the development and improvement of artificial lights devices, 

many studies on light effects in plants opened a “window” on the wide range of possibilities 

that light modulation offers in agriculture/horticulture. A great example of the light technology 

progress can be seen in the broad range of grow lights, which are still developing while 

focusing on the biological requisites of the plant. Grow lights are characterised by high quality 

spectra including specific wavelengths (narrow-bandwidth) which are known as useful for the 

plant. 

The first record of electric light sources used to grow plants dates back to 1861 (Pinho, 2012). 

Incandescent and Low-Pressure Discharge Lamps were initially used, at the beginning in 

controlled environment research and later to supplement sunlight in greenhouses as well. 

These, were subsequently replaced by Fluorescent Lights (FL) which together with High-

Pressure Sodium Lamps, are still globally employed in horticulture for their electrical 

efficiency and broad spectrum (Wheeler, 2008). More recently, Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) 

with an high photoelectric conversion efficiency (energy saving, cost saving, low radiant heat 

emission and therefore the possibility to be placed closer to plant canopy), appeared and are 

increasingly gaining traction on the grow lights market, both for research and commercial 

purposes (Darko et al., 2014; Yen et al., 2013). LEDs are already employed as main light source 
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indoor farming and, LEDs are starting to be employed as supplemental light source in 

greenhouse (Hurt et al., 2019; Kaiser et al., 2019; Kozai, 2013). The great advantage offered 

by LEDs includes the custom narrow-bandwidth emission that can be adjusted to the plant 

needs and exploited for precise manipulation of the plant yield and quality enhancing its 

commercial value (Jones, 2018). 

 

 

Lettuce 

Lettuce is one of the most consumed crop food worldwide. In a study of 186916 participants 

in the USA, lettuce was the most consumed vegetable, (Kim et al., 2016) and, thanks to its 

relatively short growth cycle and compact size lettuce has become, together with leafy- and 

micro-greens, the main produce in vertical farms. The species Lactuca sativa is thought to have 

originated through domestication of the wild Lactuca scariola L (Bensink, 1971), and 

nowadays a great genetic and morphological diversity exists among the assorted lettuce 

varieties. Lettuce is a highly plastic plant and is very sensitive to light, from germination stages, 

and is often chosen as model plant especially in photomorphogenic studies. Red lettuce nutrient 

composition and leaf anthocyanin content, together with the plant outer quality can be 

manipulated by application of abiotic stresses like high light or specific waveband treatments 

(Jones, 2018). Lettuce leaf pigmentation is determined by a complementary gene pair that 

produces cyanic (red) or acyanic (green) leaves. The colouration of red leaves is generated by 

the accumulation of anthocyanin, principally as cyanidin 3-malonylglucoside (Becker et al., 

2014a; Gazula et al., 2005; Kyparissis et al., 2007). 

 

 

Anthocyanins 

Anthocyanins are water-soluble compounds and are included in the phenolic antioxidants, with 

a 4-fold greater capability to scavenge ROS than ascorbic acid. Anthocyanins function as 

effective protector for the plant, preventing photodamage and defending from other organisms. 

These protective red pigments are also beneficial to human health, in addition to their 

antioxidant properties, they have been found to reduce the oxidised low-density lipoprotein 

(LDL) and to have antiaggregative and vasodilating properties (Gould et al., 2002; Kowalczyk 

et al., 2003). More than 600 anthocyanins have been identified in nature with the most common 

anthocyanidins being pelargonidin, cyanidin and delphinidin which differ in the number of 
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hydroxyl groups attached to the B-rings which in turn is responsible for their colour. 

Anthocyanidins are characterised by two aromatic benzene rings separated by an oxygenated 

heterocycle and, when connected to sugar and acyl groups form anthocyanins (Ying Liu et al., 

2018). Anthocyanins origin from an extension of the flavonoid biosynthetic pathway (Figure 

1-1) (Mierziak et al., 2014). 

 

Figure 3.1. Biosynthetic pathway of flavonoids. 

First step sees the condensation of one p-coumaroyl-CoA molecule with three malonyl-CoA originating a 

4',2',4',6'-tetrahydroxychalcone which isomerizes to flavanone. Further steps are then characteristic of individual 

flavonoid classes, aurones, dihydrochalcones, flavanonols, isoflavones, flavones, flavonols, leucoanthocyanidins, 

anthocyanins and proanthocyanidins. 
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Lettuce Lollo rosso was chosen as model plant for the current research project. Lollo rosso 

market standards demand high-quality head rosette with red crinkled and crunchy leaves. These 

traits can be induced as photoprotective responses to light stress. The current study of Lollo 

rosso responses to light, aimed to discover how light impacts produce quality by using light as 

a source of stress. Given the normal negative correlation between stress and yield the study 

aimed to investigate how yield and stress-induced quality interact in Lollo rosso. The light used 

to improve crop quality under CE requires energy and therefore the light treatment will be an 

important point of cost optimisation. The ability to control the spectrum and timing of light 

treatments in CE provides opportunities to deliver light in ways not possible in more open 

forms of agriculture. The project utilises this ability to investigate how the light signal may be 

delivered most efficiently to the crop through variation in irradiance and duration of the light 

treatment (chapter 4), wavelength (chapter 3, 5 and 6), and timing (chapter 7).  
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2 General materials and methods 
 

 

Sowing method & growth conditions 

Seeds of Lactuca sativa L. var. crispa Lollo rosso were used. Two cultivars (Lollo rosso from 

Mr. Fothergill's Seeds Limited, Kentford, UK and Antonet RZ from RijkZwaan, De Lier, The 

Netherlands) were used for different experiments. The first batch of seeds, chosen in the 

beginning, was substituted by the cv. Antonet RZ to reduce the high morphological variability 

of the samples. Details on the cultivar used can be found in each chapter.  

Black plastic pots (7x7x10 cm) were filled with 155 ± 1 g sieved (by hand to avoid differences 

in soil composition within samples, larger particles were not included) compost (J. Innes No.3) 

and 50 ± 1 ml of tap water (unless otherwise specified). Pots were maintained at an 

approximately constant weight of 205 g which maintained a field capacity (FC) of 80% as 

described in Chapter 2 “Field capacity determination and watering scheme”. Two lettuce seeds 

(seeds specifications are reported for individual experiments) were sown in each pot at a depth 

of 1 cm and covered with soil. Sowing was always done in the laboratory (ambient temperature 

of 20 °C (± 5)) and always from 11:00 to 15:00. 

At 15 days after sowing (DAS) the plant population was standardised by leaving one plant 

(second leaf stage) per pot. In some tests plants were kept under control conditions for the first 

15 days, while in others plants were directly sown and grown under the light treatment to be 

tested. 

Environmental conditions, in all the experimental systems i.e. growth room, growth cabinet, 

growth chamber, were kept fixed (temperature 20 °C, relative humidity 60 %, ambient CO2). 

Exact environmental air and light conditions are described in results the relative chapters. Glass 

thermometer and environmental data loggers (Tinytag Ultra 2, Gemini Data loggers, ltd, UK 

and CL11, Rotronic Instruments ltd, UK) were always used to record environmental parameters 

within present in the growth systems and measured parameters were regularly checked. The 

same plant density (spacings ~ 14 x 14 cm2) was applied to all treatments tested and individual 

pot locations were randomly changed during the whole experimental period to minimise 

position effects. Reflective sheet (ORCA grow film, California Grow Films LLC) were used 

to separate treatment units within the same growth room. 
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Field capacity determination and watering scheme 

FC for the utilised pots (7x7x10 cm) and compost (J. Innes No.3) was calculated following the 

gravimetric method for soil moisture determination (Reynolds, 1970). Pots were filled up to 

155 g (± 1), saturated with water, cover with plastic film and left to drain at room temperature 

(20 ± 5 °C). After 24 hours pot weight was noted and pots were incubated in the oven at 105 

°C. Every 24 hours pots were weighted until stable dry weight was reached. The dry weight 

and wet weight were used to estimate the weight of pots and soil at approximately 0% and 

100% FC and FCs in between these extremes estimated as a linear proportion of the difference 

between these values. 

The watering method was standardised during the first trials and kept always the same, unless 

modifications were required. Plants were watered every 48 hours. Pots were placed on the 

balance (Kern572, accurate to 0.05 g, Balingen, Germany), weight was noted and water was 

added up to the required combined 80 % FC weight (previously calculated). 

 

 

Pictures and rosette area determination 

Pictures of plants were always taken using a fixed set-up fit with the same light in a dark room. 

Rosette area was calculated from plant pictures with the Shape descriptor plugin using ImageJ 

software (version 1.52a) (Schneider et al., 2012; Syverud et al., 2007). Each image was first 

processed with colour thresholding (B&W) to isolate the green region, which was next 

converted into binary format. The area was then determined using the Analyze Particles tool.  

 

 

Determination of rosette & leaf disk weights, thickness and relative water content 

FW of the lettuce rosette was always determined within 10 minutes of the plants being taken 

out of the experimental system (Kern572, accurate to 0.05 g, Balingen, Germany). The rosette 

was harvested from just above the cotyledons node. 

DW of the rosette was obtained from samples used for FW determination. After FW was noted, 

rosettes were placed in labelled paper bags and oven dried at 60 (± 5 °C) until stable weight 

for reached. 

Leaf disks of 1 cm2 were always obtained from the third or/and fourth leaves with the use of a 

cork borer (number 5). A preliminary study was made by cutting disks at three points of the 
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leaf in order to ascertain the most appropriate position (as shown in Figure 2-1). Position “A” 

(on the right side of the midrib toward the leaf apex) was chosen for subsequent measurements 

as it resulted in the most stable data for leaf thickness within treatments. FW was obtained 

using high precision balance (Sartorius, Mettler AK 160, accurate to 0.0001 g). Leaf thickness 

was measured with a digital caliper (RS PRO, accurate to 0.01 mm, Metric & Imperial). 

Subsequently, leaf disks were stored in Eppendorf tubes filled with 2 ml distilled water at 4 °C 

(± 1) in the dark. After 24 hours TW was recorded and disks were incubated at 60 °C (± 5) 

until constant DW was reached and noted. RWC was calculated using the following formula: 

[(FW-DW)/(TW-DW)]*100, (Smart & Bingham, 1974). 

 

Figure 3.1. Image of a Lollo rosso leaf showing cut positions for leaf disks. 

 

 

Imaging of leaf disks by light microscopy (LM) and transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) 

Plants leaf samples (cut as described above, Leaf disk weights, thickness and relative water 

content determination) were transferred to cold 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1M sodium 

cacodylate at pH 7.2 in a 10ml glass vial with polyethylene cap. Vials were placed under gentle 

vacuum until all air was removed from the internal airspaces. The fixative was replaced with 

fresh solution and the vials were placed in a fridge overnight at 4°C.  The fixative was replaced 

again and all further steps were undertaken on a rotator at room temperature. The leaf samples 

were then placed in two changes of a wash buffer as described above for at least an hour each.  

They were then transferred into 1% osmium tetroxide solution in 0.1M sodium cacodylate at 

pH 7.2 wash buffer for two hours. After a quick rinse in wash buffer, leaves were kept in two 

changes of wash buffer as above for at least an hour each.  The buffer was replaced with ultra-

pure water. Leaves were then dehydrated in an aqueous alcohol series (30%, 50%, 70%, 95% 
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& 100%) for at least an hour in each mixture. The alcohol was removed and replaced with a 

mixture of 2:1 ethanol:LR White (Hard grade) resin. After two hours this was replaced with a 

1:1 mixture then a 1:2 mixture and then finally 100% resin. This was left overnight then 

changed the next morning. After a further four hours the leaf pieces were put into suitable 

polyethylene or gelatine moulds and topped up. The moulds were then polymerised in an oven 

overnight at 60°C. The next day the embedded samples were cut from their moulds and 

labelled. 2-5µm LM sections were taken on a Reichert-Jung Ultracut E Ultramicrotome and 

dried down on gelatine/alum coated glass slides then stained with aqueous toluidine blue stain. 

LM micrographs were taken using a Leica DM6000 microscope fitted with a Hitachi HV-D20 

camera. Once an area of interest was identified, it was recut so that ultrathin 60 – 80 nm sections 

could be cut on a Ultramicrotome (Reichert-Jung Ultracut E) with a diamond knife (Diatome 

Ultra 45°) and collected on Gilder GS2X0.5 3.05 mm diameter nickel or copper slot grids 

(Gilder Grids, Grantham, UK) float-coated with Butvar B98 polymer (Agar Scientific) films. 

TEM sections were double-stained with uranyl acetate (Agar Scientific) and Reynold's lead 

citrate (TAAB Laboratories Equipment Ltd, Aldermaston, UK) and observed using a JEOL 

JEM1010 transmission electron microscope (JEOL Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) at 80 kV. 

The resulting images were photographed using Carestream 4489 electron microscope film 

(Agar Scientific) developed in Kodak D-19 developer for 4 min at 20 °C, fixed, washed and 

dried according to the manufacturer’ s instructions. The resulting negatives were scanned with 

an Epson Perfection V800 film scanner and converted to positive images. 

Leaf sampling method, and sample preparation for pigment analysis 

The third and fourth leaf, of a randomly chosen plant from replicates (usually up to N = 3 or 

4), were used for sampling which was done immediately after FW had been determined. The 

sampling routine was kept the same for all the experiments. Leaf material was cut with a 

scalpel, immediately weighed and wrapped in aluminium foil and flash frozen in liquid 

nitrogen. Subsequently samples were stored at -80 °C until required. Prior to analysis, samples 

were freeze-dried. The samples were transferred to plastic vials with the addition of three metal 

milling balls and closed with metal caps before being cold milled to a fine powder in an 

automated sample grinder (Labman Automation Ltd., Middlesbrough, UK) for 90 seconds at -

70 °C. Powdered samples were stored at 20 (± 5) °C in the dark. 

In order to optimise the sampling method, two approaches were tested. In the first approach 

leaves three and four were excised from the rosette and immediately weighed and frozen. 

Alternatively, after leaves were excised from the rosette, the central midrib was removed, and 
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the remainder of the leaf was weighed and frozen. The anthocyanin content of all samples was 

then determined as described below. The difference between the two approaches was not 

statistically significant, and the second method (leaf without midrib) was subsequently used as 

standard sampling method for all experiments. 

 

 

Quantification of anthocyanin content 

Powder sample (30.00 ± 0.50 mg) was weighed in glass test tubes (15 ml) using a high precision 

balance. Samples were extracted by shaking with 5 ml solvent (70 : 28.5  : 1.5  methanol : 

water : acetic acid) for 30 min. The samples were centrifuged (1500 x g) for 15 minutes and 

the supernatant transferred to new test tubes. The extraction was repeated once with a further 

5 ml and lastly with 0.5 ml of extraction solvent. Methanol was removed from the combined 

supernatants in a centrifugal evaporator (Jouan, RC 10.22) at 50 °C under vacuum. The 

concentrated extracts were then partially purified by solid phase extraction using sep-pak 

cartridges (500 mg Sep-Pak C18 3 cc Vac RC cartridge, Waters Ltd., Elstree, UK). Aqueous 

extracts were loaded onto cartridges which had been conditioned with methanol, followed by 

water. Unwanted compounds were removed by washing with water, and the compounds of 

interest were then eluted with 100% methanol and the eluate dried at 50 °C under vacuum. 

Dried extracts were resuspended in 60 µl of acidified methanol (70 : 28.5  : 1.5  methanol : 

water : acetic acid). Typically, 50 µL of extract were analysed by reverse-phase high-

performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) using a Waters system equipped with a 717 

autosampler, 512 pump and, a 996 photodiode array detector (PDA) and a Nova-Pak C18 radial 

compression column (8 x 100 mm, particle size 4 µm; Waters Ltd, Elstree, UK). Empower Pro 

software was used to control the system. The column was equilibrated with 20% solvent A (5% 

acetic acid) at a flow rate of 2 ml min-1. Compounds were eluted by linear gradient to 60% 

solvent B (100% methanol) over 20 minutes and monitored from 240 to 600 nm with the 

detection wavelength set to 525 nm.  

 

The cyanidin content of the plant material was quantified from peak areas using an external 

standard curve (Fig. 2-2).  Cyanidin standard (Sigma-Aldrich Company Ltd.) was dissolved in 

the extracting solution (70 : 28.5  : 1.5  methanol : water : acetic acid) at a concentration of 2 

mg ml-1 and diluted to the following concentrations: 0.02, 0.04, 0.10, 0.25, 0.50, 1.00 mg ml-1. 

Triplicates of the calibration solutions were analysed by HPLC-PDA as described above. A 
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linear standard curve (R2 = 0.998) was used to estimate the cyanidin concentration of extracts 

which were then converted to mg cyanidin g-1 dry weight. The same standard curve was used 

for all quantifications. 

 

Figure 3.1. Standard curve of cyanidin-chloride standard. 

 

 

Liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry 

Representative samples were selected for analysis by reverse-phase HPLC with online 

photodiode array detection and electrospray ionisation–ion trap tandem mass spectrometry 

(HPLC-PDA-ESI/MS). Dried extracts were resuspended in acidified methanol (70 : 28.5  : 1.5  

methanol : water : acetic acid) and diluted 1:10 prior to analysis. Typically, 20 µL were 

analysed on a Thermo Finnigan LC-MS system (Thermo Electron Corp, Waltham, MA, USA) 

comprising a Finnigan PDA Plus detector, a Finnigan LTQ linear ion trap with ESI source and 

a Waters C18 Nova-Pak column (3.9 x 150 mm, particle size 4 µm). The column oven 

temperature was maintained at 30 °C, and the PDA scan range was set to 240 – 600 nm. The 

mobile phase consisted of water with 0.1% formic acid (solvent A) and methanol with 0.1% 

formic acid (solvent B). The column was equilibrated with 95% solvent A at a flow rate of 1 

ml min-1, with 10% going to the mass spectrometer, and the percentage of solvent B increased 

linearly to 100% over 50 min. Mass spectra were acquired in negative and positive ionisation 

mode with the following parameters: sheath gas 30, auxiliary gas 15 and sweep gas zero 

(arbitrary units), spray voltage -4.0 kV in negative and 4.8 kV in positive ionisation mode, 

capillary temperature 320 °C, capillary voltage -1.0 V and 45 V, respectively, tube lens voltage 

-68V and 110 V, respectively.   

MS/MS fragmentation was carried out at a normalized collision energy of 35% and isolation 

width m/z 2.0. 
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Extraction and quantification of chlorophylls and carotenoid 

Sample powder (15.00 ± 0.50 mg) was weighed in plastic test-tubes (15 ml) using a high 

precision balance (Sartorius, Mettler AK 160, 0.0001 g). 2 ml of 95% ethanol solution was 

added to the sample tube which was wrapped with aluminium foil and then vortexed and stored 

at 4 (± 1) °C. After 24 hours tubes were centrifuged for 15 minutes at 2500 rpm. Then, the 

supernatant was decanted into new glass tubes (5 ml) and stored in the dark at 4 (± 1) °C. The 

test-tubes containing the sample pellet to which 2 ml of 95% ethanol solution were added were 

vortexed and stored with the rest of the samples. After 48 hours from the extraction start, the 

new supernatant was collected into the glass tubes for UV/VIS spectrophotometric 

measurement. Absorbance of 170 µl of sample extract was read at 470, 649, 664 nm against 

the same amount of blank (only extractant solution) in a 96 well Half Area UV-Star Microplate 

(Greiner Bio One International GmbH, Austria). Chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b and carotenoid 

content was calculated according to Lichtenthaler & Buschmann (2001). The whole extraction 

process was executed in low light conditions to reduce pigment degradation. 

Three extractant solutions were tested (80% Acetone, 95% EtOH, 100% MeOH) in order to 

determine which solvent was more appropriate for photosynthetic pigments extraction in 

freeze-dried lettuce powder. A total of six extractions were carried out at the same time and 

following the same procedure for 30.00 (± 0.50) and 15.00 (± 0.50) mg. Published formulas 

were used for each solvent due to differences in the solvent-specific extinction coefficients 

(Lichtenthaler & Buschmann, 2001). Results from the extraction test were comparable for the 

three solutions used and for both the sample quantities. Ethanol was chosen for further use as 

the easiest to “handle” and less risky to work with and results were not significantly different 

from other more difficult to use solutions (p = 0.126). 

 

 

Light measurements 

Light measurements were recorded at the top of the plant canopy using the spectroradiometer 

SpectraPen LM 500 (cosine-corrected, 380-780 nm; Photon Systems International, Drasov, 

Czech Republic) and data were analysed and quantified with the SpectraPen software and Excel 

2016. Measurements were always taken before the experiment started and, in some cases, at 

the end when a check was needed to ensure conditions were maintained. Data for irradiance 
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(W m-2) and spectra (µmol m-2 s-1) were synchronously recorded by the instrument. Daily Light 

Integral (DLI, mol m-2 d-1) of light treatment was calculated by multiplying the instantaneous 

photon flux density (PFD) (µmol m-2 s-1) for the total time of treatment, then divided by the 

number of growth days (30 days) in order to obtain the mol of photons per day received by the 

plant. 

 

 

Light sources regularly employed and respective details 

- PAR LEDs arrays: 

EP006 (53 x 37 cm, 144 chips x 3W, 90 degrees lenses, 380-760 nm, Shenzhen Herifi 

Co., ltd, China); 

BE-A008 (58 x 37 cm, 192 chips x 3W, 90 degrees lenses, 380-760 nm, Shenzhen 

Herifi Co., ltd, China). 

 

- RED LEDs bars: 

LA002 (90x50 cm, 24 chips x 3W, 90 degrees lenses, peaks at 630 and 660 nm, 

Shenzhen Herifi Co., ltd, China). 

 

- BLUE LEDs bars: 

LA002 (90x50 cm, 24 chips x 3W, 90 degrees lenses, peaks at 430 and 460 nm, 

Shenzhen Herifi Co., ltd, China); 

 

 

SPAD, spectrodensitometer and chlorophyll a fluorescence measurements 

SPAD-502 (Konica-Minolta, Japan) chlorophyll meter was used to measure the relative content 

of chlorophyll in intact leaves. Three to nine measurements per leaf were performed (on the 

upper surface) for every chosen sample as specified in chapters. 

L*a*b* colour space measurements were recorded with a spectrodensitometer (FD-5, Konica-

Minolta, Japan). The instrument was calibrated with the Minolta Calibration standard white 

reflector plate before sampling lettuce leaves. Three measurements per leaf (on the upper 

surface) were performed for every chosen sample. 

 

Chlorophyll a fluorescence was used as quantitative and non-invasive method for monitoring 

in vivo photosynthesis using the HandyPEA continuous excitation chlorophyll fluorimeter 

(Hansatech, King’s Lynn, UK). Measurements were always taken on the third and fourth 

leaves. First, light-adapted measurements were taken, then leaves were dark-adapted for 30 
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minutes (unless differently specified) with Hansatech leaf clips and dark-adapted 

measurements were taken. Measurements were always taken in the morning after 10:00, except 

when treatments required measurements at specific time. Parameters were calculated according 

the literature (Ripoll et al., 2016; Stirbet & Govindjee, 2011; Strasser et al., 2004; Živčák et 

al., 2014). 

 

 

Spectroclip measurements 

The spectral properties of leaf number four were measured (Ocean Optics Jaz-SpectroClip-TR 

combined instrument, Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL, USA) on the adaxial and abaxial leaf surface 

on day 30. Measurements were taken on the same leaf position in all samples (on the right side 

of the midrib toward the leaf four apex). The leaf was illuminated by a standardized light source 

(Halogen lamp) through an optical fibre, and the transmitted and reflected light was analysed 

with respect to its spectral composition. 

 

 

Statistical Analysis 

All the data were statistically analysed using Microsoft Excel 2016, IBM SPSS Statistics 23 

and R studio (R version 3.5.2 (2018-12-20), "Eggshell Igloo") with packages: agricolae, car, 

corrplot, ggplot2, ggpubr, Hmisc, psych. (de Mendiburu, 2020; Fox et al., 2020; Harrel, 2020; 

Kassambara, 2020; Noble, 2009; Revelle, 2020; Taiyun et al., 2017; Wickham et al., 2020). 
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3 Characterisation of Lollo rosso under different light 

quality and irradiance 
 

Agricultural production has been greatly improved but in the last few years there has been an 

increased awareness of the high resource use and environmental impact of agriculture and 

efforts are now focused on resources use optimisation. With the increasing demand for high 

quality food all year round and the often adverse and fast changing climate conditions the 

concept and technology of indoor plant production is developing and spreading across the 

world. Growing crops in a more controlled environment allows optimisation of plant growth 

parameters which have been studied across many crop systems (Benke & Tomkins, 2017). The 

light required by plants, especially in closed production systems, is important to optimise 

because of the potential energy and financial costs of inefficient light use. To optimise light 

use requires a combination of engineering and plant biology and in recent years the 

development of cheap and broad-spectrum LED lighting has enhanced the potential for cost-

effective artificial lighting to be better targeted to specific crop cultivation requirements 

(Carvalho & Folta, 2015; Cocetta et al., 2017). 

 

Light use in plants 

Both light use optimisation at light source and at plant levels share a critical process that is the 

energy conversion. It is represented by the conversion of electrical energy to radiant energy in 

the light source, and by the conversion of light to chemical energy and biomass in the plant. In 

both cases the efficiency of the conversion is not 100%.  

In plants in particular, light is absorbed by chlorophylls, photosynthetic pigments responsible 

for the light energy conversion to excitation energy in plant cells. But, before reaching 

chlorophylls, light has to reach the main organ where photosynthesis takes place, the leaf 

(Slattery & Ort, 2015; Zhu et al., 2008). 

 

Plants light capture and absorption 

A great variety of adaptive mechanisms are undertaken by the plant to optimise light capture 

and prevent photodamage in fluctuating light conditions. Plants adjust their morphology 

according to the surrounding light environment at several levels to regulate light interception 
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to either increase or decrease it depending on the environmental conditions. The changes act 

across different scales from macro scale such as the leaf, to the micro scale at the main organelle 

for light absorption, the chloroplast and adjustments to photosystems (Björkman & Demmig-

Adams, 1995). 

The ability of leaves to change their orientation in order to regulate light interception and 

ultimately photosynthetic efficiency, is named “heliotropism”. These adjustments of the leaf 

angle can be paraheliotropic, in which the leaf lamina is parallel to the incident light beam to 

decrease light interception (decrease in water consumption), and diaheliotropic, in which the 

leaf lamina is perpendicular to the light direction to increase light interception. In some plants 

the direction of light is detected by the pulvinus rather than the laminae, but the mechanisms 

behind the movement is apparently the same (Rama Das, 2006). The mechanical force that 

permits the movement is generated by changes in osmotic potential and subsequent cell turgor. 

Blue light is effective in inducing leaf orientation changes as demonstrated by Inoue et al. 

(2008). 

Another adaptation strategy implemented by the leaf to adjust light absorption is based on 

morphological modifications of its surface and composition (e.g. hairs, salt glands, epicuticular 

wax, etc.). The formation of trichomes on the leaf surfaces, for example, can be induced as a 

response to excess light. In fact, these epidermal protuberances, also named reflectors of broad-

spectrum radiation, are known to increase leaf reflectance by acting as first line protector 

against high light (Bickford, 2016). Leaf reflectance is modulated by changes in the leaf 

ultrastructure, i.e. changes in cell density or in the air spaces between cells, which can increase 

the light path length across the leaf (détour effect) and therefore the probability for light to 

encounter chloroplasts (enhanced absorptance), or increase refraction of light (sieve or 

channelling effect) within cells and air spaces (decreased absorptance) (Terashima et al., 2009). 

The intracellular mechanism of chloroplast photorelocation is achieved by the movement of 

the intracellular organelles. The organelles move along actin filaments in the cytoplasm in 

response to light intensity and direction. Chloroplasts accumulation in specific areas of the cell 

influences the sieve effect by creating shading (Davis et al., 2011). Under low light conditions 

the chloroplasts migrate towards cell surfaces that are perpendicular to the light, while under 

high light they concentrate at the cell surfaces that are parallel to the light, in order to maximise 

or reduce light absorption respectively. Chloroplast photorelocation is mostly induced by Blue 

and UV-A light through the phototropins, and in some plants Red light is also effective through 

phytochrome neochrome (Kong & Wada, 2016). 
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In spite of all the adaptive responses to light developed by the plant, not all the photons reaching 

the leaves can be absorbed because of differences in intrinsic absorption levels of different 

wavelengths of light and also saturation of light absorbing pigments, and additionally not all 

the absorbed photons, then engage in photochemistry (ɸ quantum yield of photosynthesis = 

Number of photochemical products / Number of quanta absorbed) (Taiz & Zeiger, 2002). 

Increasing the incident leaf radiation results in a linear increase in photosynthetic rate. This is 

true until the saturation point is reached, after which any in other increase in Photosynthetic 

Photon Flux (PPF) does not boost photosynthesis, as photosynthesis becomes limited by some 

other factor commonly such as CO2 (Herron & Mauzerall, 1972). 

In addition, leaf spectral absorbance across the electromagnetic spectrum is not “even”. The 

region of the electromagnetic spectrum between 400 and 700 nm is defined as 

Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR) because the photons in this region are effective for 

photosynthesis. However, even in the PAR region, leaf spectral absorbance and carbon 

assimilation do not have a linear relationship with wavelength. This means that, regardless of 

the amount of light reaching the leaf, the capture of photons and the energy conversion 

efficiency of radiant energy into biomass depend on the wavelength of the photon in 

consideration (Hoover, 1937; McCree, 1981). Photon energy is inversely proportional to the 

wavelength (E = h c / λ), consequently energy decreases across the EM spectrum, with long 

wavelengths photons (> 750 nm) having too little energy compared to that required for 

photochemistry (1.8 eV, or red photon energy) and the short wavelengths photons having 

excessive energy. (Barber, 2009; Thapper et al., 2009; Zhu et al., 2008). 

Apart from the photon energy and the consequent differences in energy conversion efficiency, 

photons of diverse wavebands are differently absorbed by the leaf. Maximal leaf absorptance 

are in the blue and in the red wavebands due to the corresponding absorption peaks of the 

photosynthetic pigments, chlorophyll a and b (428 – 453 nm and 642 – 661 nm) and carotenoids 

(400 – 500 nm) (Lichtenthaler et al., 2001). More absorptance peaks then, are characteristics 

of non-photosynthetic pigments (e.g. flavonoids) whose main role is to protect the 

photosynthetic machinery (Carvalho et al., 2011). 

 

Light reactions of photosynthesis 

Once a photon is absorbed by an accessory pigment it becomes electrical excitation energy and 

can be transferred (by resonance) to acceptors which will be reduced. When this excitation 

energy reaches the reaction centre chlorophylls/antenna chlorophylls, chlorophyll D1 & 
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pheophytin, a cascade of redox reactions (excitation energy transfer) starts initiating the 

photochemical processes (Govindjee, 1995). Even though this is the most probable destiny of 

the excitation energy (ca. 90%), alternative de-excitation and competing pathways are possible. 

The alternatives to photochemistry are dissipative and regulatory processes which can be 

distinguished as either radiative or non-radiative. The excitation energy can be re-emitted as 

radiation energy and particularly in chlorophyll a fluorescence or it can be dissipated as thermal 

energy (Kalaji et al., 2017). When photons absorption exceeds photosystems capacity to utilise 

excitation energy, dissipation of the excess energy is necessary to avoid or to reduce the risk 

of photooxidative damage. An example of this happens when the light fluctuations are too fast 

or/and too strong, and plants are not able to optimally adjust light absorption and use (Štroch 

et al., 2004). 

The decay of an excited molecule from its excited state to its ground state emits radiation 

energy in the EM spectrum with a characteristic lower energy. This “light” emission can be 

detected as chlorophyll a fluorescence, emitted mainly from PSII, through chlorophyll (Chl) 

fluorimetry. Alternatively, the excitation energy can be managed by distinct processes of  NPQ, 

measured by chl fluorimetry too. The three main “forms” of NPQ are: qE, qT and qI, and they 

are termed fast (seconds), middle (minutes) and slow (hours) forms, respectively, because of 

their relaxation times in the dark. 

qE is induced by a decrease in the lumen pH (that can be caused by limited synthesis of ATP 

and NADPH) and the activation of the enzyme violaxanthin de-epoxidase which converts 

violaxanthin (V) to zeaxanthin (Z) (carotenoids of the xanthophyll cycle). These events result 

in a conformational change produced by the binding of protons and de-epoxidised xanthophylls 

to the LHCII proteins which leads to an energy transfer from the excited chlorophyll to a 

xanthophyll (Z) that dissipates it as heat returning to its ground state (Štroch et al., 2004). 

qT finds its foundation/reason on the different chl excitation energies between the RCs of the 

PSII (chl b) and PSI (chl a) (700 and 680 nm respectively). It is induced by light spectral 

changes, which cause imbalance in the photosystems and two enzymes, kinase and 

phosphatase, are activated as a consequence. The phosphorylation effected by the enzyme 

causes the detachment of antenna proteins from PSII and their migration to PSI which increases 

its dimensions and capacity. Oxidised plastoquinone activates the phosphatase causing the 

dephosphorylation of the LHCII section in PSI and its migration back to PSII. This adaptation 

mechanism permits a “redistribution” of the energy among the two photosystems avoiding 

damage due to excess energy imbalance (Ruban, 2009). 
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qI is affected by irradiance, but it is the last dissipating mechanisms and it is correlated with 

photoinhibition. It comprises multiple processes, i.e. qH with different relaxation times and 

different dissipation routes e.g. inactivation of PSII and its energy content which is then 

converted to heat (Malnoë, 2018). 

Plant adaptive mechanisms to light may be seen as symptoms of stress occurrence but also as 

desirable plant quality traits. For instance, in Lollo rosso, strong leaf red pigmentation is 

induced under certain plant stresses and pigmentation is an important characteristic for visual 

and nutritional enhancement of lettuce quality (Becker et al., 2014). CEA though, offers 

optimal growth conditions to obtain the best yield all year-round. AeroFarms for example, is 

the world largest vertical farm, built in 2004 in Newark New Jersey, and with the daily millions 

of environmental data collected and analysed, produces 4000 salad heads per day 

(https://aerofarms.com/). Most of the plant factories currently in operation focus on yield 

optimisation and do not include any environmental stresses like light and CO2 in the growth 

recipes to enhance plant quality. Characterising plant responses, especially at leaf level, to light 

intensity and spectral quality has great potential for the rapidly evolving indoor farming, in 

regard to stress detection and environmental optimisation and, plant quality manipulation 

(Bensink, 1971; Carvalho & Folta, 2015). 

The present chapter aimed to investigate Lollo rosso morphological and physiological adaptive 

responses to light. Morphological responses at plant level (e.g. rosette compactness) and leaf 

level (e.g. pigmentation, thickness) were studied in relation to physiological observations like 

chl fluorimetry and leaf absorptance to better interpret plant responses in their complexity. The 

two experiments presented, separately focused on the main aspects of light, spectral quality 

and intensity. In addition, leaf anatomy was studied in response to light intensity under two 

light sources. 
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3.1 3.1 Lollo rosso performance and leaf properties 

under different light spectra 

 

 

Experimental set-up and growth conditions 

Pots containing Lollo rosso seeds (N = 25 and, cv.: Antonet RZ) were located in the growth 

room for germination (growth room, P T Thomas, first floor) keeping fixed growth conditions 

(Table 3.3-1). Light was delivered by PAR LEDs arrays (EP006) with irradiance of 73.37 ± 

2.04 W m-1 (353.00 ± 9.53 (µmol m-2 s-1) nm-1). 

At 15 days after sowing (DAS) the plant population was standardised by thinning pots to 

contain one plant (second leaf stage) per pot and pots were randomly allocated to the 

experimental systems (5 under each light treatment). A total of 5 light treatments were tested: 

PAR60, PAR120, PAR+RED, PAR+BLUE and HPS (lamp details in General materials & 

methods), where PAR60 (used also during germination) was the control treatment for HPS and 

PAR120 represented the irradiance control treatment for PAR+RED and PAR+BLUE. 

Treatments irradiance and spectra were measured at the beginning of the experiment and at the 

end of treatment period (see Table 3.1.2 below for irradiance and spectral composition details, 

and, Fig. 3.1-2 for treatments spectra). 

All the treatments were tested in the same experiment (synchronously) but in different 

environments (Figure 3.1.1). The four LEDs treatments (PAR60, PAR120, PAR+RED and 

PAR+BLUE) were located on different shelves of the growth room (P T Thomas, first floor) 

which were separated by white reflective sheets. The HPS treated plants were located in a 

greenhouse Venlo compartment under Son-T lamps (Philips lighting, USA). 
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Figure 3.1-1. Growth systems used to test the six light treatments. 

The first four treatments (PAR60, PAR120, PAR+RED, PAR+BLUE) were performed on different shelves of the 

same growth room and HPS treatment in a Venlo greenhouse compartment. 

 

Table 3.1-1. Environmental data (temperature and relative humidity) under each light treatment. 

Individual data loggers were located under each light treatment.  Data presented as average ± SEM (N = 2040). 
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Table 3.1-2. Measured irradiance of the treatments at plant level. 

Each value (in W m-2 and in (μmol m-2 s-1) nm-1) represents the average of three measurements ± SEM (N=3). The 

last row reports the spectral composition of the emitted wavebands as percentage of total. Spectral range between 

360 and 760 nm was divided in 5 wavebands (UVA, UV-A = 360 – 400 nm : B, Blue = 401 – 498 nm : GY, 

Green-Yellow = 499 – 609 nm : R, Red = 610 – 669 nm : FR, Far-red = 700 – 760 nm). 

 

 

Figure 3.1-2. Light spectra of each individual light treatment. 

PAR60 (in pink), PAR120 (in magenta), PAR+RED (in red), PAR+BLUE (in blue), HPS (in orange). Each line 

represents the average of three light measurements at canopy level. 

 

Plant measurements 

At 30 DAS, absorptance of leaf number three was read in three plant replicates per treatment 

using a Spectroclip. After analysing leaf absorptance data it was possible to identify wavebands 

of interest corresponding to affected regions. Affected regions were determined following 

comparison between absorptance values of differently treated samples at each wavelength 
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measured. Light- and dark-adapted chlorophyll a fluorescence was measured from the third 

leaf of six plants. Plants were harvested and rosette FW and leaf number were recorded for all 

the samples and, three rosettes per treatment were used for DW determination. Leaf disks of 

three replicates per treatment were cut, their thickness, FW, TW and DW weights were 

determined, and RWC was calculated. Samples of the third and fourth leaves of three randomly 

chosen plants per treatment were harvested and stored at -80 ˚C for pigment analyses. Spectral 

absorption of leaf extracts (0.015 g of freeze-dried leaf powder in 3 ml of 95% ethanol) were 

read using a UV-VIS (UV 3100 PC Spectrophotometer, VWR, Belgium) in 1 cm pathlength 

disposable cuvettes. Pictures of individual plants were taken prior to the harvest (Figure 3.1-

3). HPLC profiles were determined for each treatment from freeze-dried leaf material extracted 

as described in General materials and methods. Rosette area and leaf thickness were calculated 

from plant and leaf cross-section images.  
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Results 

Plant morphology 

 

 

Figure 3.1-3. Pictures of three Lollo rosso replicates per light spectral treatment. 

Differently treated rosettes showing differences in plant shape, crinkliness, area and pigmentation. Pictures taken 

30 DAS. 
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Plant measurements 

Table 3.1-3. and Table 3.1-4. Growth responses of lettuce grown under five different light spectral treatments. 

Treatments were emitted by LEDs (PAR60, PAR120, PAR+RED, PAR+BLUE) and HPS lamps for 30 days. 

Treatments 
  

Rosette area** 

(cm
2
) 

(N=3) 

Rosette perimeter* 
(cm) 

(N =3) 

Fresh weight* 
(g) 

(N=5) 

Leaf thickness*** 
(mm) 
(N=3) 

PAR60 182.58 ± 6.99
b 114.30 ± 3.83

b 20.83 ± 1.32
a 0.25 ± 0.02

b 

PAR120 158.22 ± 9.16
bc 105.13 ± 1.05

b 19.12 ± 1.82
a 0.29 ± 0.04

ab 

PAR+RED 146.40 ± 9.16
bc 89.05 ± 6.38

b 22.89 ± 1.81
a 0.35 ± 0.02

a 

PAR+BLUE 134.46 ± 6.85
c 94.77 ± 8.39

b 18.55 ± 1.79ab 0.26 ± 0.02
b 

HPS 227.47 ± 25.42
a 148.06 ± 17.80

a 14.61 ± 1.15b 0.13 ± 0.00
c 

 

Treatments 
  

Leaf disk FW*** 
(mg) 
(N=3) 

Leaf disk TW*** 
(mg) 

(N =3) 

Leaf disk DW*** 
(mg) 

(N=3) 

Leaf disk RWC 
(%) 

(N=43) 

PAR60 15.00 ± 1.50
b 22.47 ± 0.96

a 1.30 ± 0.15
c 64.48 ± 4.62 

PAR120 16.97 ± 0.90
ab 25.30 ± 1.77

a 2.20 ± 0.26
b 64.11 ± 1.42 

PAR+RED 18.90 ± 0.50
a 27.07 ± 1.93

a 2.77 ± 0.03
a 67.57 ± 7.38 

PAR+BLUE 16.27 ± 0.81
ab 25.10 ± 0.70

a 1.47 ± 0.18
c 62.57 ± 1.94 

HPS 8.97 ± 0.22
c 14.37 ± 1.82

c 0.60 ± 0.10
d 63.88 ± 11.15 

Values are reported as mean ± SEM. Different letters within columns indicate significant treatment differences at 

P < 0.05, as determined by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 

Significance codes:  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’. 
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Table 3.1-5. Chlorophyll a fluorescence of light-adapted and dark-adapted lettuce plants. 

Lettuce leaves (third and fourth leaves of three plants per treatment) were exposed to five different light spectral 

treatments emitted by LEDs (PAR60, PAR120, PAR+RED, PAR+BLUE) and HPS lamps for 30 days. 

Treatments 
  

F
V/

F
M

’** 

(N=6) 

F
V/

F
M

** 

(N =6) 

Sm*** 
(N=6) 

PI** 
(N=6) 

NPQ 
(N=6) 

PAR60 0.79 ±0.01
a 0.84 ± 0.01

a 18.99 ± 1.35
b 3.22 ± 0.41

ab 0.10 ± 0.04 

PAR120 0.70 ± 0.04
b 0.82 ± 0.01

a 26.16 ± 2.39
a 3.92 ± 0.81

a 0.39 ± 0.10 

PAR+RED 0.67 ± 0.04
b 0.78 ± 0.02

b 17.47 ± 1.92
bc 1.50 ± 0.36

c 0.38 ± 0.15 

PAR+BLUE 0.78 ± 0.01
a 0.84 ± 0.00

a 24.09 ± 1.25
a 4.67 ± 0.57

a 0.27 ± 0.05 

HPS 0.81 ± 0.00
a 0.82 ± 0.01

a 14.18 ± 0.22
c 1.98 ± 0.18

bc 0.29 ± 0.07 

Values for Maximum operating efficiency of PSII in the light (FV/FM’), Maximum quantum efficiency of PSII in 

the dark (FV/FM), Normalised area under OJIP curve (Sm), Performance Index (PI) and Non-photochemical 

quenching (NPQ) are reported as mean ± SEM. Different letters within columns indicate significant treatment 

differences at P < 0.05, as determined by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least significant difference 

(LSD) test. Significance codes:  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’. 

 

Figure 3.1-4. Averaged absorbance of Lollo rosso leaf in solution. 

Leaf extracts in 95 % ethanol (from 250 to 800 nm) of Lollo rosso grown under different light treatments (N = 3). 
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Figure 3.1-5. Averaged absorptance from 350 to 850 nm of lettuce leaves. 

Leaves (N = 3) irradiated by different light treatments (PAR60, PAR120, PAR+RED, PAR+BLUE, HPS). 

 

Figure 3.1-6. Leaf absorptance per spectral region with reference to the light treatment applied. 

Leaf absorptance per spectral waveband: UV from 350 to 399 nm, BLUE from 400 to 498 nm, G-Y from 499 to 

609 nm, RED from 610 to 699 nm, FR from 700 to 799 nm. Lettuce leaves (N = 3) were grown under different 

light treatments (PAR60, PAR120, PAR+RED, PAR+BLUE, HPS). Treatment points labelled with different 

letters differ significantly from each other at P < 0.05 by Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 
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Figure 3.1-7. Normalised photochemical reflectance index (PRIN) of lettuce leaves. 

Lollo rosso leaves (N = 3) were treated with different light treatments (PAR60, PAR120, PAR+RED, 

PAR+BLUE, HPS). Boxplots labelled with different letters differ significantly from each other at P < 0.05 by 

Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 
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Table 3.1-8. Absorptance at chosen wavelengths of lettuce leaves grown under different light. 

Wavelengths: 355, 363, 393, 497, 520 nm. Lettuce leaves were grown under five different light spectral treatments 

emitted by LEDs (PAR60, PAR120, PAR+RED, PAR+BLUE) and HPS lamps for 30 days. 

Treatments 355 nm *** 
Absorptance 

(%) 
(N=3) 

363 nm *** 
Absorptance 

(%) 
(N=3) 

393 nm *** 
Absorptance 

(%) 
(N=3) 

497 nm * 
Absorptance 

(%) 
(N=3) 

520 nm ** 
Absorptance 

(%) 
(N=3) 

PAR60 93.07 ± 1.08
a 83.06 ± 0.60

a 94.68 ± 0.09
a 97.97 ± 0.34

a 97.97 ± 0.34
a
 

PAR120 82.14 ± 1.32
b 83.48 ± 0.48

a 94.51 ± 0.07
a 98.91 ± 0.10

a 98.91 ± 0.10
a
 

PAR+RED 81.54 ± 2.08
b 83.13 ± 0.92

a 92.13 ± 0.10
b 98.36 ± 0.07

a 98.36 ± 0.07
a
 

PAR+BLUE 81.58 ± 1.05
b 85.35 ± 1.58

a 94.74 ± 0.36
a 98.23 ± 0.41

a 98.23 ± 0.41
a
 

HPS 51.25 ± 3.18
c 62.95 ± 2.11

b 87.78 ± 0.71
c 96.41 ± 0.27

b 96.41 ± 0.27
b
 

Values reported as mean ± SEM. Different letters within columns indicate significant treatment differences at P 

< 0.05, as determined by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 

Significance codes:  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’. 
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Table 3.1-9. Pigment content of differently treated lettuce leaves. 

Light treatments were emitted by LEDs (PAR60, PAR120, PAR+RED, PAR+BLUE) and HPS lamps and plants 

were treated for 30 days. 

Treatments 
  

Chl a*** 

(mg g
-1

) 
(N=9) 

Chl b*** 

(mg g
-1

) 
(N=9) 

Chl a/b*** 

(mg g
-1

) 
(N=9) 

Carotenoids*** 

(mg*g
-1

) 
(N=9) 

PAR60 4.86 ± 0.31
c 1.46 ± 0.09

c 3.34 ± 0.03
c 1.16 ± 0.05

b 

PAR120 4.15 ± 0.10
d 1.27 ± 0.03

c 3.27 ± 0.05
c 1.01 ± 0.02

c 

PAR+RED 1.90 ± 0.15
eq 0.48 ± 0.03

d 3.95 ± 0.05
a 0.63 ± 0.03

d 

PAR+BLUE 6.19 ± 0.35
b 1.75 ± 0.13

b 3.57 ± 0.09
b 1.49 ± 0.05

a 

HPS 7.17 ± 0.18
a 2.33 ± 0.08

a 3.09 ± 0.03
d 1.59 ± 0.04

a 

Values reported as mean ± SEM. Different letters within columns indicate significant treatment differences at P 

< 0.05, as determined by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 

Significance codes:  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’. 

 

 

Figure 3.1-8. Anthocyanin content of lettuce plant leaves. 

Plants were exposed to five different spectral treatments for 30 days. Boxplots (N = 5) labelled with different 

letters differ significantly from each other at P < 0.05 by Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 
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Figure 3.1-9. Chromatogram of Lollo Rosso lettuce extracts. 

Possible Peak identifications: (1) Chlorogenic acid; (2) Chicoric acid; (3b) Quercetin; (3c) Isochlorogenic acid; 

(4) Cyanidin. Chromatograms with different letters represent different light treatments: A = PAR60; B = PAR120; 

C=PAR+RED; D = PAR+BLUE; E = HPS. 

 

 

Qualitative assessment of Lollo rosso plant composition after growth under five 

different light sources 

Red lettuce plants grown under different light sources for 30 days showed very distinctive 

morphologies (Figure 3.1-3). Within the LEDs treated plants there was a slight gradient of red 

pigmentation and increasing rosette compactness from 

(PAR+BLUE>PAR+RED>PAR120>PAR60). Plants grown under HPS lamps had a loose leaf 

morphology and red pigmentation was barely visible in HPS irradiated leaves. Leaf crinkliness 
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was very accentuated in high irradiance LEDs treatments (PAR120, PAR+RED, PAR+BLUE) 

while it was slightly reduced in PAR60. HPS irradiated leaves were less crinkled and slightly 

undulated at the leaf margins. 

Absorbance of 95% ethanol extracted powdered tissue was assessed from 250 to 800 nm (Fig. 

3.1-4). Major differences in absorptance spectra were noted between the different light sources. 

For samples grown under LEDs the main peak of absorption was around 330 nm, it was very 

wide and continued with a shorter but extensive shoulder peaking around 430 nm. For HPS 

grown samples the main peak was centered around 430 nm with a little shoulder at 469 nm. A 

peak at ~666 nm was present in all samples, the highest peak values were extracts of HPS 

grown tissue, lower values from PAR60, PAR120 and PAR+BLUE and lowest in PAR+RED. 

Extracts were analysed in greater detail using HPLC which allowed tentative identification of 

compounds: chlorogenic acid (1), chicoric acid (2) and cyanidin (4) for all samples (Fig. 3.1-

9), quercetin (3b) was found in all samples except in PAR120 and PAR+BLUE and, 

isochlorogenic acid (3c) was identified only in PAR120 (B), PAR+RED (C), PAR+BLUE (D) 

and HPS (E) samples. 

 

Quantitative assessment of Lollo rosso plant growth and morphology under five 

different light sources 

The type of light source had a significant impact on biomass accumulation (p = 0.014) (Table 

3.1.3). Post hoc test distinguished two main groups, LED treatments yielded higher rosette FW 

in the order PAR+RED>PAR60>PAR120>PAR+BLUE, ranging from 18.55 to 22.89 g, 

compared to HPS (14.61 g). The same trend was reflected in DW accumulation (p ≥ 0.000). A 

similar effect of LEDs on biomass of leaf disk FW, TW and DW was noted (p = 0.000, p = 

0.001 and p = 2.9x10-5, respectively). Weigths of PAR+RED leaf disks were always the highest 

values within the LEDs samples, and HPS leaf disks were the lowest overall (Table 3.1.4). No 

effect of the light source was detected on the relative water content (RWC) of leaf disks (p = 

0.986). Measurements of the leaf disk thickness showed large differences between the light 

source treatments (p ≥ 0.000). Thickest leaf disks were found in PAR+RED treatment (0.35 ± 

0.02 mm), followed by PAR120 (0.29 ± 0.04 mm), PAR+BLUE (0.26 ± 0.02 mm) and PAR60 

(0.25 ± 0.02 mm), which were not statistically different. Leaf disks of HPS plants were half as 

thick as the LEDs treated disks. 

Light treatment had a statistically significant effect on rosette compactness as quantified by 

measurements of rosette area (p = 0.005) (Table 3.1-3.). Rosette area was greatest in HPS 
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grown plants (227.47 ± 25.42 cm2). PAR120 and PAR+RED rosette areas were not statistically 

separable with an average area of 160.40 cm2. PAR+BLUE treatment produced the smallest 

rosettes (94.77 ± 8.38 cm2). Rosette perimeter was altered by light and two main groups were 

identified (p = 0.010). HPS rosettes had the greatest perimeter with 150.08 ± 1.10 cm. 

Perimeters under LEDs treatments ranged from 114.30 to 134.46 cm (PAR60> PAR120> 

PAR+RED>PAR+BLUE). 

 

Chlorophyll a fluorescence of Lollo rosso grown under different light treatments 

Chlorophyll fluorescence parameters measured on light- and dark-adapted leaves were 

significantly affected by light treatment (Table 3.1-7). The FV/FM
’ was statistically higher in 

HPS, PAR60 and PAR+BLUE irradiated leaves (0.81 ± 0.00, 0.79 ± 0.01 and 0.78 ± 0.01) and 

lowest in PAR120 (0.70 ± 0.04) and PAR+RED (0.67 ± 0.04) treated leaves (p ≥ 0.000). 

PAR+RED treatment caused a lowering (0.78 ± 0.02) of the FV/FM compared to the rest of the 

treatments which had an optimal FV/FM between 0.82 and 0.84 (p = 0.009). The normalized 

area (Sm) under the OJIP (transients Kautsky) curve was significantly affected by light 

treatment (p = 6.9x10-5). Sm of PAR120 and PAR+BLUE dark-adapted leaves were identified 

by post hoc test as the greatest (26.16 ± 2.39 and 24.09 ± 1.25), followed by PAR+60 (18.99 ± 

1.35) and PAR=RED (17.47 ± 1.92). HPS samples reported the smallest Sm (14.18 ± 0.22). PI 

measured in dark adapted leaves was significantly affected by light treatments (p ≥ 0.000).  

PAR+RED, HPS produced the lowest PI values (from 1.50 to 1.98). PAR60, PAR120 values 

were 3.22 and 3.92 while PAR+BLUE was the highest (4.67 ± 0.57). NPQ was not statistically 

different under the various spectra. 

 

Optical properties of Lollo rosso leaves grown under different light treatments 

The absorptance of leaves grown under different light was different (Figure 3.1-5). After 

analysing the whole absorptance spectrum wavebands, the wavelengths of interest were 

analysed. Absorptance in the UV-A range (350 - 399 nm) was considerably lower in HPS 

grown leaves (p = 5.8x10-6). HPS leaves also absorb less in the blue range (400 - 499 nm) (p = 

0.020) and, absorbed less in the green range too (500 - 599 nm) (p ≥ 0.000). Absorptance was 

different at various individual wavelengths (Table 3.1-6). At 355 nm PAR60 samples had the 

greatest absorption (93.07 %) and, HPS had the lowest (51.25 %), while the rest of the samples 

absorbed between 77.12 and 82.14 % (p = 5.8x10-5). Absorption at 363 nm was significantly 

different only in HPS samples (62.95 %) compared to an average of 84.48 % (p ≥ 0.000). 87.78 
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% was the minimum absorption at 393 nm for HPS treatment, followed by 92.13% 

(PAR+RED) while PAR60, PAR120 and PAR+BLUE were absorption was around 94 % (p = 

5.1x10-5). Post hoc test distinguished two main groups for absorption at 497 nm (p = 0.035), 

HPS had lowest absorption (96.41 %) compared to the average of ~ 98 %. Similar trend was 

found at 520 nm, with HPS (91.44 %) absorbing significantly less than the LEDs treatments 

(96.52 to 98.21 %) (p = 0.001). No statistical differences were found by ANOVA in absorption 

at 448, 484, 660 and 680 nm by differently treated leaves. 

PRIN was significantly influenced by light treatment (p = 5.3x10-9) (Figure 3.1-7). Greatest 

PRIN was found in PAR+BLUE, PAR120 and PAR60, with an average of 0.021 (± 0.000). The 

LEDs treatment, PAR+RED showed lower values for PRIN (0.007 ± 0.000), followed by HPS 

(0.006 ± 0.001). 

 

Quantitative assessment of pigments content 

Significant differences in the content of chlorophyll a were found between the various 

treatments (p = 2.2x10-16), the highest content was found in HPS samples (7.17 ± 0.18 mg g-1), 

followed by PAR+BLUE samples (6.19 ± 0.35 mg g-1). Slightly lower content was found in 

PAR60 (4.86 ± 0.31 mg g-1) and PAR120 (4.15 ± 0.10 mg g-1) (Table 3.1-9). Only 1.90 (± 

0.15) mg g-1 were found in PAR+RED leaf samples. Similar effects were detected in the content 

of chlorophyll b (p = 2.2x10-16), with the highest content of 2.33 (± 0.08) mg g-1 of HPS samples 

and the lowest of 0.48 (± 0.03) mg g-1 for PAR+RED samples. Large influence of the light 

source treatment on the ratio of chlorophylls a to b (p = 1.3x10-10). HPS treatment reported the 

lowest ratio (3.09), PAR60 and PAR120 were grouped together by LSD post hoc test with an 

average ratio of 3.31, followed by PAR+BLUE a/b ratio of 3.57 (± 0.09). The highest 

chlorophyll a:b ratio was found in PAR+RED treatments (3.95 ± 0.05). Carotenoids were 

greatly affected by the light treatment (p = 2.2x10-16). Lowest content of carotenoids was found 

in PAR+RED treated leaves (0.63 ± 0.03 mg g-1) and highest in HPS>PAR+BLUE (average of 

1.55 mg g-1). 

Statistically significant difference was found in the total anthocyanin content (p = 3.8x10-8) 

(Figure 3.1-8). PAR+BLUE and PAR120 treatments showed the greatest effect in anthocyanins 

accumulation (6.99 ± 0.29 and 6.32 ± 0.61 mg g-1, respectively). In addition, other two groups 

were differentiated by post hoc test for the anthocyanin content. Second group for anthocyanin 

accumulation included PAR60 and PAR+RED with 5.24 (± 0.34) and 4.90 (± 0.11) mg g-1, 

third group included HPS with 2.05 (± 0.18) mg g-1. 
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Discussion 

LEDs are becoming the grow light of choice in lettuce indoor cultivation, replacing HPS and 

FL lamps. LEDs have largely been presented as preferable for plant photosynthesis and 

biochemical composition, mainly due to the narrow-bandwidth emission to allow LEDs to 

provide specific wavelengths of interest (Darko et al., 2014). LEDs have also been reported to 

be superior in terms of light source performance. Compared to traditional grow lights, such as 

HPS and FL, LEDs have higher photoelectrical efficiency and life span, lower mercury and 

heat emissions and lower electricity usage (Ptushenko et al., 2015; E. Taulavuori et al., 2017). 

Emission spectra of HPS and FL light sources are distinctive and pretty much standard, indeed, 

these lamps are called conventional polychromatic broadband light sources (Ptushenko et al., 

2015) and as illustrated in Figure 3.1-2. HPS spectrum is characterised by a broad peak in the 

PAR range with a maxima in the green-orange waveband region. LEDs spectrum depends on 

the wavelength emission of the diodes employed. The PAR LED spectrum used includes diodes 

emitting in the 400 – 750 nm range with major peaks in the blue and red. The aim was to study 

Lollo rosso responses to the different light spectra, emitted by LED and HPS, and characterise 

changes in leaf optical properties in relation to measured responses. 

Experiments testing LEDs as grow lights have produced contrasting results, with some negative 

effects reported for example on the number of flowers in ornamentals (Ouzounis et al., 2018), 

on cucumber yield (Särkkä et al., 2017), on Chinese cabbage growth (Ptushenko et al., 2015), 

on radish, spinach and lettuce yield (Yorio et al., 2001). The negative effects of the LEDs in 

these studies are probably caused by the spectra used, in particular R and B fractions are 

fundamental in affecting plant responses (Izzo et al. 2019). A small percentage of B radiation 

on the total PPFD exerts an important role in balancing the deleterious effects associated with 

R light alone (Hogewoning et al., 2010), but also when B light exceeds a certain amount it may 

become counter-productive for plant growth as demonstrated in Kaiser et al. study's (2019), 

where addition of B percentages of 24 or over where suboptimal for tomato growth.  In the 

current study Lollo rosso yield was increased by LEDs compared to HPS light (Table 3.1-3). 

The best light treatment for greatest rosette FW was PAR+RED LEDs (10 % of B and 72 % of 

R). HPS instead, produced the lightest rosettes, also in comparison to a similar light intensity 

treatment (PAR60). PAR+BLUE produced a small decrease in biomass accumulation, as 

confirmed also in leaf disk DW (Table 3.1-4). The predominantly B light treatment (53 % B 

and 35 % of R) may have induced photoprotective responses due to an excess of high energy 

photons. Rosette area was significantly reduced under B resulting in a very compact rosette 
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with reduced surface area to intercept incident light (Table 3.1-3). All LED treatments tended 

to produce compact rosette area which likely indicates that more energy was absorbed 

triggering photoprotective responses. Leaf thickness data supported FW results but was not in 

accordance with literature data (Demotes-Mainard et al., 2016; Huché-thélier et al., 2016). Leaf 

thickness was not increased by B or decreased by R as reported in similar studies. On the 

contrary, maybe due to the non-monochromatic spectral emission of the treatments, the thickest 

leaves were produced under PAR+RED (Table 3.1-4). HPS treatment reported the lowest 

values for leaf thickness, biomass accumulation and, the greatest values for rosette area and 

perimeter (Table 3.1-3) with extremely low yield and an “abnormal” shape. Overall, the 

differences measured strongly suggest the suitability of LED light sources for lettuce growth 

and morphology in CE. 

Numerous studies have been performed aimed at relating leaf optical changes to plant 

physiological processes in response to various stresses. Chloroplast movement, stimulated by 

light, is reported to greatly influence leaf optical alterations (Brugnoli & Björkman, 1992). 

Changes in leaf reflectance have been related to changes in photoprotection (Urban et al., 2017; 

Van Wittenberghe et al., 2018). The Photochemical Reflectance Index or PRI, evaluating 

epoxidation rate of xanthophylls, can be used to assess plant photosynthetic light use efficiency 

(LUE) and stress. In our case, the PRIn was increased by higher energy light treatments 

(PAR+BLUE≥PAR120≥PAR60) (Figure 3.1-7). These treatments were also the ones yielding, 

in the same order, to less anthocyanin accumulation (Figure 3.1-8). This suggests that the 

degree of stress from HPS grown plants was very low compared to LEDs grown plants. Of the 

LEDs treatments, only PAR+RED resulted in lower stress levels, with a resulting halved PRIN. 

PRIN though, is also considered to be an indicator of LUE and, from our data it may appear 

that PAR+RED had a lower LUE which does not agree with the highest rosette FW (FW was 

used as a measure of productivity as it was corroborated by DW and RWC was not statistically 

different between differently treated samples) produced and the highest chlorophyll a/b ratio 

translating into high chl a content and a highly light-adapted plant. The low FV/FM’ may suggest 

lowered efficiency in excitation capture, but the concomitant increased NPQ may validate the 

occurrence of acclimation to high light which would be supported by the increased chl a:b. The 

PRIN, instead of the PRI, was used due to the presence of differences in pigments content and 

structural composition between differently treated plants (Zarco-Tejada et al., 2013). PRIN 

decrease in PAR+RED was mainly caused by lower reflectance both at 531 and 570 nm, while 

for HPS, in the same range, reflectance was very high (also visible as increase in absorptance 
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at 520 nm in Table 3.1-8). Reduction in reflectance (531-570 nm) in PAR+RED leaves may be 

attributed to the presence of anthocyanins accounting for greater absorptance in that range 

(Figure 3.1-5) while HPS greener leaves showed greater reflectance in the same range due to 

the absence of red pigments. Also, the very low carotenoid content, not supported by NPQ 

though, in PAR+RED leaves validated the very low photoprotection suggested by low PRIN. 

In the same way, HPS leaves, with low anthocyanin content, had the lowest PRIN. PRIN notably 

approximated leaf anthocyanin content, representing a potential and convenient method to 

estimate the red pigment concentration in Lollo rosso leaf, other than being a promising fast 

method to monitor plant stress. 

RT, PDA and MS spectra, consistent with the “identified” compounds (identification was made 

based on comparison with the spectra from the chemical standards’) reported differences 

between different light treatments (Figure 3.1-9). Compounds like chicoric acid and cyanidin 

were detected in all samples, other compounds instead, were encountered less often. Quercetin 

for example, a strong plant protectant against antioxidant stress, was detected only under high 

energy treatments (PAR120 and PAR+BLUE). Quercetin, in fact, is a dihydroxy B-ring-

substituted flavonoid and is included in the flavonoids reacting to light (Kurepa et al., 2016; 

Mierziak et al., 2014). Further investigation including quantitative data, on plant biochemical 

profile changes in response to light and the influence on leaf spectral properties would be 

required. 

 

From these results, R supplemented PAR spectrum resulted to be the best light treatment for 

Lollo rosso biomass accumulation. Compared to other LEDs spectra, PAR+RED induced very 

low photoprotection reflected by a slightly lower anthocyanin content and the highest biomass 

accumulation. PAR+BLUE and PAR120 produced the best results for leaf anthocyanin 

accumulation, with little differences in photoprotection and adaptation to the light environment. 
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3.2 3.2 Plant morphology and leaf properties affected by 

light source & irradiance 

 

 

Experimental set-up and growth conditions 

Pots were prepared according to “Sowing method” in General Materials and Methods (N = 36, 

and seeds: “Lollo rosso”, Lactuca sativa L. var. crispa L. cv. Antonet RZ) and transferred to 

the experimental system (Fitotron, growth cabinet, CE building). The same growth cabinet was 

split in two halves by the instalment of a white reflective sheet. In one side of the cabinet 

fluorescence tubes (FL, (F40W/35)) were left as light source, while in the other side they were 

covered by an ORCA sheet and a PAR LEDs arrays (EP006) was installed. Two shelves were 

arranged in each side of the cabinet in order two create a total of four growth areas at different 

distance from the light source and consequently receiving different irradiance. A total of four 

treatments, each including 12 pots, were set, two irradiance levels (270 and 570 μmol m-2 s-1 

or 60 and 120 W m-2) emitted by FL (FL60, FL120) and LEDs (LED60, LED120). 

Environmental data were monitored every 15 minutes by four data loggers, placed on each of 

the four treatment areas (Table 3.2-1). Photoperiod (18- h) was the same for the whole cabinet. 

Treatments irradiance and spectra were measured at the beginning of the experiment and at the 

end of treatment period (see Figure 3.2-1 for treatments spectra and Table 3.2-2 for irradiance 

and spectral composition details). 

 

Table 3.2-1. Environmental data (temperature and relative humidity) under each light treatment. 

Individual data loggers were located under each light treatment.  Data presented as average ± SEM (N = 250). 
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Figure 3.2-1. Light spectra of the four light treatments. 

FL60 (in light grey), FL120 (in dark grey) LED60 (in pink), LED120 (in magenta). Each line represents the 

average of three light measurements at canopy level. 

 

Table 3.2-2. Measured irradiance of the treatments at plant level in W m-2 and in μmol m-2 s-1. 

Each value represents the average of three measurements ± SEM (N = 3). Last row reports the spectral composition 

of the emitted radiation expressed in percentages. Spectral range between 360 and 760 nm was divided in 5 sub-

ranges accordingly to their colour emission in the visible (UVA, UV-A = 360 – 400 nm : B, Blue = 401 – 498 nm 

: GY, Green-Yellow = 499 – 609 nm : R, Red = 610 – 669 nm : FR, Far-red = 700 – 760 nm). 
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Plant measurements 

At 30 DAS, absorptance of leaves number three and four was read in four plant replicates per 

treatment with Spectroclip. Leaf absorptance measurements were taken both on the adaxial and 

abaxial sides of the leaves and wavelengths of interest were chosen according to the previous 

experiment. Light- and dark-adapted chlorophyll a fluorescence was measured from the third 

leaf of four plants per treatment using a HandyPEA. Plants were harvested and rosette FW and 

leaf number of the 12 replicates ware noted. Eight rosettes per treatment were used for DW 

determination. Leaf disks of three replicates per treatment were used to determine FW, TW 

and DW, and calculate RWC. Additional leaf disks (1 cm2) were cut from the same leaves and 

were stored in distilled water at 4 °C until prepared for light microscope analysis (example of 

leaf cross-sections obtained are in Appendix, Figure 10-1). 

Samples of the third and fourth leaves of three randomly chosen plants per treatment were 

harvested and stored at -80 ˚C for chlorophyll, carotenoid and anthocyanin analyses. Spectral 

absorption of leaf extracts (in 95% ethanol) were read using a UV-VIS (UV 3100 PC 

Spectrophotometer, VWR, Belgium) in 1 cm pathlength disposable cuvettes. Pictures of 

individual plants were taken prior the harvest (Figure 3.2-2). Leaf disks thickness was 

measured on light microscope images using ImageJ software and, rosette area and perimeter 

were calculated from plant pictures.  
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Results 

Plant morphology 

 

Figure 3.2-2. Pictures of three lettuce replicates treated with different light.  

Plants exposed to different light treatments (FL60, FL120, PAR60 and PAR120), showing differences in plant 

area, crinkliness and pigmentation. Pictures taken 30 days after sowing. 
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Plant measurements 

Table 3.2-3. Growth responses of red lettuce grown under four different light treatments. 

Rosette area, rosette perimeter, rosette fresh weight, rosette dry weight and leaf thickness of red lettuce grown 

under two different light intensities emitted from FL lamps (FL60 and FL120) and LEDs (LED60, LED120). 

One-way ANOVA 
    

Treatments 
  

Rosette area** 

(cm
2
) 

(N=3) 

Fresh weight*** 
(g) 

(N=12) 

Dry weight*** 
(g) 

(N=8) 

Leaf thickness*** 
(mm) 

(N=99) 

Air spaces** 

(μm
2
) 

(N=9) 

FL60 182.08 ± 18.79
c 10.22 ± 1.13

b 0.62 ± 0.07
b 0.19 ± 0.01

b 1.89 ± 0.20
b 

FL120 202.75 ± 2.82
bc 17.30 ± 0.90

a 1.23 ± 0.05
a 0.22 ± 0.00

b 4.11 ± 0.63
a 

LED60 259.25 ± 6.80
a 18.62 ± 1.54

a 1.25 ± 0.14
a 0.22 ± 0.00

b 2.67 ± 0.24
b 

LED120 229.50 ± 13.05
ab 17.56 ± 1.60

a 1.27 ± 0.17
a 0.24 ± 0.02

a 2.33 ± 0.44
b 

Two-way ANOVA     

Irradiance  *** *** *** ** 

Light source ** *** ** * * 

Interaction · ** *  ** 

 

Treatments 
  

Leaf disk FW 
(mg) 
(N=4) 

Leaf disk TW 
(mg) 

(N =4) 

Leaf disk DW 
(mg) 
(N=4) 

Leaf disk RWC 
(%) 

(N=4) 

FL60 8.60 ± 0.72 14.38 ± 0.68 0.95 ± 0.03 58.12 ± 7.62 

FL120 6.60 ± 0.90 13.28 ± 0.53 1.18 ± 0.09 44.27 ± 5.18 

LED60 8.13 ± 0.83 16.30 ± 1.21 1.23 ± 0.08 45.63 ± 3.90 

LED120 8.98 ± 1.03 16.83 ± 1.12 1.30 ± 0.13 49.38 ± 5.13 

Values are reported as mean ± SEM. Different letters within columns indicate significant treatment differences at 

P < 0.05, as determined by one-way and two-way ANOVA and Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 

Significance codes:  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’. 
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Table 3.2-4. Chlorophylls, chl a:b and carotenoid content in differently treated lettuce leaves. 

Treatments 
  

Chl a 

(mg g
-1

) 
(N=3) 

Chl b* 

(mg g
-1

) 
(N=3) 

Chl a/b** 
(N=3) 

Carotenoids* 

(mg*g
-1

) 
(N=3) 

FL60 6.18 ± 0.07 2.04 ± 0.07
ab 3.03 ± 0.13

b 1.46 ± 0.01
b 

FL120 5.99 ± 0.32 1.78 ± 0.09
c 3.37 ± 0.02

a 1.50 ± 0.07
b 

LED60 6.80 ± 0.15 2.30 ± 0.07
a 2.96 ± 0.03

b 1.55 ± 0.05
b 

LED120 6.67 ± 0.23 1.99 ± 0.09
bc 3.35 ± 0.04

a 1.72 ± 0.01
a 

Two-way ANOVA 
   

Irradiance  * * 
 

Light source  

   

Interaction  

   

Values are reported as mean ± SEM. Different letters within columns indicate significant treatment differences at 

P < 0.05, as determined by one-way and two-way ANOVA and Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 

Significance codes:  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’. 
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Table 3.2-5. Chlorophyll a fluorescence of light- and dark-adapted lettuce leaves grown under different light. 

Treatments 
  

F
0
’ 

(N=4) 

F
M

’ 

(N =4) 

F
0
 

(N=4) 

F
M
 

(N=4) 

FL60 286.00 ± 11.27 1366.00 ± 111.34 228.75 ± 11.39 1689.75 ± 93.09 

FL120 340.00 ± 24.90 1380.50 ± 63.72 273.75 ± 12.85 1827.00 ± 50.48 

LED60 300.50 ± 5.98 1069.00 ± 153.61 255.25 ± 7.97 1626.00 ± 40.65 

LED120 334.75 ± 10.38 1205.75 ± 58.89 260.00 ± 13.98 1599.50 ± 157.27 

 

Treatments 
  

F
V/

F
M

’* 

(N=4) 

F
V/

F
M

* 

(N =4) 

Sm 
(N=4) 

PI 
(N=4) 

NPQ 
(N=4) 

FL60 0.79 ± 0.01
a 0.86 ± 0.00

a 21.32 ± 0.59 2.52 ± 0.52 0.25 ± 0.04 

FL120 0.75 ± 0.01
ab 0.85 ± 0.00

ab 19.43 ± 3.74 3.14 ± 0.60 0.33 ± 0.05 

LED60 0.70 ± 0.04
b 0.84 ± 0.01

b 20.08 ± 1.39 2.60 ± 0.45 0.62 ± 0.23 

LED120 0.72 ± 0.01
ab 0.83 ± 0.01

b 23.41 ± 1.59 3.72 ± 1.15 0.32 ± 0.08 

Values for minimum and maximum chlorophyll fluorescence in the light and in the dark (F0’ and FM’, and F0 and 

FM), maximum operating efficiency of PSII in the light and in the dark (FV/FM’ and FV/FM), normalised area under 

OJIP curve (Sm), performance index (PI) and non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) are reported as mean ± SEM. 

Different letters within columns indicate significant treatment differences at P < 0.05, as determined by analysis 

of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. Significance codes:  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 

‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’. 
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Figure 3.2-3. Absorptance from 350 to 850 nm of lettuce leaves grown under different light. 
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Figure A represents measurements taken on the adaxial side of leaf number three, figure B shows absorptance 

read on the adaxial side of leaf four and figure C on the abaxial side of leaf four. (N = 3). 

 

Table 3.2-6. Absorptance at relevant wavebands (PAR, 484, 560, 660, 680 nm) of differently treated lettuce leaves. 

Absorptance in the PAR waveband, at 484, 560, 660 and 680 nm of lettuce leaves grown under four different light 

treatments emitted from LEDs and FL lamps for 30 days. 

 

Values reported as mean SEM. Different letters within columns and same colour rows indicate significant light 

treatment differences at P < 0.05, as determined by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least significant 

difference (LSD) test. 
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Figure 3.2-4. Normalised photochemical reflectance index (PRIN) of differently treated leaves. 

Lettuce plants (N = 3) were grown under different light treatments FL60, FL120, LED60, LED120. Boxplots (N 

= 3) labelled with different letters differ significantly from each other at P < 0.05 by Fisher’s least significant 

difference (LSD) test. 

 

 

Plant and leaf morphological responses 

Lollo rosso plants grown in the same environment but under two different light sources at two 

different irradiances were visually similar in morphology except pigmentation of plants 

growing under lower irradiance and fluorescent light (FL60) was low and under LED at high 

irradiance (LED120) pigmentation was high. Visually the crinkled leaf morphology decreased 

with increasing irradiance within each light type and was greater under FL than LED; this 

phenotype decreased from FL60>FL120>LED60>LED120. Light treatment had a significant 

effect on leaf thickness measured on leaf four cross-sections (p = 0.007).  The thickest leaves 

were from plants growing under higher LED treatments (LED120) (0.24 ± 0.02 mm) and 

lowest in FL60 (0.19 ± 0.01 mm). Leaf cross-sections grown under FL120 and LED60 

treatments were similar and both averaged of 0.22 (± 0.00) mm (Table 3.2-3) (standard errors 

of the mean associated with the averages were two order of magnitude less than the precision 

assigned to the measurement and were 0.003 and 0.004, respectively). 

Intercellular airspace area doubled from FL1 (1.89 ± 0.20 μm2) to FL2 (4.11 ± 0.63 μm2) 

leaves which exhibited the highest values overall (p = 0.004). 

The difference in spectral quality between the two light sources was more effective than light 

intensity in influencing most of the measured parameters only at lower irradiance. Rosette 
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perimeter was not significantly different between different light treatments, but light treatment 

had a significant effect on rosette area (p ≥ 0.000), with major influence of the light source. At 

lower irradiance, rosette areas of Lollo rosso growing under FL were significantly smaller than 

under LEDs (p = 0.02). Increasing irradiance had a positive effect on rosette area under FL 

light (FL120) that were not statistically different from LED120 (p = 0.131). Rosettes growing 

under treatment FL60 were the smallest with an average of 182.08 (± 18.79) cm2 followed by 

FL120 (202.75 ± 2.82 cm2). However, increasing irradiance under LEDs decreased rosette area. 

The largest rosettes of any treatments were from plants growing under LED60, with an average 

of 259.25 (± 6.80) cm2 and rosette area under the higher LED irradiance (LED120) was lower 

but still greater than either FL treatment (229.50 ± 13.05 cm2). 

 

Plant growth responses 

Light treatments had a significant effect on the averaged fresh weights (FW) and dry weights 

(DW) (F (3, 44) = 8.546, p ≥ 0.000; F (3, 14) = 16.158, p = 7.0x10-5, respectively) of Lollo 

rosso growing under FL and LED treatments. Increasing irradiance significantly increased FW 

and DW of Lollo rosso grown under FL from 10.22 ± 1.13 g to 17.30 ± 0.90 g FW (t = 4.895, 

df = 20.901, p = 7.8x10-5) and from 0.62 ± 0.07 to 1.23 ± 0.05 g DW (t = 6.995, df = 12.552, p 

= 1.1x10-5). Increasing irradiance under LED treatment did not significantly increase FW or 

DW and biomass values of both LED treatments were grouped with the higher FL treatment 

by post hoc test. Light treatment did not have a significant effect on the leaf water status of 

Lollo rosso. 

 

Chlorophyll a fluorescence 

Light treatment did not have a significant effect on most chlorophyll fluorescence parameters 

of either light- or dark-adapted leaves (Table 3.2-5). Minimum and maximum fluorescence of 

light adapted leaves (F0’ and FM’) were not influenced by light treatment (p = 0.078; p = 0.170). 

No statistical effect of the light treatment was found in F0 and FM (p = 0.104; p = 0.388). Light 

treatment had significant effect on the FV/FM’ and the FV/FM, (p = 0.017, p = 0.03). LSD post 

hoc test separated FL60 from the rest of the treatments for the FV/FM which was slightly higher 

(0.86 ± 0.00) compared to an average of 0.84 from the other three treatments. 

The light treatment had no significant effect on the three fluorescence parameters that aggregate 

and summarise activity through fluorescence responses: Sm, PI and NPQ. However, it was 

notable that the lowest levels of NPQ were detected from leaves grown under treatment FL60 
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(0.25 ± 0.04) and NPQ was two-fold higher in treatment LED60 (0.62 ± 0.23). NPQ at higher 

irradiance was comparable between FL120 and LED120 treated leaves. 

 

Leaf optical properties 

Absorptance measurements from the third and fourth leaf of Lollo rosso was influenced by 

light treatment (Table 3.2-6 and Figure 3.2-3). There was a significant effect of leaf surface 

and leaf age on the absorptance percentage at the reported wavelengths. The whole PAR region 

was affected by both the light treatment and measurement leaf. Interaction effect (p = 0.006) 

and individual effects of the leaf (p ≥ 0.000) and the light treatment (p = 5.6x10-8) at all the 

reported wavelengths.  For the measurements on the adaxial side of leaf number three, FL 

treated leaves had lower absorptance (~ 83 %) in the range 400 - 700 nm (PAR), compared to 

LEDs treated leaves (~ 92 %), (p ≥ 0.000). Measurements on the adaxial and abaxial side of 

leaf number four, FL60 samples showed the lowest leaf absorptance in the PAR region (~ 71 

%) compared to the rest of the samples which absorbed between 81.62 % and 87.86 %, of PAR 

region. Individual absorptance from wavebands corresponding to reported peak absorption 

values for pigments and secondary compounds were examined separately. Percentage leaf 

absorptance at 484 nm was the highest compared to the analysed wavelengths. On all measured 

leaves FL60 absorptance at 484 nm was always lower. At 560 nm (anthocyanin λMAX), leaf 

absorptance was differently affected in the various measurement positions (p ≥ 0.000). Leaf 

number three absorbed on average a lower percentage of the light received at 560 nm in FL60 

and FL120 treatments (66.16 and 75.87 %) compared to LED60 (86.62 %) and LED120 (93.64 

%), (p ≥ 0.000). Leaf number four, on its adaxial side, showed the most diverse absorptance at 

560 nm across the various treatments (p ≥ 0.000). Post hoc test distinguished the treatment 

absorbing less at 560 nm was FL60 (57.62 %) from the rest for which absorptance was LED120 

(84.81 %), ≥ LED60 (81.45 %) ≥ FL120 (80.89 %). On the abaxial side of the fourth leaf, two 

groups were identified, FL60 and FL120 showed an absorptance average of 65.90 % at 560 nm 

and LED60 and LED120 a similar absorptance around 75 %. Percentage of photons absorbed 

at 600 nm by the third leaf was significantly reduced under FL treatments (72.22% for FL60 

and 75.98 % for FL120) and increased in LEDs treatments (84.04 % for LED60 and 91.26 % 

for LED120) (p ≥ 0.000), while absorptance in leaf four was lowered under FL60 treatment 

(average absorptance of 58 %) compared to an average of 79 %. Leaf absorptance at 680 nm 

was considerably high, maximum absorptance at 680 nm was found for FL120 (95.00 ± 0.50 
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%), followed by LED60 (88.98 ± 1.16 %) and LED120 (92.71 ± 1.93), while FL60 showed the 

lowest values (84.31 ± 2.02 %). 

Light treatment, in particular, light source, significantly influenced the normalised 

photochemical reflectance index (PRIN) (p = 1.1x10-6) (Figure 3.2-4). PRIN was significantly 

lower from leaves of Lollo rosso grown under FL treatments (0.003 ± 0.000 for FL60 and 0.004 

± 0.000 for FL120) than LED treatments (0.015 ± 0.002 for LED60 and 0.013 ± 0.001 for 

LED120). 

 

Quantitative assessment of pigment content 

Light treatment did not have a significant effect on levels of the main reaction centre pigment 

chlorophyll a (p = 0.079) but did have a significant effect on levels of the main pigment of the 

light harvesting complex, chlorophyll b, (p = 0.013) (Table 3.2-4). Chlorophyll b content was 

significantly affected by light intensity as validated by two-way ANOVA, lowest content was 

found in FL120 leaves (1.78 ± 0.09 mg g-1) while LED60 leaves contained the greatest content 

(2.30 ± 0.07 mg g-1). The ratio of chlorophylls a to b (Chla:b) of the LED grown plants was 

statistically affected by the light intensity (p = 0.01), with leaves grown under FL60 and LED60 

treatments having the lowest ratio (3.03 ± 0.13 and 2.96 ± 0.03 respectively), i.e. greater light 

harvesting chlorophyll per reaction centre, and leaves grown under the higher irradiance 

(FL120 and LED120) had the highest Chl a:b ratio (3.37 ± 0.02 and 3.35 ± 0.04 respectively).  

Light treatment had a significant effect on levels of the ancillary light harvesting and 

photoprotective carotenoid pigments (p = 0.014). Carotenoid content of leaves grown under 

the highest irradiance of LED treatment (1.72 ± 0.01 mg g-1) was significantly higher than the 

other three light treatments, which were averaged at 1.50 mg g-1. 
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Discussion 

Conventional incandescent sources for lighting are inefficient due to the significant production 

of heat rather than light, heat being an undesirable biproduct in most lighting situations 

particularly but not always in horticulture. Improved efficiency was achieved from FL which 

in domestic systems was formulated as tubes and compact lighting (Mile, 2009). LED lighting 

is also efficient in terms of heat production but has additional benefits such as allowing greater 

control of spectra (Pattison et al., 2018). As such it is suitable to make a direct comparison of 

two efficient light sources which differ in the spectra that they produce. The comparison of two 

light intensity levels (60 and 120 W m-2) emitted by the two light sources (FL and LEDs) 

produced a clear distinction between the results obtained under the two electrical light sources 

emitting two distinct light spectra. 

 

LEDs efficacy over fluorescent light 

LED60 was equivalent to double the intensity of FL treatment (FL120) in accumulating Lollo 

rosso rosettes FW including water, and fixed biomass accumulation measured as DW. The 

plants grown under LED60 and FL120 had regular plant morphology characterised by the thick 

and turgid red leaves with crinkled leaf margins (Figure 3.2-2). Optimised spectrum LEDs 

focussed around the R and B wavebands are highly efficient for plant growth (Izzo et al., 2019). 

LEDs performed equivalent or better compared to FL at both the light intensities tested. LEDs 

produced the highest biomass accumulation (FW and DW) regardless of the light intensity 

suggesting that growth of Lollo rosso was already maximal under the lower intensity LED 

source, this required almost double the energy from the FL source (FL120). This highlights the 

higher efficacy of LEDs given the same light intensity. While FL60 source, with major peaks 

around 560 and 610 nm, has not enough energy to secure a regular plant growth, LED60 yielded 

the largest and heaviest rosettes suggesting that photons were enough to efficiently drive 

photochemical reactions but also, a small excess energy was generated as suggested by the 

increase in leaf red pigmentation and PRIN. The level of photoprotection induced under LED60 

was low compared to that measured under LED120 where red pigmentation was higher. PRIN 

in LED120 treated leaves was similar to that of LED60 leaves but, red pigmentation was 

stronger and other photoprotective mechanisms were activated in Lollo rosso grown under 

LED120 treatment such as rosette compaction. A more compact rosette architecture reduces 

the surface available to capture incident light (Rama Das, 2006), and LED120 resulted in 

greatly compacted Lollo rosso rosettes. 
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Adaptive responses to light quality and intensity: leaf ultrastructure 

Leaf thickness has been observed as a response to high light energy (short wavelengths and 

high intensity) (Bensink, 1971; Huché-thélier et al., 2016) and our data agree with the literature 

reporting LED120 leaves as the thickest. Leaf thickness in this case did not result from an 

increase in the intercellular air spaces as expected. The expansion of the intercellular air spaces 

increases light refraction within the leaf with resulting decreased absorptance (sieve effect) 

(Terashima et al., 2009). In our study, air spaces were increased under FL120, probably to 

increase the probability of absorption for the scarcely absorbed photons emitted by the 

fluorescence light source.  Air spaces are reported to increase CO2 diffusion decreasing 

mesophyll conductance to CO2 (Gorton et al., 2003), but this did not impair plant growth in the 

current work. 

 

Adaptive responses to light quality and intensity 

Leaf red pigmentation noted here is likely due to anthocyanin increase, as corroborated in other 

chapters by HPLC analysis, and could be estimated by PRIN, as reported in the work presented 

above “Lollo rosso performance and leaf properties under different light spectra”. In this work 

it was not possible to quantify anthocyanins due to sample degradation and, from visual 

observation of the plants pictures (anthocyanin content and red pigmentation visual 

assessments were always in accordance in the presented studies) taken on the harvest day, PRIN 

estimates leaf red pigmentation which seems to increase in the following order 

LED120>LED60>FL120>FL60. Anthocyanin biosynthesis is induced by light intensity in 

Lollo rosso, as demonstrated in chapter 4, and by light spectrum, as seen in this chapter. Short 

wavelengths, being more energetic, are strong promotors of anthocyanin synthesis. If visual 

assessment corresponds to actual anthocyanin content and PRIN then, anthocyanins respond 

more to light spectral quality than intensity, as red pigmentation assessment and PRIN were 

greater in LED60 leaves than FL120 and, also, PRIN was statistically influenced by the light 

source. In this way anthocyanin content would be proportional to the light energy absorbed and 

will proportionally protect the plant by reducing light absorptance and increasing the 

antioxidants pool, representing a further photoprotective strategy. Measuring the antioxidant 

capacity in our leaf samples could have provided clearer overview of the photoprotection 

response under the various light treatments. 
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A further adaptive alteration, responding mainly to light intensity this time, was observed in 

the chlorophyll a to b ratio. Chl a:b increased under higher intensity treatments regardless of 

the source (FL120 and LED120). An increase in chlorophyll a indicates a higher capacity for 

photosynthesis conferred by adjustments in the photosystems stoichiometry, suggesting an 

adaptation to high light (Lichtenthaler & Buschmann, 2001). 

Several other photoprotective responses were activated under highest energy treatment, 

LED120. One of these is represented by the increase in leaf carotenoid content suggesting 

increased accessory pigments synthesis to enhance energy dissipation. The higher carotenoid 

content did not reflect in higher NPQ however, indicating that excess of energy generated by 

LED120 activated mild photoprotection as preventive strategies were enough to cope with the 

light condition experienced. Overall adaptive responses to the higher irradiance LED light 

environment were implemented by the plant at various levels, from the increase in rosette 

compactness and leaf thickness to pigments content and leaf ultrastructural anatomy. 

 

Alterations of the leaf optical properties in response to light 

Alterations in response to light provoked changes in the absorptance spectra of the leaf (Figure 

3.2-3). Leaves which implemented photoprotective mechanisms, such as increased protective 

pigments, showed a very different absorptance spectrum compared to FL60 grown leaves. This 

demonstrates the effect of spectral quality in affecting leaf absorptance. FL60 leaves exhibited 

features that are typical of light limited conditions (e.g. abnormal rosette shape, number of 

leaves, extremely low biomass) and their capacity to absorb light was largely decreased (Figure 

3.2-3, B). Notably, absorptance in the middle range of the PAR (520 – 600 nm, corresponding 

to the green wavelengths) was greatly reduced (Figure 3.2-3, A). The mid-range PAR 

waveband is where the ancillary pigments, such as anthocyanins, absorb and transfer energy to 

chlorophyll. The absorptance in the mid-range PAR range varied between the adaxial and 

abaxial sides of the leaf (Figure 3.2-3, B and C). Difference in the anthocyanin accumulation 

between the upper and lower surfaces of Lollo rosso leaves were visually detected in leaf 

number 4 of plants grown under various light intensities (Figure 10-2 in Appendix) and the 

percentage absorptance at 560 nm therefore agreed with the visual assessment of how the leaf 

anthocyanin content increased from FL60 to LED120. 

 

All these mechanisms, driven predominantly by light quality and intensity, allowed the plant 

to adapt to the light environment avoiding photodamage and enhancing light use efficiency. A 
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light spectrum optimised to the plant induced photoprotective responses that enhance plant 

performance, like in the case of leaf anthocyanin accumulation that represented an advantage 

both for the plant and consumer or, in the case of increased leaf thickness that helps adjusting 

light absorptance to the plant needs and more, represents a valued salad texture trait. The results 

presented suggest that LED light sources represent an efficient way to both accumulate Lollo 

rosso biomass and quality characteristics such as pigmentation. A maximum biomass 

accumulation was achieved under some of the light sources chosen; the maximum was 

consistent between different light sources but was achieved at lower energy when grown with 

an LED than FL source. The comparison of FL and LED light spectra suggest the control of 

spectra may be critical and suggests that further optimisation may be possible in delivering 

different spectra and at different periods of the growth cycle. This is explored more fully in the 

remainder of the thesis. 
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4 Light response curve of Lollo rosso growth and 

quality traits 
 

Plants absorb light to feed themselves through photosynthesis. The amount of light energy 

reaching plants as photons is termed light intensity and it is not constant in natural conditions. 

There is a point in fact, when the absorbed light energy results excessive for the plant 

photosynthetic capacity, photosynthesis becomes saturated and the risk of photo-oxidative 

damage rises. Plants are adapted to very changing light environment, for example daily and 

seasonal light fluctuations, and, can generally tolerate an ample range of irradiance levels. 

Tolerance to light intensity mainly depends on the plant habits, i.e. plants adapted to live in 

limited light conditions, like under dense canopies, are less tolerant to high light, and also, on 

the plant developmental stage, i.e. lettuce seedlings do not tolerate the same light intensity of 

adult plants (Carvalho & Folta, 2015). Very low irradiance limits photosynthesis, impairs plant 

growth and induces abnormal plant morphology. On the other hand, excess light can cause 

severe damage for the plant that could cause photoinhibition. Excess light perception and 

consequent activation of photoprotective mechanisms are fundamental to avoid the onset of 

photodamage. Photoprotective mechanisms evolved by the plant are numerous and act on two 

spatially distinct levels. First line of defence is localised at plant/leaf level and operates to 

reduce light interception and absorption through changes in plant compactness and height, leaf 

movements, protective pigments synthesis, e.g. anthocyanins, increase in protective leaf layers, 

e.g. in wax or trichomes, reduction in leaf area, chloroplasts movement, etc. Second line of 

defence is activated at chloroplast level to minimise the potential damage caused by the 

captured excess light energy. In the case of excess light, the excitation energy is transferred 

between accessory pigments producing de-excitation with the emission of lower radiant energy 

known as fluorescence. Alternatively, excess light can be dissipated as heat via non-

photochemical quenching through activation of the xanthophyll cycle (see chapter 1). Other 

defensive responses include redistribution of energy between the two photosystems, changes 

in chlorophylls biosynthesis, increased synthesis of antioxidants compounds to scavenge 

reactive oxygen species (formation caused by the excess energy). Photoprotective and 

defensive strategies can also be distinguished on the functionality basis. Low light conditions 

are associate with strategies to enhance light capture and utilisation. High light conditions are 

instead associated with strategical adaptations to reduce light capture and absorption. All these 
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mechanisms are activated by the plant when the irradiance levels trespass the plant optimal 

threshold. 

Irradiance is perceived by the plant through photoreceptors (phototropin, neochrome, 

rhodopsin, cryptochrome, phytochrome) and monitoring of “marker” processes including 

variations in the pH of the thylakoid lumen or in the redox state of photosynthetic 

intermediates. When irradiance variations extend over the tolerance range, acclimation 

responses are activated in response by the plant to enhance or reduce light capture and 

utilisation (Govindjee, 1995; Li et al. 2009; Robinson, 2001). 

If in field conditions illumination does not represent a cost for the crop producer but can 

represent a threat for the plant. In fact, in case of excessive sunlight plants are shaded to avoid 

photodamage. In indoor cultivation, where artificial lamps are the sole source of illumination, 

maintaining optimal growth irradiance levels is fundamental both for the plant growth and 

morphology (outer appearance) and, also, for the lighting economic and energetic costs (Kozai, 

2013). 

Our model plant, Lollo rosso, is considered as a “high-value” salad crop, sold in leafy 

vegetables mixes or as head rosette (young or adult stage). Market standards principally 

demand for crinkly, crunchy and highly red-pigmented leaves. Crinkliness, crunchiness and 

red pigmentation are all morphological traits directed by diverse physiological processes, that 

respond to light intensity. Leaf curling and leaf thickness and turgidity are increased by high 

light (Bensink, 1971). Anthocyanin content, responsible for the red pigmentation in leaves, is 

reported to increase in response to specific wavelengths (B and UV) and, in response to high 

light (Shi et al., 2014). The latter suggests a response induced by high energy radiation. The 

plant increases leaf anthocyanin accumulation to reduce the excess of radiant energy absorbed. 

The leaf screen of anthocyanins absorbs a considerable amount of high energy photons (in the 

UV and B, and major peak in the green waveband), and the chloroplast is reached principally 

by R photons exciting PSI. The screening effect generated by the anthocyanin accumulation 

causes spectral change of the captured light, with consequent adaptive alterations in the 

photosystems stoichiometry and the chlorophylls a:b ratio, and in case of over-pigmented 

leaves, reduction in light absorption with consequent reductions in plant growth (Kyparissis et 

al., 2007). Light intensity can play a massive role in manipulating plant morphological traits. 

Hence, a pilot study to characterise Lollo rosso morphological and physiological responses to 

a gradient of irradiance levels was required. 
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Besides irradiance, the spectral composition of the light perceived by the plant is critical in 

affecting plant morphology (photomorphogenesis). As seen in the previous chapter, spectral 

composition has a great influence in determining plant responses to light. In fact, a spectrum 

rich in R and B photons has a greater efficacy also at lower light intensity compared to the mid-

wavebands rich HPS spectrum.  Several processes, e.g. rosette area, rosette FW and PRIN, 

resulted to respond more to the light source spectrum than to the irradiance level. Also, the 

combination of diverse wavelengths may induce interactive and altered response, as in the case 

of G light antagonising hypocotyl elongation inhibition induced by B light (Folta & Maruhnich, 

2007). Therefore, when investigating plant responses to light intensity, attention should be 

addressed to the spectral composition of the radiation as well (Poorter et al., 2010). 

As preliminary step, a test of the two currently most used horticultural lighting systems (FL 

and LEDs) has been designed. Various studies analysed the performances of FL and LEDs, 

with attention to the PFD, looking at disparate aspects, going from the effects on basil growth 

to the nutritional quality of ginseng roots (Bantis et al., 2016; Kim et al, 2004; Park et al., 

2013). 

After confirming the major suitability of LEDs for lettuce growth and quality against FL, a 

comprehensive test including a wide range of irradiance levels was designed. A variety of 

studies, reported in literature, has been carried out to test light intensities on various plants in 

controlled environment. But, especially on lettuce, results are highly variable, with the best 

irradiance level reported to be between 100 and 200 μmol m-2 s-1 by (Hee & Beom, 2001), 220 

μmol m-2 s-1 by Ilieva & et al. (2010), between 400 and 600 μmol m-2 s-1 by Fu et al. (2012) 

and, 290 μmol m-2 s-1 by Kang et al. (2013). Certainly, the differences in light source type, 

photoperiod, spectral quality, growth conditions and lettuce variety can account for this 

discordance between the various results. 

Characterisation of Lollo rosso morphological and physiological responses to a gradient of 

irradiance levels produced interesting results, in accordance with the literature and, relevant 

results for lettuce indoor cultivation. Optimal ranges of irradiance for a high-quality yield of 

Lollo rosso production were identified. Limiting and saturating ranges of light intensity 

highlighted the potentials of the sole light intensity in manipulating plant morphology. Definite 

morphological traits could be obtained in response to specific light intensity treatments and, 

interestingly, the duration of the light treatment was effective in regulating the response degree. 
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4.1 4.1 Effect of light regime on lettuce growth and 

quality 

 

 

Experimental set-up and growth conditions 

Pots with Lollo rosso seeds (Mr. Fothergill's Seeds Limited, Kentford, UK) were kept under 

fixed conditions in growth cabinet Fitotron600H (P T Thomas, first floor) under fluorescence 

light for 14 days (second leaf stage) (Figure 4.1-1). 

At 15 DAS pots (containing one plant each) were transferred to the experimental setting 

(Fitotron, growth cabinet N. 10, CE building) keeping fixed growth conditions, (temperature 

(25 ± 3 ˚C), relative humidity (60 ± 3 %), photoperiod: 18 h). The only variable was light, 

which was emitted by two different artificial light sources: 

- two arrays of LEDs (KINDLED – K5 Series - XL1000; 630 watts given by 320 chips; 

spectral composition: Red, Blue, Colours: 68%, 12%, 20%); 

- a set of compact fluorescent tubes (F40W/35), FL, plus incandescent bulbs. 

The work had to be split in two consecutive and complementary experiments due to 

experimental space limitations. The first experiment was carried out from the 4th of August 

2016 to the 1st of September 2016 while the second started on the 18th of October 2016 and 

was concluded on the 15th of November 2016, following a growth cycle of 28 days. The first 

cycle had four light treatments (40 W m-2, 50 W m-2 and 90 W m-2 for LEDs and 30 W m-2 for 

FL tubes), whereas the latter had three light treatments (30 W m-2 for LEDs and 40 W m-2 and 

50 W m-2 for FL tubes). For light treatments irradiance and spectra see Table 4.1 1 below and 

Figure 4.1-2. 

The experiments comprised of 12 plants plus 3 controls (pots with just soil) per treatment. 

Individual pot locations were randomly changed during the whole experimental period to 

minimise position effects. 
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Figure 4.1-1. Pictures displaying the germination stage under Fluorescence tubes and LEDs. 

Fluorescence tubes (A), and the shading set up to reach the various irradiance treatments, example under LEDs 

(B). 

 

 

Figure 4.1-2. Light spectra of FL and LEDs irradiance treatments. 

Light spectra of each treatment, FL30, FL40, FL50, LED30, LED40, LED50, LED90, each colour line represents 

the average of three light measurements per treatment at canopy level. 
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Table 4.1-1. Measurements of the actual irradiance achieved for the tested light treatments.  

Measurements were taken at canopy level at DAS 0 and are shown as average of three different measurements 

across each treatment ± SEM (N=3). FL30 = Fluorescence Light at 30 W m-2, FL40 = Fluorescence Light at 40 

W m-2, FL50 = Fluorescence Light at 50 W m-2, LED30 = Light Emitting Diodes at 30 W m-2, LED40 = Light 

Emitting Diodes at 40 W m-2, LED50 = Light Emitting Diodes at 50 W m-2, LED90 = Light Emitting Diodes at 

90 W m-2). 

 

 

 

Plant Measurements 

Pots were weighed and watered to 80 % field capacity, weights were noted in order to calculate 

the WUE under the different light treatments. At 28 DAS, rosette FW and DW and leaf number 

were recorded, chlorophyll relative content was measured with the SPAD-502 chlorophyll 

meter, and two samples of randomly chosen leaves were harvested and stored at -80 ˚C for 

future pigment analyses. Pictures of six plants per treatment were taken (Figure 4.1-3). 
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Results 

Plant Morphology 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1-3. Pictures of the three randomly chosen rosette replicates (28DAS) per FL & LED treatments. 
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Red lettuce morphology under: FL30 = Fluorescence Light at 30 W m-2, FL40 = Fluorescence Light at 40 W m-2, 

FL50 = Fluorescence Light at 50 W m-2, LED30 = Light Emitting Diodes at 30 W m-2, LED40 = Light Emitting 

Diodes at 40 W m-2, LED50 = Light Emitting Diodes at 50 W m-2, LED90 = Light Emitting Diodes at 90 W m-2. 

 

 

Plant measurements 

 

Figure 4.1-4. Fresh weight of lettuce rosettes exposed to a gradient of irradiances emitted from FL and LED. 

Boxplots (N = 12) labelled with different letters differ significantly from each other at P < 0.05, as determined by 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 
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Figure 4.1-5. Dry weight of lettuce rosettes exposed to a gradient of irradiances emitted from FL and LED. 

Lettuce plants (N = 6) treated with FL (Fluorescent Light at 30, 40, 50 W m-2, in yellow shades) and LED (Light 

Emitting Diodes at 30, 40, 50, 90 W m-2, in magenta shades) lamps. Boxplots labelled with different letters differ 

significantly from each other at P < 0.05, as determined by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least 

significant difference (LSD) test. 

 

Figure 4.1-6. Water use efficiency of lettuce exposed to a gradient of irradiances emitted from FL and LED. 
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Water use efficiency (WUE) (N = 6) of plants grown under different light treatments emitted from FL (at 30, 40, 

50 W m-2, in yellow shades) and LED (at 30, 40, 50, 90 W m-2, in magenta shades). Boxplots labelled with different 

letters differ significantly from each other at P < 0.05, as determined by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and 

Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 

 

Figure 4.1-7. Total chlorophylls and ratio of chlorophyll a to b of differently treated lettuce leaves. 

Total chlorophylls (a+b) and ratio of chlorophyll a to b (a/b) (N = 9) of lettuce leaves exposed to a gradient of 

irradiances emitted from FL (at 30, 40, 50 W m-2, in yellow shades) and LED (at 30, 40, 50, 90 W m-2, in magenta 

shades). Boxplots labelled with different letters differ significantly from each other at P < 0.05, as determined by 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 

 

 

Figure 4.1-8. Anthocyanins content of differently treated lettuce leaves. 

Anthocyanins content (in mg of cyanidin per mg of leaf dry matter) (N = 5) of leaves exposed to different light 

treatments emitted from FL (at 30, 40, 50 W m-2, in yellow shades) and LED (at 30, 40, 50, 90 W m-2, in magenta 

shades). Boxplots labelled with different letters differ significantly from each other at P < 0.05, as determined by 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 
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Table 4.1-2. Growth response and pigment content of Lollo rosso under different irradiance treatments. 

Leaf number per rosette and chlorophyll content of third leaves of randomly chosen lettuce plants grown under 

seven different light intensity treatments. 

Treatments 

  

Leaf number 

  

(N=6) 

Relative Chl content 

(SPAD values) 

(N=6) 

Chl a*** 

(mg g
-1

) 

(N=18) 

Chl b*** 

(mg g
-1

) 

(N=18) 

Carotenoids*** 

(mg g
-1

) 

(N=18) 

FL30 6.17 ± 0.17
b 11.64 ± 0.46

b 5.33 ± 0.05
a 2.70 ± 0.18

a 1.10 ± 0.03
ab 

LED30 8.00 ± 0.00
a 15.14 ± 1.07

b 3.93 ± 0.10
d 1.24 ± 0.04

c 0.99 ± 0.02
c 

FL40 6.83 ± 0.31
b 11.13 ± 0.40

b 4.01 ± 0.10
d 1.28 ± 0.04

c 0.99 ± 0.02
c 

LED40 8.50 ± 0.43
a 16.62 ± 0.99

a 4.82 ± 0.05
b 1.72 ± 0.04

b 1.12 ± 0.01
a 

FL50 6.67 ± 0.21
b 12.32 ± 0.73

a 4.55 ± 0.11
c 1.63 ± 0.08

b 1.06 ± 0.02
b 

LED50 8.00 ± 0.00
a 16.11 ± 0.44

a 4.53 ± 0.06
c 1.53 ± 0.03

b 1.11 ± 0.02
ab 

LED90 8.17 ± 0.17
a 16.96 ± 1.30

a 4.10 ± 0.09
d 1.25 ± 0.03

c 1.08 ± 0.02
ab 

Values reported as mean ± SEM. Different letters within columns indicate significant treatment differences at P 

< 0.05, as determined by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 

Significance codes:  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’. 

 

 

 

Lollo rosso plant growth and morphology in response to light intensity & quality 

Plant morphology was distinctive of the light source and, it was particularly influenced by light 

intensity, especially in the case of leaf red pigmentation (Figure 4.1-3). 

LED performed better for FW compared to FL (p = 2x10-16), with mild differences within the 

same light source irradiance levels. Fresh yield produced under LED was the double of that 

produced under FL and, it was almost constant from 30 to 50 W m-2 (19.55 ± 0.56 g) with a 

slight decrease under 90 W m-2 (17.56 ± 0.42 g) (p = 0.018). Distinct light intensities of 

fluorescence treatments only produced a subtle difference detected by post hoc test between 

FL30 and the two higher irradiances 40 and 50 W m-2 (p = 0.026) (Figure 4.1-4). 
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LEDs efficacy in biomass production was also confirmed for dry matter (p = 1.5x10-15).  Unlike 

for fresh weight, there was a significant interaction between the two factors, light source and 

irradiance on dry matter accumulation (p ≤ 0.000), verified by two-way ANOVA. Irradiance 

effect of individual light sources was greater under FL (p ≥ 0.000) than under LEDs (p = 0.013). 

In accordance, LSD post hoc test separated only the LED30 from LED40, LED50 and LED90, 

while three distinct groups were identified under FL (FL50 > FL40 > FL30 = 0.75 ± 0.03 > 

0.57 ± 0.08 > 0.40 ± 0.03) for grams of dry biomass (Figure 4.1-5). 

Leaf number resulted to be mainly affected by the light source, with LEDs producing an 

average of 8 leaves per rosette compared to FL average of 6.5 (p = 2.1x10-8) (Table 4.1-2). 

 

Lollo rosso plant physiology in response to light intensity and quality 

WUE was significantly affected by the light treatments and was much higher under LED than 

FL (p = 2.2x10-16), with the best treatment being LED40 yielding an average of 1.45 ± 0.06 g 

of dry matter with only 328.76 ± 3.65 ml of water. WUE was between 0.97 and 1.15 mg mlDW-

1 under FL with no statistical difference between the irradiance levels. Under LEDs instead, 

was 3.15 ± 0.12 under LED30, went up to a maximum of 4.40 ± 0.15 under LED40 and then 

slightly decreased at higher irradiances (Figure 4.1-6). 

Light treatments affected chlorophyll content (p = 2.2x10-16), with same trend both for 

chlorophylls a and b (Table 4.1-2). FL30 accumulated the highest content of chl compared to 

the rest of the treatments (8.03 ± 0.22 mg gDW-1), LED30 and FL40 were grouped together by 

Fisher’s LSD test and had the lowest chlorophyll content (5.17 ± 0.14 and 5.30 ± 0. 0.15 mg 

gDW-1 respectively). Chlorophyll a to b ratio, of course, had the opposite trend, with FL30 

being the lowest and LED30 and FL40 the highest values. 

Total carotenoids content was statistically affected by the light treatments (p = 1.8x10-6), being 

highest in FL30 and LED40 leaves, FL30 was not completely separated from FL50, LED50 

and LED90 being all in the range of 1.06 – 1.12 mg gDW-1. LED30 and FL40 showed the 

lowest carotenoids content (0.99 ± 0.02 mg gDW-1). 

SPAD measurements captured some differences between the differently treated leaves (p = 

6.4x10-6). Post hoc test recognised two groups for the relative chlorophyll content, FL50, 

LED40, LED50, LED90 > FL30, FL40, LED40. SPAD measurements were not in accordance 

with chlorophylls spectrophotometric quantification. 

Anthocyanins content was extremely influenced by light source and light intensity (p = 8.9x10-

16) (Figure 4.1-7). FL irradiance treatments were very similar between them and were 
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significantly lower in cyanidin content compared to LEDs. Leaves irradiated with LEDs 

accumulated significant amount of anthocyanins (p = 8.3x10-8), which was increasing in 

response to light intensity, going from 0.27 ± 0.00 mg gDW-1 for LED30 to 1.22 ± 0.13 mg 

gDW-1 for LED90. 
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Discussion 

LEDs have a higher energy use efficiency compared to FL lamps (Kozai, 2013) and, have been 

proved to perform well as grow light in various studies and crops like strawberry (Piovene et 

al., 2015), lettuce (Hu et al., 2014), Arabidopsis thaliana (Seiler et al., 2017). Regardless of the 

energetic aspect that is intrinsic to the lamp type but can also vary between manufacturers, our 

interest focused on the lamp spectral emissions (treatments spectra in Figure 4.1-2). FL 

emission spectrum is characterised by a large and broad peak (~ 55 %) in the G “waverange” 

with only 15 % B and 30 % R. The compared LED spectrum instead, has only 2 % G, 4 % B 

and 88 % R. Green photons are known to be not as efficient as Red and Blue photons in driving 

photosynthesis. G light is reported to play a negative role in lettuce biomass accumulation 

compared to R and B radiation (Muneer et al., 2014) . G light inefficiency when compared to 

R and B is mainly due to the very low leaf absorption in the G waveband. Most of the G 

reaching the leaf is either reflected or transmitted. In the latter case, transmitted G light can be 

used from lower canopy leaves (Golovatskaya & Karnachuk, 2015). Our results clearly show 

the higher efficiency of LED in lettuce indoor cultivation. For every measured morphological 

or physiological parameter, LED operation was more productive. Small influence of the light 

intensity was found, except for the anthocyanin content. 

 

Anthocyanins respond more to light quality than intensity 

Anthocyanin biosynthesis is stimulated by UV and B light, but also, by high irradiance (H. Zhu 

et al., 2018). Our results though, showed the increase in anthocyanin content is more dependent 

on the light spectral composition than its intensity. Anthocyanins were extremely low, almost 

absent, in all light intensity levels under FL, while under LED an increasing gradient was 

observed. Cyanidin increase in response to light intensity followed a linear increasing trend 

from LED30 to LED50 and, a 2.5-fold increase from LED50 to LED90. High irradiance 

stimulation of anthocyanin, though, should not be taken for granted. Higher intensity of G light 

(FL spectrum is mainly composed of G radiation) did not trigger anthocyanin stimulation 

suggesting that light intensity is not perceived through changes in the G light intensity. 

Conversely, increase in R radiation (LED spectrum is mainly composed of R) increases 

anthocyanin content suggesting R light is active in irradiance increase perception. 

Some plant responses may be stimulated only when the intensity of the specific radiation 

perceived exceeds a certain level. B light effects, for instance, are distinguished in qualitative, 

signalling independently from the irradiance, and in quantitative, which depend on the intensity 
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of the emission (Hogewoning et al., 2010). In our case, the quantitative effect of specific 

wavebands can be seen in the anthocyanin accumulation responding proportionally under the 

R and B rich LED spectrum and not responding at any irradiance level under the mid-

wavebands rich FL spectrum. 

 

LED efficacy over FL light 

Rosette FW was principally influenced by the light source, with LED yielding more than the 

double of the weight obtained under FL at the same irradiance levels. Production under FL was 

in average 215 g m-2, while LED production was in average 489 g m-2, only LED90 presented 

a small decrease (439 g m-2).  WUE resulted to be great for LED90 that accumulated 1.38 g of 

dry matter with 344 ml of water used, similarly to LED50. LED40 treatment reported the best 

WUE, producing an average of 1.45 g of dry matter with only 329 ml of water used. WUE 

under FL treatments was lowest, with an average of 0.57 g of dry matter produced for 547 ml 

of water used. The higher water consumption in FL treatments may be due to the higher heat 

emission from the lamps, but also, the different growth environment has to be taken into 

account. The higher water use efficiency found under LEDs, in comparison to FL,  agrees with 

the LED enhanced resource use efficiency in basil indoor cultivation found in (Pennisi et al., 

2019). 

 

Adaptive responses of Lollo rosso and enhanced light use efficiency 

Chlorophylls content usually changes in accordance with light intensity but also in response to 

specific wavelengths like R, B and UV (Huché-thélier et al., 2016). Chlorophyll a/b ratio is 

reported to increase in response to high light. In presence of limiting light conditions, the plant 

implements certain mechanisms to enhance light use efficiency, decreasing chlorophyll a/b, for 

example, increases chl b content, which translates to more light harvesting antenna 

(Lichtenthaler, 1985). In this way, the plant optimises light harvesting. Our lowest FL treatment 

(FL30), measured the lowest chl a:b suggesting the plant actuated adaptive responses to 

optimise energy gathering. In our lowest light intensity LED treatment (LED30) instead, chl 

a:b resulted to be highest, as in FL40 and LED90, with higher chl a content for enhanced light 

use, indicating that light energy reaching the chloroplasts was far from limiting nor saturating 

levels. 

Differences in the light spectrum operated a large influence on biomass and on anthocyanin 

accumulation in Lollo rosso, with LEDs confirming their suitability and potentials for indoor 
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farming. The major efficacy of the LED spectrum is to be attributed to the presence of 

wavebands, e.g. R and B, and respective narrow and focused emission peaks matching the 

photosynthetic and ancillary pigments absorption peaks. 
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4.2 4.2 Light response curve of Lollo rosso: 

morphological and physiological responses to 

higher light intensities 

 

 

Experimental set-up and growth conditions 

Pots (N = 24) containing two Lollo rosso (Mr. Fothergill's Seeds Limited, Kentford, UK) were 

transferred into the experimental system (Figures 4.2-1 and 4.2-2) (growth room, P T Thomas, 

first floor) keeping fixed growth conditions, (temperature: (21 ± 2) ˚C, relative humidity: (62 

± 8) %, carbon dioxide: (590 ± 4) ppm,  photoperiod: 18- h). Only variable between treatments 

was the irradiance. 

A selection of 8 irradiance treatments, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160 and 180 W m-2 was 

achieved after a meticulous procedure of measurements, analysis, study and repeated checks. 

Light intensity levels were obtained from the same light source (two LEDs arrays, EP006) by 

adding different layers of muslin cloth as a neutral density filter around the plant and taking 

advantage of the position effects/variability in light uniformity within the growth space. The 

growing surface was divided into three blocks and each light irradiance treatment was 

replicated in each block (Table 4.2-1). In addition to muslin cloth and positional difference, 

some pots were elevated to achieve some of the higher irradiances in blocks B and C (100 B, 

140B, 160C, 180 C). Light measurements were taken three times in total during the experiment 

and the light output was constant throughout (light treatment spectrum in Figure 4.2-3). 

At 15 DAS the plant population was standardised by leaving one plant (second leaf stage) per 

pot and pictures of the discarded plants were taken to assess plant morphology (Figure 4.2-4). 

From Day 3 to Day 30, plants were watered every 24-26 hours to 80 % FC. 
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Figure 4.2-1. Experimental setting for the high-light response curve. 

Growth space used to deliver different irradiances of between 40 and 180 W m-2. One treatment pot is included 

for illustrative purposes with 10 layers of shading cloth on the wooden support in position 1. Each position is 14 

x14 cm (A), the wooden support is 30 cm tall (B) and the distance between the growing shelf and the light source 

is 65 cm (C). 

 

 

Figure 4.2-2. Experimental system for the high irradiances test. 

Growth space used to deliver different irradiances of between 40 and 180 W m-2 showing the positions of all pots 

and the shading supports to achieve three blocks of the same range of irradiance treatments. 
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Table 4.2-1. Spatial design of the eight irradiance treatments & relative light measurements. 

Spatial design of the treatments across three blocks (a) and relative measured irradiance at plant level in W m-2 

(b) and in (μmol m-2 s-1) nm-1 (c). Each value represents the average of three measurements. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2-3. Light spectra of the high irradiance treatments. 

Light spectra of the lowest and highest irradiance treatments, 40 (in pink) and 180 (in dark red) W*m -2. 

Each line represents the average of three light measurements. 

 

Plant measurements 
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At 30 DAS, dark-adapted chlorophyll a fluorescence was measured from the third leaf using a 

HandyPEA, also rosette FW and leaf number were recorded. Due to low number of replicates 

all plants were employed for FW determination and DW was not investigated.  Pictures of 

individual plants were taken (Figure 4.2-5). Samples of the third and fourth leaves of two 

randomly chosen plants per treatment were harvested and stored at -80 ̊ C for pigment analyses. 

Rosette area was calculated from plant pictures using ImageJ software. 
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Results 

Plant morphology 

 

Figure 4.2-4. Change in plantlets morphology across the different irradiances. 

Change in plant development, leaf size and pigmentation across the different irradiances ranging from 40 to 180 

W m-2.  Pictures of representative of Lollo rosso plant were taken 15 DAS. 
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Figure 4.2-5. Pictures of lettuce rosettes under a gradient of high irradiance. 

Pictures taken 30 DAS of the three replicates per irradiance treatment from 40 to 180 W m-2 showing differences 

in plant shape, area and pigmentation. 
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Plant measurements 

 

Figure 4.2-6. High light response curve of Lollo rosso rosette fresh weight. 

Fresh weight of lettuce rosettes (N = 3) exposed to 8 different irradiance levels emitted from PAR spectrum LEDs 

for 30 days. Boxplots labelled with different letters differ significantly from each other at P < 0.05, by Fisher’s 

least significant difference (LSD) test. 

 

Figure 4.2-7. Non-linear (logarithmic) asymptotic regression between the fresh weight (g) of Lollo rosso and 

irradiance (W m-2). In grey is the horizontal asymptote and in dashed dark grey is the model-based regression 

curve. 
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Table 4.2-2. Growth responses & chlorophyll a fluorescence parameters of lettuce under high irradiance gradient. 

Leaf number, maximum quantum efficiency of PSII photochemistry in the dark (FV/FM), performance index (PI), 

non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) grown under 8 different irradiance levels emitted from PAR spectrum LEDs 

for 30 days. 

Treatments 
  

Leaf number 
(N=3) 

F
V
/F

M
 

(N = 3) 

PI 
(N=3) 

NPQ 
(N=3) 

40 W/m
2 9.00 ± 1.15 0.85 ± 0.00 4.49 ± 0.21 0.22 ± 0.02 

60 W/m
2 11.00 ± 1.53 0.84 ± 0.01 3.64 ± 0.44 0.15 ± 0.05 

80 W/m
2 13.00 ± 0.58 0.83 ± 0.01 4.21 ± 1.13 0.18 ± 0.05 

100 W/m
2 11.67 ± 1.20 0.83 ± 0.00 3.50 ± 0.31 0.17 ± 0.05 

120 W/m
2 12.67 ± 1.45 0.81 ± 0.02 3.34 ± 0.58 0.12 ± 0.06 

140 W/m
2 11.33 ± 0.67 0.84 ± 0.01 3.93 ± 0.50 0.04 ± 0.07 

160 W/m
2 14.00 ± 1.15 0.83 ± 0.01 5.75 ± 0.59 0.03 ± 0.05 

180 W/m
2 12.67 ± 0.30 0.85 ± 0.08 5.72 ± 2.32 0.17 ± 0.07 

Values reported as mean ± SEM. 

 

 

Figure 4.2-8. High light response curve of Lollo rosso rosette area. 
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Rosette area of lettuce plants (N = 3) exposed to 8 different irradiance levels emitted from PAR spectrum LEDs 

for 30 days. Boxplots labelled with different letters differ significantly from each other at P < 0.05, by Fisher’s 

least significant difference (LSD) test. 

 

Figure 4.2-9. High light response curve of Lollo rosso leaf anthocyanin content. 

Anthocyanins content of lettuce plant leaves (N = 3) exposed to 8 different irradiance levels emitted from PAR 

spectrum LEDs for 30 days. Boxplots labelled with different letters differ significantly from each other at P < 

0.05 by Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 

 

Table 4.2.3. Correlation matrix of irradiance and Lollo rosso physiological measurements. 
 

VARIABLE

S 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 Irradiance - 
       

2 LeafNo. 0.67 - 
      

3 FW 0.52 0.9** - 
     

4 Area -0.87* -0.56 -0.36 - 
    

5 FV/FM -0.13 -0.52 -0.60 -0.06 - 
   

6 PI 0.30 0.34 0.38 -0.11 0.29 - 
  

7 NPQ -

0.95*** 

-0.55 -0.39 0.85* -0.08 -0.39 - 
 

8 CYA 0.87* 0.76* 0.71· -0.74* -0.36 0.42 -0.82* - 

Variables are: 1. Irradiance, 2. Number of leaves (LeafNo.), 3. Fresh weight (FW), 4. Rosette area (Area), 5. 

Maximum photochemical efficiency of PSII (FV/FM), 6. Performance index (PI), 7. Non-photochemical quenching 

(NPQ), 8. Anthocyanin content (CYA). Significance codes:  0.000 “***”, 0.001 “**”, 0.01 “*”, 0.05 “·”. 
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To remove the blocking effect a block design was adopted for the current experiment, where 

the appropriate experimental units for each light treatment were grouped into blocks (Table 

4.2-1). Two-way ANOVA was performed with the intent to check the occurrence of block 

design effect on the measured variables and, significant block effect was found in rosette area 

(p ≥ 0.000), anthocyanin content (p = 0.01) and NPQ (p = 0.01), with the respective estimated 

marginal means of 5.21 ± 0.02, -2.22 ± 0.21 and 0.56 ± 0.07. 

 

Visual assessment of Lollo rosso plants grown under different irradiance 

Irradiance treatments affected the growth and physiological parameters measured from lettuce 

Lollo rosso at both time points 15 DAS and 30 DAS. Plants were visually assessed only at 15 

DAS and plants grown under different light intensity assumed distinct morphologies (Figure 

4.2-4). From their visual appearance the main differences between treated plants were leaf size, 

red pigmentation and stem and taproot length and diameter. Plant size at 15 DAS increased 

with light intensity up to 100 W m-2 and then decreased at higher irradiances. Pigmentation and 

stem diameter increased with irradiance up to the highest irradiance treatment, while stem 

length decreased with increasing irradiance. At this stage (15 DAS), leaves appeared still 

relatively flat/smooth with slightly undulate margins. 

At the end of the experiment (30 DAS) plants were different across the various treatments. 

Visual observations were made of the adaxial and abaxial surface of a standard (4th) rosette 

leaf. Red pigmentation was increased with irradiance, spreading from leaf margins towards the 

petiole, only on the adaxial side. Leaf crinkliness and the presence of indentations increased 

over time between 15 DAS and 30 DAS even under the lower irradiance treatments and, with 

higher irradiance, leaf margins became more lobed and leaf lamina more folded (Figure 10-2, 

Appendix). 

 

Quantitative assessment of Lollo rosso growth & morphology in response to 

irradiance 

Above-ground biomass was significantly affected by light treatment (p = 0.044) increasing 

from an average of 15.8 (± 1.7) g under 40 W m-2 to 19.5 (± 1.3) g under 80 W m-2, with an 

average increase of 0.11 g every W m-2. Further increases in light intensity did not cause 

corresponding yield gains. On the contrary, biomass production was almost steady up to 120 

W m-2. Rosette FW declined slightly at higher light irradiances and at the highest irradiance, 

180 W m-2, it was 18.7 (± 0.8) g. FW accumulation in response to irradiance was explained by 
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a linear regression model (Figure 4.2-7), reporting an initial exponential increase and an 

average biomass production saturation at 19.97 (horizontal asymptote) for irradiance over 120 

W m-2. 

Rosette area declined in response to increasing irradiance treatments (p ≥ 0.000), with a 

significant negative correlation between irradiance and rosette area (r = -0.87, p = 0.01) (Figure 

4.2-8). There was a large decline in rosette area between 40 W m-2 and 80 W m-2 (229.3 ± 11.3 

to 186.6 ± 9.3 cm2) less difference between treatments 80, 100, 120 and 160 W m-2 but large 

reductions in rosette area occurred under 140 and 180 W m-2 (157.3 ± 5.8 and 141.8 ± 11.1 cm2 

respectively). 

The FV/FM remained around the optimal value of 0.83 and was not statistically different 

between irradiance treatments. Irradiance level did not have a statistically significant effect on 

the PI. Non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) decreased in response to irradiance starting from 

an average of 0.22 ± 0.02 in leaves exposed to 40 W m-2 and reaching an average of 0.03 ± 

0.05 under 160 W m-2. 

 

Anthocyanin content 

Visual observations of red pigmentation were confirmed by anthocyanin quantification, which 

showed a significant effect of irradiance on anthocyanin pigment in leaf tissue detected by 

Welch’s test (p ≥ 0.000) and, anthocyanin content was positively correlated with irradiance (r 

= 0.87, p = 0.01) and negatively correlated with NPQ (r = 0.82, p = 0.01). Anthocyanin content 

increased from 0.91 ± 0.01 to 2.17 ± 0.74 mg gDW-1 from the lowest to the highest irradiance 

treatments (40 - 180 W m-2); leaves from plants treated with 160 W m-2 had a slightly greater 

anthocyanin content (2.82 ± 0.63 mg gDW-1) (Figure 4.2-9). 

Correlation study of the measured plant parameters 

A correlation study (Table 4.2.3) revealed interaction between many variables measured in the 

test. A positive correlation was found between leaf number and rosette biomass (r = 0.90, p = 

≥ 0.00) and, leaf number and cyanidin content (r = 0.76, p = 0.01). Cyanidin content was in 

negative relationship with rosette area (r = -0.74, p = 0.01) and NPQ (r = -0.82, p = 0.01), which 

resulted to be positively correlated with rosette area (r = 0.85, p = 0.01). 
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4.3 4.3Light response curve of Lollo rosso: 

morphological and physiological responses to lower 

light intensities 

 

Experimental set-up and growth conditions 

Pots (N = 50) with Lollo rosso seeds (cv. Antonet RZ) were placed into a growth room keeping 

fixed growth conditions, (temperature: (20 ± 3) ˚C, relative humidity: (60 ± 3) %, photoperiod: 

18- h). The only explanatory variable changed between treatments was the irradiance emitted 

by PAR LEDs array (EP006) (see Table 4.3-1 for treatments irradiance and Figure 4.3-1 for 

treatments spectra). At 15 DAS the plant population was standardised by leaving one plant 

(second leaf stage) per pot and 35 pots were moved to 5 different irradiance treatments (5, 10, 

15, 30 and 40 W m-2). The irradiance treatments were achieved by varying the number of layers 

of muslin cloth as a neutral density filter placed between the plant canopy and the LEDs array. 

Plants under each treatment were randomised every 48 hours to minimise position effects. 

 

Plant measurements 

At 30 DAS, dark adapted chlorophyll a fluorescence was measured from the third leaf using a 

HandyPEA. Four plants were randomly chosen and photographed (Figure 4.3-2) and rosette 

area was calculated from pictures. Rosette FW and leaf number were recorded for the total 

number of plants under treatment (N = 7). Four replicates of seven were kept for DW 

determination. The three remaining plants were sampled (third and fourth leaves) and stored at 

-80 ˚C for future pigments. 

 

Table 4.3-1. Measurements of the actual irradiance achieved for the intended treatments. 

Measurements were taken at DAS 0 and shown as average across the three measurements ± SEM (N=3). 
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Figure 4.3-1. Light spectra of the low irradiance treatments. 

Light spectra of each individual irradiance treatment, 5, 10, 15 30 and 40 W*m-2 in different colours. Each 

treatment spectrum represents the average of three measurements taken at plant canopy level. 
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Results 

Plant morphology 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3-2. Lollo rosso morphology under a gradient of low irradiance. 

Pictures, were taken 30 DAS, of three randomly chosen replicate plants per irradiance treatment of between 5 and 

40 W m-2 showing differences in plant shape, area and pigmentation. 
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Plant measurements 

Table 4.3-2. Growth responses of lettuce grown under a gradient of low irradiance treatments. 

Leaf number, rosette area, rosette perimeter and form factor of lettuce grown under 5 different low irradiance 

treatments emitted from PAR spectrum LEDs for 30 days. 

Treatments 
  

Leaf number*** 

 

(N=7) 

Rosette area*** 

(cm
2
) 

(N=4) 

Rosette perimeter*** 
(cm) 

(N=4) 

5W/m2 5.00 ± 0.00
c 71.41 ± 9.15

d 115.01 ± 4.19
b 

10W/m2 6.14 ± 0.14
b 134.99 ± 10.39

c 143.20 ± 6.25
a 

15W/m2 6.71 ± 0.18
b 214.20 ± 4.05

a 134.98 ± 8.94
a 

30W/m2 7.86 ± 0.26
a 169.10 ± 5.45

b 108.33 ± 5.01
bc 

40W/m2 8.00 ± 0.31
a 168.65 ± 9.85

b 93.25 ± 3.31
c 
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Table 4.3-3. Chlorophyll fluorescence parameters of lettuce leaves grown under a low irradiance gradient. 

Maximum quantum efficiency of PSII photochemistry in the dark (FV/FM), Performance index (PI), non-

photochemical quenching (NPQ) of dark- and light-adapted lettuce leaves grown under 5 different low irradiance 

treatments emitted from PAR spectrum LEDs for 30 days. 

Treatments 
  

F
V
/F

M
** 

 

(N=4) 

PI*** 

 

(N=4) 

NPQ 

 

(N=4) 

5W/m2 0.85 ± 0.00
c 1.05 ± 0.04

b 0.17 ± 0.04 

10W/m2 0.87 ± 0.00
a 2.00 ± 0.06

b 0.21 ± 0.04 

15W/m2 0.86 ± 0.00
ab 1.62 ± 0.15

b 0.23 ± 0.08 

30W/m2 0.85 ± 0.00
bc 1.84 ± 0.24

b 0.32 ± 0.03 

40W/m2 0.85 ± 0.01
c 3.37 ± 0.67

a 0.40 ± 0.11 

Values reported as mean SEM. Different letters within columns indicate significant treatment differences at P < 

0.05, as determined by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 

Significance codes:  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’. 

 

 

Figure 4.3-3. Low light response curve of Lollo rosso rosette fresh weight. 

Fresh weight of lettuce rosettes (N = 7) exposed to 5 different low irradiance levels between 5 and 40 W m-2 

emitted from PAR spectrum LEDs for 30 days. Boxplots labelled with different letters differ significantly from 

each other at P < 0.05, as determined by Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 
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Figure 4.3-4. Low light response curve of Lollo rosso rosette dry weight. 

Dry weight of lettuce rosettes (N = 4) exposed to 5 different low irradiance levels between 5 and 40 W m-2 emitted 

from PAR spectrum LEDs for 30 days. Boxplots labelled with different letters differ significantly from each other 

at P < 0.05, as determined by Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 

 

Figure 4.3-5. Low light response curve of Lollo rosso leaf anthocyanin content. 

Anthocyanins content (N = 3) of lettuce leaves exposed to 5 different low irradiance levels between 5 and 40 W 

m-2 emitted from PAR spectrum LEDs for 30 days. Boxplots labelled with different letters differ significantly 

from each other at P < 0.05, as determined by Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 
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Table 4.3-4. Correlation matrix of low irradiance and Lollo rosso physiological measurements. 

 VARIABLES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10 

1101 Irradiance -           

2 LeafNo. 0.96* -          

3 FW 0.96* 0.91* -         

4 DW 0.99** 0.94* 0.99** -        

5 Area 0.52 0.71 0.55 0.54 -       

6 Perimeter -0.74 -0.52 -0.74 -0.75 0.07 -      

7 FV/FM -0.48 -0.23 -0.47 -0.5 0.26 0.93* -     

8 PI 0.78 0.75 0.87 0.82 0.4 -0.52 -0.18 -    

9 NPQ 0.98** 0.93* 0.98** 0.99** 0.49 -0.73 -0.44 0.88· -   

10 CYA 0.93* 0.81 0.95* 0.94* 0.27 -0.85 -0.59 0.88· 0.97*  - 

Variables are: 1. Irradiance, 2. Number of leaves (LeafNo.), 3. FW, 4. DW, 5. Rosette area (Area), 6. Rosette 

perimeter (Perimeter), 7. FV/FM, 8. PI, 9. NPQ, 10. Anthocyanins content (CYA). Significance codes:  0.000 

“***”, 0.001 “**”, 0.01 “*”, 0.05 “·”. 

 

 

Morphological response of Lollo rosso to low irradiance levels 

Morphological and physiological responses of lettuce to low light intensity treatments were 

statistically significant. From visual observations plant morphology was very different between 

treatments. Leaf morphology greatly changed across the irradiance treatments, with smaller, 

very thin, flat and sinuate margins and pale green leaves present on plants grown under 5 W 

m-2, and larger, darker green and more crinkled leaves observed on plants grown in the 

increasingly higher irradiance treatments (Figure 4.3-2). Red pigmentation appeared only in 

the highest irradiance treatment (40 W m-2). 

Irradiance had a significant effect on rosette area (p = 5.7x10-8) increasing from 71.41 ± 9.15 

cm2 to 214.10 ± 4.05 cm2 between 5 to 15 W m-2 irradiance treatments, almost doubling at 

every step due to the increase in leaf area. Rosettes started to become more compact with a 

consequent reduction in rosette area at irradiances of 30 W m-2 and above (Table 4.3-2). There 

was a statistically significant increase in rosette perimeter between the first two consecutive 

irradiance treatments, from 115.01 ± 4.19 cm to 143.20 ± 6.25 cm. Higher irradiances produced 

a slight reduction in the perimeter with the minimum of 93.25 ± 3.31 cm at 40 W m-2 (p ≥ 

0.000). 
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Growth response of Lollo rosso to low irradiance levels 

Leaf number increased in response to irradiance treatment (p = 6.4x10-6) from an average of 5 

leaves per rosette grown under 5 W m-2 to 8 under 40 W m-2. Fisher’s LSD post-hoc test 

grouped the light treatments as 40 and 30 W m-2 > 15 and 30 W m-2 > 5 W m-2 (Table 4.3-2) 

for the number of leaves. Leaf number was strongly correlated with irradiance (r = 0.96, p ≥ 

0.01) (Table 4.3-6). 

The low irradiance light treatments had a statistically significant effect on lettuce FW (Figure 

4.3-3) and DW (Figure 4.3-4) of aboveground biomass yield (p = 1.8x10-15 and p = 1.1x10-5, 

respectively). FW and DW of biomass was highly correlated with the treatment irradiance (r = 

0.96, p = 0.01 and r = 0.99, p ≥ 0.00, respectively). 

Rosette fresh biomass increased >10-fold from 1.30 ± 0.07 g, produced under the lowest 

irradiance treatment, to 14.81 ± 1.03 g, yielded under the highest treatment and all the 

treatments were separated by post-hoc analysis apart from 5 and 10 W m-2. Similarly, rosette 

dry biomass increased significantly, rising 20-fold from the lowest (0.05 ± 0.01 g) to the highest 

(1.03 ± 0.15 g) irradiance treatments. 

 

Chlorophyll a fluorescence and anthocyanin content 

Dark-adapted FV/FM measured on lettuce leaves exposed to 5 different irradiances for 30 days 

was moderately affected by light treatment (p = 0.036). FV/FM was slightly higher, being 

between 0.85 for 5, 30 and 40 W m-2 treatments and 0.87 for 10 W m-2 treatments (Table 4.3-

3). 

Leaves treated with 40 W m-2 showed a significantly higher PI (3.37 ± 0.67) distinguished by 

LSD post-hoc test from a range of 1.05 and 2.00 (p ≥ 0.000). 

Light intensity did not show any effect on NPQ, although correlation was found between them 

(r = 0.99, p ≥ 0.00). 

Cyanidin content was almost absent at the very low irradiance levels and only started to 

accumulate at 30 W m-2 and doubling from 2.07 ± 0.14 to 4.04 ± 0.19 mg gDW-1 in plants 

grown under 40 W m-2 (p = 4.7x10-10) (Figure 4.3-5). Cyanidin content was highly correlated 

with irradiance treatment across the low irradiance treatments from 5 to 40 W m-2 (r = 0.93, p 

≥ 0.00). 

 

Correlation study of the measured plant parameters 
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Positive correlation (Table 4.3-6) was found for leaf number and FW (r = 0.91, p ≥ 0.00) and 

leaf number and DW (r = 0.94, p ≥ 0.00). FW and DW were correlated between them (r = 0.99, 

p ≥ 0.000). FW was then in relationship NPQ (r = 0.98, p ≥ 0.00) and cyanidin content (r = 

0.95, p ≥ 0.00). DW too, was related to NPQ (r = 0.99, p ≥ 0.00) and cyanidin content (r = 0.94, 

p ≥ 0.00). 

Interaction was found for NPQ and anthocyanins (r = 0.97, p ≥ 0.00). 
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4.4 4.4 Effect of higher light intensity as Lollo rosso 

quality stimulant treatment and treatment duration 

effectiveness 

 

Experimental set-up and growth conditions 

All pots (N = 36, 30 containing seeds of Lollo rosso, cv. Antonet RZ, plus 6 pots containing 

only soil to measure evaporation) were located in the experimental growth room at temperature: 

(21 ± 2) ˚C, relative humidity: (64 ± 5) %, carbon dioxide: (401 ± 30) ppm, photoperiod: 18 h, 

irradiance: 40 ± 1 W m-2 (210 ± 6 μmol m-2 s-1).  Light was supplied by PAR LEDs array 

(EP006). 

On day 16, plant population was assessed (Figure 4.5-7), and the first batch of 6 plants 

(treatment 14D_HI) were moved to an adjacent shelf and grown in the same environmental 

conditions, except irradiance was higher (120 ± 13 W m-2 or 575 ± 73 μmol m-2 s-1). The other 

3 batches of plants (N = 6) were moved under the high irradiance treatments on different days, 

day 20 (10D_HI), day 24 (6D_HI) and, day 28 (2D_HI) (Table 4.4-2). 

For treatments irradiance and spectra see Figure 4.4-1 and Table 4.4-1. 

 

 

Figure 4.4-1. Light spectra of the control and the high irradiance treatments. 

Light spectra of the control treatment (PAR_C) and the high irradiance treatment (PAR_HI). Each treatment 

spectrum represents the average of three measurements. 
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Table 4.4-1. Irradiance measurements of the irradiance treatments. 

Light measurements were taken at canopy level and are shown as average ± SEM (N=3). 

 

 

Table 4.4-2. Description of the high light treatment duration, from 2D to 14D plus control. 

Treatments including the control light treatment (PAR_C) plus the High Irradiance treatments with the various 

exposure durations in days (2D_HI, 6D_HI, 10D_HI, 14D_HI). 

Treatments PAR_C High Irradiance 

PAR_C 30 days - 

2D_HI 28 days 2 days 

6D_HI 24 days 6 days 

10D_HI 20 days 10 days 

14D_HI 16 days 14 days 

 

 

 

Plant measurements 

From day 3 to day 30, plants were watered to 80 % FC every 24-26 hours. 

At 30 DAS, chlorophyll a fluorescence was measured from the third leaf (HandyPEA), L*a*b* 

colour space measurements were taken from leaves fourth and sixth (Spectrodensitometer), 

rosette FW and leaf number were recorded for all the samples, while DW was only determined 

for 3 samples per treatment. Pictures of differently treated plants trays were taken (Figure 4.4-

1). Samples of leaves third and fourth of three randomly chosen plants per treatment were 

harvested and stored at -80 ˚C for future pigment analyses. 
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Results 

Plant morphology 

 

Figure 4.4-2. Lollo rosso plant morphology under differing in exposure duration of high light. 

Pictures at 30 DAS of replicate plants treated with different combinations of low (40 W m-2) and high (120 W m-

2) irradiance light. All plants were initially grown under low irradiance and control plants remained under low 

irradiance throughout the experiment (PAR_C). Other treatments required plants to be moved to high irradiance 

for 14 days (14D_HI) light, 10 days (10D_HI), 6 days (6D_HI) and 2 days (2D_HI). 

 

Plant measurements 

Table 4.4-3. Growth and chlorophyll a fluorescence of Lollo rosso under varying duration of high light. 

Leaf number, FV/FM, PI and NPQ of dark- and light-adapted lettuce leaves of lettuce exposed to high irradiance 

for 2, 6, 10 and 14 days compared to the control (PAR_C).  

Treatments 
  

Leaf number*** 
(N=6) 

F
V
/F

M
 

(N=6) 

PI 
(N=6) 

NPQ 
(N=6) 

PAR_C 9.00 ± 0.26
c 0.85 ± 0.01 2.88 ± 0.44 0.37 ± 0.20 

2D_HI 9.00 ± 0.00
c 0.84 ± 0.01 2.37 ± 0.43 0.37 ± 0.15 

6D_HI 9.83 ± 0.17
b 0.84 ± 0.00 3.28 ± 0.77 0.41 ± 0.15 

10D_HI 10.83 ± 0.31
a 0.84 ± 0.01 3.20 ± 0.73 0.41 ± 0.18 

14D_HI 11.00 ± 0.00
a 0.85 ± 0.01 4.57 ± 1.11 0.20 ± 0.05 

Values reported as mean ± SEM. Different letters within columns indicate significant treatment differences at P 

< 0.05, as determined by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 

Significance codes:  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’. 
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Figure 4.4-3. Lollo rosso rosette FW & DW under different exposure time of high light. 

Fresh (N = 6) and dry (N = 3) weights of lettuce rosettes exposed to high irradiance for different periods of time 

plus under control irradiance. Boxplots labelled with different letters differ significantly from each other at P < 

0.05, as determined by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 

 

Table 4.4-4. Chlorophyll and carotenoid content of Lollo rosso under different exposure time of high light. 

Chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, total chlorophylls (a+b), chlorophyll a to b ratio (a/b) and carotenoid content (N = 

3) of lettuce leaf exposed to high irradiance for 2 days and 14 days compared to the control.  

Treatments 
  

Chl a*** 

(mg g
-1

) 
(N=9) 

Chl b*** 

(mg g
-1

) 
(N=9) 

Chl a+b*** 

(mg g
-1

) 
(N=9) 

Chl a/b*** 

 

(N=9) 

Carotenoids 

(mg*g
-1

) 
(N=9) 

PAR_C 4.25 ± 0.03
a 1.56 ± 0.02

a 5.81 ± 0.05
a 2.73 ± 0.02

b 0.97 ± 0.02 

2D_HI 3.48 ± 0.06
c 1.05 ± 0.05

c 4.53 ± 0.06
c 3.39 ± 0.19

a 0.93 ± 0.02 

6D_HI data missing data missing data missing data missing data missing 

10D_HI data missing data missing data missing data missing data missing 

14D_HI 4.09 ± 0.05
b 1.39 ± 0.02

b 5.48 ± 0.07
b 2.94 ± 0.01

b 0.97 ± 0.01 

Values reported as mean ± SEM. Different letters within columns indicate significant treatment differences at P 

< 0.05, as determined by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 

Significance codes:  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’. 
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Figure 4.4-4. Anthocyanins content of Lollo rosso under different exposure time of high light. 

Total anthocyanins content of lettuce leaves (N = 3) exposed to high irradiance for different periods of time. 

Boxplots labelled with different letters differ significantly from each other at P < 0.05, as determined by analysis 

of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 

 

 

Figure 4.4-5. Spectrodensitometer leaf measurements of Lollo rosso under different exposure time of high light. 

L*a*b* colour space measurements read on leaves fourth and sixth (N = 9) exposed to high irradiance for different 

periods of time. Boxplots labelled with different letters differ significantly from each other at P < 0.05, as 
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determined by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. See Table 4.5-

3 in Appendix 4.5 for values. 

 

 

Assessment of Lollo rosso growth in response to different durations of high light 

The time of high irradiance treatment caused differences in the growth parameters of Lollo 

rosso plants. Leaf number, FW and DW all had the same trend, increasing with the time of 

treatment. The highest number of leaves was found in rosettes exposed to high irradiance for 

10 and 14 days (10.83 ± 0.31 and 11.00 ± 0.00), following the shorter treatments yielded fewer 

leaves, with 9.83 for the 6D_HI and no difference was detected by post-hoc test between 2 days 

of treatment and the control plants (p = 2.5x10-8) (Table 4.4-3). 

An exposure to high irradiance for 10 and 14 days highly increased fresh biomass producing 

rosettes of an average weight of 25.42 (± 0.87) g and 26.89 (±1.04) g respectively compared to 

the 20.24 (± 1.23) g of the control (p = 1.3x10-5) (Figure 4.4-3). The same happens for DW (p 

= 0.028), which increases with the increasing treatment exposure, going from an average of 

1.13 (± 0.08) of the control to 1.74 (± 0.19) of the 14D_HI. 

 

Chlorophyll a fluorescence measurements 

Chlorophyll a fluorescence parameters did not show any statistical effect of the high irradiance 

regardless of the treatment duration. FV/FM was around 0.84 in all the measured leaves, PI 

instead, showed a subtle increase with the lengthening of the treatment (Table 4.4-3). NPQ did 

not show significant differences as did the carotenoids content (Table 4.4-4). 

Chlorophylls a and b content was significantly different between control plants and plants 

treated with high irradiance, and between plants treated with HI for 2 days and 14 days (p = 

4.2x10-11 for chlorophyll a and, p = 5.2x10-11 for chlorophyll b). Plants moved under high 

irradiance treatment had less chlorophylls in total compared to the control which had an 

average of 5.81 (± 0.05) mg gDW-1 and, plants treated for 2 days had the lowest amount of 

chlorophylls (4.53 ± 0.06 mg gDW-1), while in plants treated for 14 days the amount of total 

chlorophylls was starting to increase again (5.48 ± 0.07 mg gDW-1). 

 

Pigment content and leaf coloration 

The ratio of chlorophylls a to b resulted significantly higher in leaves exposed to high irradiance 

for 2 days compared to control leaves and leaves treated for 14 days (p ≥ 0.000). 
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High light intensity and the irradiation time affected the accumulation of anthocyanins in leaves 

(p = 2.2x10-8). Cyanidin content gradually increased from an average of 0.79 (± 0.05) mg gDW-

1 in control leaves to 2.74 (± 0.16) mg gDW-1 in leaves irradiated with high light for 10 days. 

14D_HI decreased the amount anthocyanins to 1.97 (± 0.13) mg gDW-1, (Figure 4.4-4). 

L*a*b* colour space parameters resulted to gradually change across the different treatments, 

showing statistical effect of the light intensity on leaf coloration. An exposure-effect response 

was demonstrated by LSD post hoc tests (Figure 4.4-5), with the longest treatments being very 

distant from the control (PAR_C) for each of the parameter L, a and b. L (lightness) decreased 

from PAR_C (52.24 ± 0.89) to 14D_HI (42.68 ± 1.70), in accordance with an increase in a 

(less green, more red) from -12.29 ± 0.37, in PAR_C, to -4.00 ± 1.71, in 14D_HI, and a 

simultaneous decrease in b (less yellow, more blue). Major treatment impact was found in a (p 

= 1.8x10-8), demonstrating the increment of red colouring in leaves in response to high light. b 

and L were influenced by light treatment as well (p = 1.4x10-5 and p = 2.4x10-7) supporting the 

darker colouration caused by high light. 
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Discussion 

A great variety of studies on the irradiance effect and influence on indoor and greenhouse 

cultivated crops are present (Fu et al., 2012; Ilieva et al., 2010; Kang et al., 2013). However, 

extensive irradiance studies including such a broad range of light intensity, with very low 

(limiting) and very high (saturating) levels, were not found for our model plant. Light saturation 

point for lettuce is reported to be low (Fu et al., 2012), but, from the three irradiance 

experiments presented above, Lollo rosso lettuce, appeared to greatly tolerate a large range of 

light intensities. It implemented an excellent number of morphological adaptations in response 

to the irradiance treatments, which allowed a regular, when decreased and when increased, 

growth. The high plasticity of this plant was also maintained by different genotypes, as Lollo 

rosso seeds where purchased from Mr. Fothergill's Seeds Limited (Kentford, UK) for the first 

the higher irradiance test, and from RijkZwaan (De Lier, The Netherlands) for the following 

experiments. 

High irradiance 

In the first experiment, rosette FW was linearly increased from 40 to 120 W m-2 to then level 

up, indicating proportional FW increase in response to increased irradiance up to a certain light 

intensity. The range of intensities between 140 and 180 W m-2 produced highly variable results 

which in average showed a plateau-like response, suggesting that irradiances over 120 W m-2 

(or 600 μmol m-2 s-1) may be close to saturating for Lollo rosso. When light intensity reaches 

saturating levels, photoprotective mechanisms are activated (Robinson, 2001). Rosette area, 

for instance, decreases in response to light stress as a photoprotective mechanism. When rosette 

area diminishes, the light incident surface diminishes too, with consequent lower light 

absorption. In figure 4.2-8, rosette area is clearly reduced by light intensity. 

While light intensity increases, excess energy in the plant increases and, plant dissipative 

processes have to be enhanced to cope with the stress. In fact, leaf anthocyanin content 

increased on the leaf upper epidermis from 40 to 160 W m-2 to then drop under the highest 

irradiance, mimicking FW drop in response to light stress. Similar increasing trends between 

FW and anthocyanin content, especially at higher irradiances, suggest that the red pigments 

screen on the leaf did not over-reduce light absorption (Kyparissis et al., 2007). Or, if NPQ is 

considered, it appears that the plant invested on either NPQ or anthocyanins, as the two 

photoprotective strategies fluctuations in response to light intensity had opposite trends. NPQ 

resulted to be lower between 120 and 160 W m-2, where cyanidin content resulted to be highest. 
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The treatments contributing to results located in the plateau range of the light response curve 

(80 - 120 W m-2) were the best for Lollo rosso growth when considering yield, rosette area and 

anthocyanin content. Lettuce rosettes developed under 60 W m-2 showed the most regular 

morphology for the model plant (large rosettes, optimal rosette weight, low but acceptable red 

pigmentation and crunchy and curly leaves). The 60 W m-2 treatment was selected as control 

light intensity for the future experiments as it was the lowest irradiance treatment yielding the 

best production. 

Low irradiance 

Lollo rosso morphology was influenced more by low light intensity than higher irradiance 

levels (Figure 4.3-2). Alterations of the rosette morphology are clearly visible from the 

pictures. The strong difference in plant shape can distinguish two lettuce phenotypes, one with 

loose-leaf head (developed under 5 – 15 W m-2) and one with rosette head (developed under 

30 and 40 W m-2) (Bensink, 1971). Rosette area and rosette perimeter showed an increasing 

tendency up to 15 W m-2, and, following irradiance levels provoked a decrease. With the 

irradiance exceeding the limiting light levels, the rosette area and perimeter started to reduce, 

and the rosette took shape. In this way, the plant incremented light energy capture and 

absorption in the lower irradiance treatments (Björkman & Demmig-Adams, 1995). 

FW and DW showed similar plots that can be described by an exponential increase in response 

to light intensity. Rosette weight clearly distinguished the limiting treatments (5, 10, 15 W m-

2) that produced an extremely low yield. 

Anthocyanins, synthesised in response to stress, were almost absent in the plants grown under 

limiting light conditions. Anthocyanin content was instead, increased of 2-fold by the 30 W m-

2 treatment and, of 4-fold by the 40 W m-2 treatment, indicating the lower light intensity 

threshold of Lollo rosso. In contrast to the previous experiment results, where cyanidin and 

NPQ were highly and negatively correlated, in this case, they both increased with increasing 

irradiance. 

Growth response of lettuce to light intensity 

Light intensity has a great power in affecting Lollo rosso morphology and growth, as seen in 

the results discussed above. Most of the measured variables were characterised by an increasing 

trend in response to light intensity. Rosette FW as well, increased with increasing irradiance in 

both experiments (high and low irradiance). If at higher irradiances, lettuce growth 

approximated a saturating curve, at lower irradiances it followed a linear tendency with ~0.40 
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g increase per W m-2. The very different growth rate behaviour at opposite edges of the 

irradiance range tested suggests a distinction between very low (limiting) and very high 

(saturating) irradiance ranges. When the two experiments are combined in the growth response 

curve (Figure 10-3, in Appendix 10), various distinct ranges appeared on the basis of distinct 

growth rate. The lowest irradiance range, from 5 to 15 W m-2, displayed the great increasing 

rate (slope = 0.47), followed by lower increase ranges (15 – 40 W m-2, slope = 0.36 and 40 – 

80 W m-2, slope = 0.11). Light intensity over 80 W m-2 produced a constant growth without 

any positive increase in rosette weight regardless of the irradiance level (slope ≥ 0.00). This 

clearly, points out the disadvantage of using irradiance above 80 W m-2 (~ 390 μmol m-2 s-1) 

for Lollo rosso cultivation. On the other hand, it also indicates higher light intensity levels as 

powerful light treatment to manipulate the plant phenotype and enhance nutritional quality.  

High irradiance treatment, duration effectiveness 

Growing lettuce under its optimal light intensity constitutes an economic advantage as it allows 

for highest yield with the lowest energy consumption, i.e. increasing irradiance over a certain 

level will not translate into convenient increases in weight in relation to the increased energy 

required, and also, it permits shorter productive cycles, by accelerating plant development and 

growth, and potentially increasing the annual total production (Hee & Beom, 2001; Hiroki et 

al., 2014). 

Choosing 60 W m-2 (~ 300 μmol m-2 s-1) as control lighting to apply during plant establishment 

and development (≥ 15 days), produced large Lollo rosso rosettes with regular morphology 

and, minimal signs of photoprotection that were then induced by high irradiance treatments 

(Figure 4.4-2). HI treatment linearly increased rosette FW and DW in proportion to the 

exposure time, with the greatest biomass accumulation obtained in the longer HI treatment 

(14D_HI). Plant development too (e.g. number of leaves), was proportionally increased by the 

HI treatments. Rosettes developed a slightly greater number of leaves when receiving more HI. 

Leaf anthocyanin accumulation increased with HI treatment duration up to 10 days of 

treatment. Longer treatment (14_HI) accumulated slightly less anthocyanin. Interestingly, the 

shortest HI treatment (2 days) produced a slight increase in red pigmentation, demonstrating 

that red pigmentation can also be increased by high light treatment at the end of the growth 

cycle (Carvalho & Folta, 2015). Anthocyanin quantification is supported by L*a*b* space 

measurements, with greater red pigmentation corresponding to lower values of L* and b* and 

highest of a*. L*a*b* measurements though, did not detect any difference in the leaf 
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pigmentation of 10D_HI and 14D_HI samples. This discrepancy may imply an error in one of 

the two methods. 

Photosynthetic pigments extraction and quantification could not be executed for all treatments 

as some powdered samples degraded due to high temperature in the laboratory room where 

they were stored. Chlorophylls appeared to be decreased by HI, but this occurred only in the 

2D_HI samples, 14D_HI samples reported increased content of chlorophylls. Reason behind 

this unclear results may be explained by taking into consideration the ratio between chlorophyll 

a and chlorophyll b. Chl a:b is decreased in 2D_HI samples and then increased back to the 

control level (PAR_C) in 14D_HI samples. Increase in chl a:b ratio is associated with 

enlargement of the PSII antenna systems which can represent an adaptive response to the higher 

light intensity to enhance light use efficiency (Lichtenthaler, 1985). The adaptive and defensive 

responses (e.g. rosette area, anthocyanins, PSII:PSI), actuated by the plant in response to HI, 

permitted a regular growth.  In fact, FV/FM was very close to the optimal value of 0.83. 

The importance of the sole irradiance in altering plant morphology offers a great potential for 

lettuce indoor cultivation. The fixed spectrum LEDs (with major peaks in the blue and red 

regions of the EM spectrum), that are more often chosen as main illuminating spectrum, may 

be exploited at higher irradiance in the last stages of growth to induce delicate quality 

enhancements and little gain in rosette weight. 
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5 Lollo rosso responses to LEDs light at different 

growth stages and investigation into the visible 

wavebands edges effects 
 

In chapter 3.1, “Characterisation of Lollo rosso morphology under different light quality and 

irradiance”, the importance of light quality in influencing plant morphology was reviewed. 

Since the advent of LEDs, plant responses to light quality have been widely studied using this 

technology. Individual wavelength, or various combinations of different wavebands, have been 

tested on a great variety of plant species and cultivars (Demotes-Mainard et al., 2016; 

Golovatskaya & Karnachuk, 2015; Huché-thélier et al., 2016; Neugart & Schreiner, 2018). 

Light quality is reported to affect the plant at every growth stage, from germination to flowering 

(Dueck et al., 2016; Ouzounis et al., 2015). Precise manipulation of plant traits through control 

of light spectral quality represents a powerful tool in horticulture. 

The first work in the present chapter aims to adapt this work to determine some of the influence 

of spectra on lettuce germination. Identifying an optimal light regime for indoor lettuce seed 

germination would speed the seedling establishment and shorten the crop growth cycle 

allowing savings in energy, time and costs. Alternatively characterising the phenotypic 

response of microgreens to a wavelength could help identify a short and effective light 

treatment to produce the desired plant morphology, e. g. of such approaches include B and FR 

light during nighttime to increase microgreens elongation without compromising the growth 

(Ying et al., 2020) and supplemental UV-A radiation produced improvements in quality of pak 

choi microgreens (Brazaityte et al., 2015). 

Very powerful light treatments for manipulating plant traits are represented by the wavebands 

at the visible spectrum edges, UV and FR radiation. They induce opposite morphological 

adaptation in the plant altering its phenotype. FR effects on plants have aroused the interest of 

researchers a long time. Low R:FR ratio, which corresponds to a higher presence of longer 

wavelengths, is perceived by the plant as shade and, this perception triggers specific responses 

to increase light interception resulting in elongated phenotype which is part of the so-called 

“shade avoidance” syndrome. In horticulture FR radiation is especially used for ornamental 

cultivation, end-of-day FR supplementation is adopted to regulate flowering time or, R:FR ratio 

alterations are employed to adjust the phenotype of potted plants (Demotes-Mainard et al., 

2016). The studies reported here focused on light treatments, growth lights mostly include FR 
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and therefore assessing R:FR ratio effects on Lollo rosso was considered an important 

prerequisite for the later studies and an obvious route to produce significant impacts. 

UV photons are highly energetic and can be perceived as high light by the plant that responds 

by developing a compact phenotype. UV radiation may induce plant protective responses, such 

as production of antioxidant compounds that also enhance plant nutritional quality. Using 

supplemental UV to enhance nutrition was applied before the appearance of UV LEDs (Huché-

thélier et al., 2016). First work on UV influence on plant secondary metabolism, reported in 

literature, dates back to 1969, when Koeppe & et al.  observed a UV-B dependent increase in 

chlorogenic acid, 4-O-caffeoylquinic acid and scopolin in tobacco and sunflower. The 

induction of anthocyanin biosynthesis by UV has been reported in many plant species including 

Rumex patentia (Lindoo & Caldwell, 1978), grape (Kataoka et al., 2003), and various red 

lettuce cultivars (Krizek et al., 1998; Li & Kubota, 2009; Ordidge et al., 2010). Increasing 

anthocyanin content in red lettuce cultivars by stressing the plant with mild UV radiation is a 

common practice in commercial greenhouses where “UV windows” are installed or 

supplemental UV lamps are integrated (Battey et al., 2008). The aim of our UV study was to 

use LED lamps emitting in the UV-A range to find a suitable light treatment to use indoor. 

Available UV-A LEDs bars, with peak emission at 380-390 nm, were characterised by low 

wattage and longer UV emission. These lamp characteristics were much more appropriate to 

be used as short supplemental light treatment to enhance nutritional and visual quality in red 

lettuce indoor cultivation. 
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5.1 5.1 Light vs dark germination at various 

temperatures of Lollo rosso seeds 

 

Seed germination represents a critical event and it is accurately regulated to occur only in 

suitable environmental conditions. Germination is influenced by the conditions experienced by 

the seed itself and also, by the conditions experienced by the maternal parent (Vayda et al., 

2018). Also, conditions experienced during early growth stages can influence plant yield and 

quality (Yan et al., 2019). Environmental factors that affect seed germination include 

temperature, light and humidity. Lettuce seed germination was shown to be inhibited by high 

temperature (thermoinhibition) in 1928 (Borthwick & Robbins, 1928). Almost 20 years later, 

Borthwick et al. (1952) observed the light promoting effect on lettuce seed germination, in 

particular the effect of red light. Far-red light instead inhibited germination. Suggesting that 

light (perceived as red) is a fundamental cue for signalling a suitable environment for the seed 

to germinate, free from competitors’ shade (perceived as far-red). 

The young plantlet is very sensitive to the surrounding conditions and develops a phenotype in 

response to that environment. The developed phenotype is fundamental to plant adaptation and 

survival (Kong & Zheng, 2019). The influence of R:FR on seed germination and phenotype 

development has extensively been studied (Borthwick et al., 1952; Vayda et al., 2018; Vidaver 

et al., 1972; Weinig & Delph, 2001). Investigating the effects of environmental cues on 

germination, and also on the subsequent stages, would help improve artificial light recipes for 

diverse plants.  

Our germination test aimed at identifying the optimal germination conditions for Lollo rosso, 

looking at the two main factors, light and temperature. Light versus dark germination was 

investigated at three temperatures and included monitoring of germination, cotyledon opening, 

cotyledon greenness and radicle length. 

 

 

Experimental set-up and growth conditions 

Red lettuce “Lollo rosso” (cv. Antonet RZ) seeds were placed on top of three layers of blue 

roll (roundly cut) in clear plastic Petri dishes. Prior to seeds, 10 ml of distilled water were used 

to wet the paper.  Petri dishes containing seeds were incubated in small cabinet (Tritech 

Cabinets, Igloo Research ltd, Katy, USA) for the dark germination tests and in growth cabinet 
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(Incubator FOC 2151, VELP Scientifica, Italy), equipped with fluorescent tubes for the 

germination tests under light conditions (29 ± 3 W m-2, 133 ± 14 µmol m-2 s-1). Dark and light 

tests were repeated three times at different temperatures; 15, 20 and 25 (±1) °C. A total of three 

Petri dishes per test were prepared. Dark and light at 15 °C had a total of 36 seeds, successive 

experiments used 16 seeds due to the high germinability.  

 

Seedling measurements 

Petri dishes were checked for 4 days and distilled water was added when needed to maintain 

moisture in the tissue layers. Pictures were taken every day and germinated seeds counted. At 

day 3 visual assessment of the cotyledons opening, cotyledon greenness and radicle length was 

assessed from pictures at the end of the trials. Traits were scored from 5 to 1; the maximum 

score (5) and minimum score were assigned to the extreme “states” and the rest was assigned 

approximately linearly between the extremes. For cotyledon opening, score 5 was attributed to 

completely open cotyledons (as shown in treatment LIGHT_15C; Figure 5.1-1), this treatment 

also scored 5 for cotyledons greenness. Score 5 for radicle length was ascribed to the longest 

radicles developed in DARK_25C test. 
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Results 

Seedling morphology 

 

Figure 5.1-1. Light vs dark Lollo rosso seed germination at different temperature. 

Seed germination under different conditions of light (dark on the left and light on the right) and temperature (15, 

20 and 25 °C from top to bottom). 
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Seedling measurements 

Table 5.1-1. Lollo rosso seed germination scoring. 

Ratio of germinated lettuce seeds on total and visual scoring on cotyledon opening, cotyledon greenness and 

radicle length at three different temperatures under dark and light conditions. Data were recorded at three days 

after sowing. 

Values reported as mean ± SEM. Different letters within columns indicate significant treatment differences at P 

< 0.05, as determined by Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. Significance codes:  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 

‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’. 

 

 

  

Light 

conditions 

Temperature 

 

Germinated:TOT** 

(N=3) 

Cotyledons 

opening 

(visual score 

1-5) 

Cotyledons 

greeness 

(visual score 

1-5) 

Radicles 

length 

(visual score 

1-5) 

DARK 15 °C 1.00 ± 0.00a 1 0 2 

 20 °C 1.00 ± 0.00a 2 0 4 

 25 °C 0.70 ± 0.10b 2 0 5 

LIGHT 15 °C 1.00 ± 0.00a 5 5 2 

 20 °C 0.98 ± 0.02a 4 4 1 

 25 °C 1.00 ± 0.00a 1 1 1 

Two-way 

ANOVA 

Light 

condition 
*    

 Temperature *    

 

 

 

Light 

condition : 

Temperature 

*    
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Quantitative assessment of Lollo rosso germination 

Seed germinability was generally high (Figure 5.1-1 and Table 5.1.1). Only dark treatment at 

25°C resulted in statistically significant lower levels of germination (0.70 ± 0.10 of germinated 

seeds on total) (p ≥ 0.000). 

Cotyledon opening was greatly influenced both by light and temperature. Being maximum 

under a combination of light and lower temperature (score 5 at 15 °C and score 4 at 20 °C), but 

drastically diminishing at 25 °C (score 1). Under dark conditions, cotyledons were almost 

closed at all the temperature (score 1-2). Very low scoring occurred under dark conditions for 

greenness, score 0 as would be expected for etiolated seedlings. Under light conditions, 

cotyledons were vivid green at 15 °C (score 5), slightly paler at 20 °C (score 4) and, very pale, 

almost yellow, at 25 °C. Radicles were longer under dark conditions, being longest at 25 °C 

(score 5) and 20 °C (score 4). At 15 °C, radicle length was scored the same (2) both under dark 

and light conditions, while shortest radicles were observed in treatment LIGHT_20C and 

LIGHT_25C (score 1). 

Considering both germination ratio and seedling characteristics, germination seemed to be 

better/faster under light conditions and lower temperatures. After performing two-way 

ANOVA, germination ratio resulted to be significantly affected both by light condition and 

temperature and, also the interaction effect between the two factors was found to be statistically 

significant. 

 

Discussion 

Lettuce seeds are reported to germinate better under lower temperatures (< 26 °C) (Borthwick 

& Robbins, 1928) and our results are in agreement with this. We noticed some differences in 

the temperature effect depending whether under dark or light conditions. In the dark, 

germination percentage was 100% up to 20 °C and dropped to 70% at 25 °C. In the light 

germination was maintained high (100%) at all temperature levels. 

The highest scores for cotyledon opening and greenness were in light treatments; LIGHT_15C 

and LIGHT_20C. Chlorophyll synthesis is induced by light (Y. Kong & Zheng, 2019) and a 

deficiency of chlorophyll in the early stages negatively affects plant growth. The LIGHT_25C 

treatment produced pale cotyledons suggesting disruption of the photosynthetic pigments 

synthesis had occurred. Heat stress has been reported to compromise chlorophyll biosynthesis, 

which likely explains the reduction in green pigments under light at higher temperature (Aarti 

et al., 2006).  
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5.2 5.2 Effects of varying Red:FarRed ratios in broad 

spectrum LEDs on Lollo rosso growth 

 

FR radiation and particularly, the ratio between R and FR (R:FR), have extensively been 

studied in relation to plant photomorphogenesis. Almost 70 years ago, the photoreversible 

effect of R and FR on lettuce seed germination was reported for the first time (Borthwick et 

al., 1952). The photoreceptor responsible for R:FR response in germination, phytochrome 

(PHY), exists in two “photointerconvertible” forms, the biologically inactive form (Pr, λmax ~ 

670 nm) and the biologically active form (Pfr, λmax ~ 730 nm) (Franklin, 2008; Parks, 2003). 

Phytochrome members that are present in all angiosperms are PhyA, PhyB and PhyC. PhyA, 

or “type I phytochrome” is abundant in etiolated seedlings and degraded after illumination, 

functioning as “light antenna”. PhyA follows three operating modes: VLFRs or Very Low 

Fluence response, HIR or High irradiance Response and, LFRs or Low Fluence Response. 

Photoreversible and Low Fluence Responses are driven by “type II phytochromes” (PhyB-E), 

which is abundant light-grown plants (Franklin & Quail, 2010). PHY also shows a lower 

absorption peak at shorter wavelengths and cooperatively operates with cryptochromes in 

regulating light-driven processes like seedling de-etiolation (Costa-Galvao & Fankhauser, 

2015; Huché-thélier et al., 2016). 

Low R:FR ratio has great significance for plants as it signals shade. PHY perceives the 

changing fraction of red or far-red and, through a series of morphological alterations, it initiates 

an adaptive response termed “shade avoidance”. The nature of the initiated response is species 

dependent, and in particular, it varies between shade-tolerant species that are naturally adapted 

to live in limited light conditions, and shade-avoiding species that normally live in high light 

and develop a “shade avoidance syndrome”. Shade avoidance responses, like stem elongation 

and leaf hyponasty, intend to increase light interception and use efficiency. 

PHY also plays a role in controlling stomatal index; PhyB enhances stomatal differentiation 

with direct effects on WUE in response to increased irradiance (high R:FR) (Franklin & Quail, 

2010; Lake et al., 2001). 

R:FR ratio is associated with a broad variety of plant mechanisms, at morphological and 

physiological level and in addition it is responsible for light intensity responses. Hence, 

improving the understanding of Lollo rosso responses to R:FR ratio in a preliminary and 
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exploratory work was expected to help inform the use of LED arrays where proportions of R 

and FR may be readily altered. 

 

 

Experimental set-up and growth conditions 

Pots (N = 32 containing Lollo rosso seeds, Mr. Fothergill's Seeds, including 6 pots used for 

evaporation measurements) were placed in the growth room (P T Thomas, first floor) keeping 

fixed growth conditions for the first 14 days of growth (temperature: (20 ± 1) ˚C, relative 

humidity: (60 ± 1) %, photoperiod: 18- h. Germination occurred under PAR LED array 

(EP006). At 15 DAS, pots (thinned to contain only one plant) were relocated under different 

LEDs spectra in order to be treated with two R:FR ratios. The pots were split in three groups, 

each including 13 plants and 3 control pots. One group was treated with a R:FR ratio of 1.16 

(± 0.02) and the second group was treated with a R:FR ratio of 0.50 (± 0.01). The R:FR ratios 

were emitted by two dimmable full spectrum LEDs arrays (KS200; 53x37 cm, 98 chips x 3 and 

5 W mixed, 90 degrees lenses, four dimmable channels: red, blue, 6500K, far-red, from 

Shenzhen Herifi Co., ltd, China). Spectral ranges used to calculate red:far-red ratios were 650 

- 670 nm for red and 720 – 740 nm for far-red, as described in Sellaro et al. (2010). Irradiance 

was kept around 100 W m-2 in both treatments. For treatments spectra and irradiance 

measurements see Figure 5.2-1 and Table 5.2-1. 

Plants were treated for 15 days and during the whole experiment individual pots were randomly 

moved within respective treatment area to minimise positional effects. 

 

Figure 5.2-1. Light spectra of different R:FR ratio light treatments. 
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Light spectra of each individual light treatment, R:FR ratio of 1 and 0.5 (different colour lines within same graph).  

 

Table 5.2-1. Irradiance measurements of the different R:FR ratio light treatments. 

Irradiance achieved for the various treatments, measured at plant level and expressed in W m-2 and in (μmol m-2 

s-1) nm-1. Irradiance was measured on day 15 (start of light treatment). Each value represents the average of three 

measurements ± SEM (N = 3). 

 

 

Plant measurements 

Pots were weighed and watered to 80 % FC every 48 hours, weights were noted in order to 

calculate the water use efficiency under the different light treatments. 

At 28 DAS chlorophyll relative content was measured at 3 points of leaves third, fourth and 

fifth with the SPAD-502 chlorophyll meter. Dark-adapted fluorescence response curves to 

calculate FV/FM was measured on the fourth leaf of 9 plants. Pictures of all the sampled plants 

were taken (Figure 5.2-2). Plants were harvested and rosette FW and DW, and leaf number 

were recorded. 
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Results 

Plant morphology 

 

Figure 5.2-2. Rosette morphology of Lollo rosso treated with different R:FR ratios. 

Three of the photographed plants on the harvest day (28 DAS). First row showing plants irradiated with R:FR 

ratio of 1 and second row showing plants exposed to R:FR ratio of 0.5. 

 

 

Plant measurements 

Table 5.2-2. Growth response of Lollo rosso treated with different R:FR ratios. 

Leaf number, rosette FW and DW of Lollo rosso lettuce grown under PAR with adjusted far-red ratios of 1 and 

0.5 (R:FR1 and R:FR0.5). 

Treatments Fresh weight 
(g) 

(N = 12) 

Dry weight 
(g) 

(N = 6) 

Leaf number 

 

(N = 12) 

R:FR1 15.55 ± 0.74 1.23 ± 0.14 9.50 ± 0.36 

R:FR0.5 16.21 ± 0.69 1.32 ± 0.34 9.25 ± 0.13 
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Table 5.2-3. Lollo rosso response to different R:FR ratios. 

Rosette area, FV/FM measured on the third leaf, and relative chlorophyll content of leaves third, fourth and fifth 

(reported as SPAD values, every leaf has been measured three times). Plants were grown under three red:far red 

ratios, R:FR1 and R:FR0.5. 

Treatments Rosette area 

(cm
2
) 

(N = 5) 

F
V
/F

M
 

 

(N = 9) 

Relative chlorophyll content** 
(SPAD values) 

(N = 54) 

R:FR1 206.85 ± 8.22 0.84 ± 0.01 18.14 ± 0.53 

R:FR0.5 211.30 ± 10.08 0.83 ± 0.00 20.28 ± 0.45 
Values reported as mean ± SEM. Different letters within columns indicate significant treatment differences at P 

< 0.05, as determined by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 

Significance codes:  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2-3. Water use efficiency of Lollo rosso plants treated with different R:FR ratios. 

WUE (calculated in mg of dry matter produced per ml of water required) under different ratios of R:FR, RFR1 

and RFR0.5, N = 6. 

 

 

Quantitative assessment of Lollo rosso response to two red:far-red ratios 
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From visual observation, rosette area seemed to be reduced in R:FR1 plants (Figure 5.2-1). 

Rosette area determination through digital measurements on plant images did not detect a 

significant reduction under the two R:FR ratio investigated. 

FW and DW of red lettuce rosettes grown under different R:FR ratios spectra were not 

statistically different (Table 5.2-2). The number of leaves per rosette was not significantly 

affected by the two light treatments (Table 5.2-2). 

Leaf chlorophyll content, measured as SPAD values, was found to be significantly affected by 

the R:FR ratio (p = 0.003), being greater under R:FR ratio of 0.5 (Table 5.2-3). 

WUE was significantly affected by the R:FR treatments (p = 0.012). WUE was greater under 

R:FR1 (Figure 5.2-4). Dry matter accumulated per ml of water (WUE) under R:FR1 was 10.89 

(± 0.46) ≥ 9.11 (± 0.33) for R:FR0.5. 

FV/FM of  Lollo rosso leaves was not significantly affected by R:FR treatments. FV/FM of leaves 

exposed to R:FR1 and R:FR0.5 were very similar, 0.84 and 0.83 respectively. 

 

 

Discussion 

Low R:FR ratio increased leaf area in Pelargonium hortorum and Antirrhinum majus and may 

represent a strategic light treatment for seedling establishment in order to increase the incident 

light hitting leaf surfaces to enhance future light capture and crop yield (Park & Runkle, 2017). 

Absolute measurements of leaf area were not feasible due to the very curly Lollo rosso leaf 

morphology, but rosette area expanded in response to low R:FR ratio presumably resulting in 

increased light interception required under shade conditions. The increased light interception 

did not result in greater rosette FW or DW. The reason why rosette weight was maintained 

constant across all treatments may be found in the full spectrum that was present as a 

background of the R:FR ratios. The presence of various energy photons, from 380 to 760 nm, 

helped develop regular plant morphology and physiology mitigating specific wavebands 

effects. Another factor that needs to be considered is the change in the number of PAR photons. 

In fact, the two R:FR ratio treatments had a slightly different PAR PFD as with the increase of 

the FR photons the PAR photons decreased. PAR PFD in RF0.5 was 315 μmol m-2 s-1 and in 

RFR1 was 351 μmol m-2 s-1. Nevertheless, some differences in measured parameters were 

detected. FV/FM was slightly increased by Far red staying close to the optimal value of 0.83. 

Lee et al. (2015) tested various ratios of R:FR on lettuce growth and obtained decreased FV/FM 

under all R:FR treatments compared to the control (fluorescent lamps). According to Lee et al. 
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(2015), the rise in FV/FM is caused by B explaining the low FV/FM in the R:FR treatments and 

the Red treatment where Blue fraction was absent. The absence of B radiation is reported, in 

the same study, to cause decrease in the SPAD value from the R:FR treatments. In our study, 

FV/FM resulted to be lowered by R and SPAD values were marginally lowered in the R:FR1 

treatment. 

The R:FR ratio did not influence red lettuce growth, but significantly affected WUE. WUE was 

greatest in RFR1 treated plants which accumulated an average of 11 mg of dry matter per ml 

of water used compared to the lower R:FR treatment that accumulated an average of 9 mg. 

Enhanced WUE under R:FR1 may be attributed to PhyB activity increasing stomatal index and 

consequently WUE in response to high light (Boccalandro et al., 2009; Franklin & Quail, 2010; 

Lake et al., 2001). 
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5.3 5.3 Investigation on the potentials of UV-A 

radiation as promising light treatment to enhance 

Lollo rosso quality 

 

Shorter wavelength photons are more energetic (Planck’s law, E = hv) and, UV photons are 

the most energetic photons to treat the plants with, representing a very powerful stressor. UV-

B has long been studied as a stressor to increase plant secondary compounds (e. g. flavonoids) 

and has also been reported for the negative influence exert on plant growth (Klein et al., 1965; 

Lindoo & Caldwell, 1978). Experiments on UV-A effects are more recent and scarcer, mainly 

due to the difficulty of separating UV-A from UV-B when using sunlight and the low 

availability of efficient artificial light sources emitting in the range (315 – 400 nm). With the 

advent of LEDs and the huge technology improvement, together with the growing interest in 

CE Agriculture, a consequent increase in the studies on UV-A effects on plants has emerged 

globally. Although UV-A is not as energetic and detrimental as UV-B, care needs to be taken 

as short radiation represents an hazard to human health and if used in high doses can be 

detrimental for the plant too (Brazaityte et al., 2015; Neugart & Schreiner, 2018). UV-A may 

represent an effective treatment to efficiently induce changes in plant quality while lacking 

significant deleterious impacts on growth and yield. The injurious effects of UV radiation on 

plants was reported for the first time in 1940 by Singleton & Clark, 1940, who observed the 

development of imperfect maize pollen after UV-B treatment. High energy photons can cause 

deleterious effects on an organism by affecting its DNA (Caldwell, 1981; Hollósy, 2002). UV-

B inhibitory effects on plant growth have extensively been reported. Plant growth inhibition by 

UV exposure results mainly from morphological alterations such as reduced leaf area and plant 

height, actuated by the plant as photoprotective mechanisms, in order to minimise the stress 

damage by decreasing light capture (Huché-thélier et al., 2016; Neugart & Schreiner, 2018). 

Longer, and less energetic, UV wavelengths have been less documented in literature. UV-A 

effects on plant growth are highly species and genotype dependent and the intensity of the UV-

A stress has a greater relevance in the effects caused to the plant. Mild and/or short UV-A light 

treatments can increase plant secondary metabolites without inducing negative effects on 

biomass accumulation (Chen et al., 2019), and there was an inverse relationship between the 

increase in lettuce biomass and the UV-A treatment duration (Verdaguer et al., 2017). UV 

radiation effects are also dependent on other environmental factors, for instance, Laurus nobilis 
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biomass increase is enhanced when UV-A light stress is combined with a mild drought stress 

(Bernal et al., 2015) therefore it will be interesting to examine the effects of combinations of 

stress in Lollo rosso. 

One response that may reduce the effectiveness of UV-A stress treatments is plant acclimation 

to stress. UV radiation, as light stress, has been associated with acclimation, a plant defensive 

strategy to survive the stress by adjusting the level of photoprotection and regular growth. High 

photoprotection levels translate to lower light capture and absorption, higher energy dissipation 

rates and, consequently, lower C fixation. A measure of energy dissipation is constituted by 

the non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) which can be calculated from chlorophyll a 

fluorescence measurements of light- and dark-adapted leaves on the basis of balance between 

the competing processes of fluorescence, photochemical quenching and NPQ (Kalaji et al., 

2018). Acclimation is implemented by the plant as an adaptive strategy in responses to stress. 

Adjustments take place mainly at chloroplast level and involve alterations in reaction centre 

stoichiometry, antenna size, chlorophyll a:b ratio, etc (Bailey et al., 2004). In natural 

conditions, acclimation represents an advantageous mechanism for the sessile organisms as it 

allows its survival. In crop production though, the onset of acclimation will likely negatively 

impact yield resulting in economic losses. 

 

The UV studies reported here aimed to define an effective but mild UV-A treatment to induce 

anthocyanin synthesis in order to enhance Lollo rosso quality without impairing biomass 

accumulation. Secondly, the interaction between UV-A radiation and low water availability 

was tested with the aim to enhance the effectiveness of the light treatment. 

Lastly, a chlorophyll fluorescence study to investigate for the occurrence of acclimation to the 

UV-A treatment in Lollo rosso was performed. 
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5.3.1 UV-A enriched PAR LED treatment in 

combination with mild drought, effects on red 

lettuce Lollo rosso 
 

Experimental set-up and growth conditions 

a) Two “Lollo rosso” (Mr. Fothergill's Seeds Limited) seeds were sown in 30 pots, leaving 6 

pots without seeds in order to check evaporation. All the pots were incubated in a growth 

cabinet (Fitotron600H, equipped with compact fluorescent tubes (F40W/35) plus incandescent 

bulbs). At 15 DAS, the plant population was standardised by thinning pots to one plant (second 

leaf stage) per pot and was moved under test conditions (growth room, P T Thomas, ground 

floor, temperature: 20 (± 1) ˚C, relative humidity: 60 (± 1) %, photoperiod: 18 h). 

Environmental conditions were the same present during the first 14 days of growth. 

The growth room shelf was partitioned in two equal sections with the installation of a white 

reflective sheet. The two sides of the shelf were equipped with two arrays of LEDs (KS200, 

53x37 cm, 98 chips x 3 and 5 W mixed, 90 degrees lenses, four dimmable channels: red, blue, 

white and far-red, UV-A, from Shenzhen Herifi Co., ltd, China) and, each side contained 15 

equally spaced pots (12 pots with one plant each and 3 pots with just soil (evaporative control), 

all the pots were randomly moved within the growth area to minimise position effects every 24 

hours). The two groups of plants were irradiated with full spectrum (400 – 760 nm), but one of 

them received UV-A (peak 395 nm) radiation in addition. UV-A radiation was added by 

switching on the UV channel of the KS200 LEDs array. UV-A emission was very low (1%  of 

the total emission), enough to keep the total irradiance the same as the control treatment (60.04 

± 3.52 W m-2, 288.18 ± 16.84 µmol m-2 s-1). For treatment spectra measurements see Figure 

5.3-2. 

 

b) The same experiment was repeated in the exact same conditions, except that all plants 

received the same light treatment (full spectrum plus UV-A), only deviation was that one group 

of plants was watered to 20% FC and the other to 80% (from D22 to D29) (Figure 5.3-1). 

Growth room (P T Thomas, ground floor) environmental conditions resulted to be slightly 

different, temperature: 24 (± 1) ˚C, relative humidity: 60 (± 1) %, photoperiod:18 h. 
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Figure 5.3-1. Experimental setting with Lollo rosso plants under UV-A and water stress treatments. 

Picture showing the experimental system at 28 DAS (harvest day). Plants on the left had been watered at 80% FC 

then 20% FC for the final week, while plants on the right were watered to 80% FC for the whole growth period. 

 

 

Figure 5.3-2. Light composition of control and UV-A spectra. 

Light spectra of the control LEDs array (left) and the UV-A emission (right). 

 

 

Plant measurements 

Pots were weighed and watered to 80% (or 20% in the case of UV-A in combination with 

drought) FC every 48 hours, weights were noted in order to calculate the WUE under the 

different light treatments. 

At 27 DAS dark-adapted chlorophyll a fluorescence was measured from the third leaf. 
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At 28 DAS, chlorophyll relative content was measured at 3 points per leaves second, fourth 

and fifth with the SPAD-502 chlorophyll meter. Pictures of all the samples were taken (Figure 

5.3.3 for experiment a and 5.3-4). Plants were harvested and FW and DW were determined. 
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Results a 

Plant morphology 

 

Figure 5.3-3. Rosette morphology of Lollo rosso under UV-A and water stress. 

Picture of three of the photographed Lollo rosso lettuce plants on harvest day (28 DAS). First row shows plants 

irradiated with control spectrum, the second row shows plants exposed to UV-A enriched spectrum. 

 

 

Plant measurements 

Table 5.3-1. Growth response of Lollo rosso under UV-A radiation. 

Rosette biomass, leaf number, relative chlorophyll content of leaves second, fourth and fifth and water use 

efficiency of control lettuce plants and plants treated with UV-A. 

Treatments Fresh weight 
(g) 

(N = 12) 

Dry weight 
(g) 

(N = 6) 

Leaf number 
 

(N = 12) 

Relative chl content 
(SPAD values) 

(N = 108) 

WUE· 

(mg ml
-1

) 
(N = 6) 

Control 6.90 ± 0.59 0.44 ± 0.11 6.00 ± 0.17 14.11 ± 3.41 7.34 ± 1.34 

+UV-A 5.75 ± 0.42 0.35 ± 0.09 5.92 ± 0.19 14.47 ± 3.15 5.40 ± 0.98 
Values reported as mean ± SEM. Different letters within columns indicate significant treatment differences at P 

< 0.05, as determined by Student’s t-test. Significance codes:  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’, 0.05 ‘·’. 
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Assessment of Lollo rosso plants grown under UV-A enriched LEDs spectrum (a) 

UV-A radiation in addition to full spectrum LEDs did not significantly effect plant 

morphology, biomass accumulation, leaf number or chlorophyll content (Figure 5.3-4 and 

Table 5.3.1). Of the measured parameters, WUE resulted to be marginally affected by UV 

treatment (p = 0.036). WUE was lower in UV-A treated plants compared to the control, with 

an average of 0.35 (± 0.04) g of dry matter accumulated per 81.47 ± 11.56 ml of water required 

under +UV-A treatment against 0.46 ± 0.04 g of dry matter accumulated per 65.11 ± 15.61 ml 

of water required under the control treatment. 
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Results b 

Plant morphology 

 

Figure 5.3-4. Plant morphology of Lollo rosso under UV-A and water stress. 

Picture of three of the photographed Lollo rosso plants on the harvest day (28 DAS) growing under supplemental 

UV-A and two different soil water contents. Showing differences in size and pigmentation. First row: control 

plants watered to 80% field capacity (UV80%FC); Second row: plants watered to 20% field capacity (UV20%FC).  

 

Plant measurements 

Table 5.3-2. Growth response of Lollo rosso under UV-A and water stress. 

Rosette fresh and dry weight, leaf number, leaf relative chlorophyll content (SPAD) and maximum quantum 

efficiency of PSII photochemistry in the dark (FV/FM) of control lettuce plants and plants watered to 20% field 

capacity, both grown under UV-A enriched spectrum. 

Treatments Fresh weight*** 
(g) 

 

(N = 12) 

Dry weight*** 
(g) 

 

(N = 6) 

Leaf number*** 

 

 

(N = 12) 

Relative chl 

content*** 
(SPAD values) 

(N=72) 

F
V
/F

M
 

 

 

(N=7) 

UV80%FC 2.65 ± 0.13 0.20 ± 0.01 4.67 ± 0.19 16.13 ± 0.42 0.82 ± 0.01 

UV20%FC 0.65 ± 0.06 0.08 ± 0.00 3.50 ± 0.15 18.75 ± 0.53 0.83 ± 0.01 
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Values reported as mean ± SEM. Different letters within columns indicate significant treatment differences at P 

< 0.05, as determined by Student’s t-test. Significance codes:  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’, 0.05 ‘·’. 

 

 

Assessment of Lollo rosso grown under UV-A enriched spectrum in response to 

two different watering schemes (b) 

Biomass obtained in this experiment was overall very low compared to the average obtained 

in all the current project studies. And, plant development did not happen (Figure 5.3-5). Rosette 

shape was not developed in none of the treatments, however, leaf morphology showed regular 

characteristics such as curly edges and large leaf area with faint red pigmentation in the 80% 

FC plants. Limited water conditions produced abnormal plantlets with tiny purple leaves where 

green was not visible and epicuticular wax was more pronounced. 

 

Rosette FW and DW were significantly influenced by the watering (Table 5.3.2). Student’s t-

test was conducted to compare FW and DW of red lettuce plants watered to 80% FC and 20% 

FC and a highly significant difference was found (p = 8.14x10-10, p = 4.74x10-5, respectively). 

FW of control rosettes (UV80%FC) was 4-fold greater (2.65 ± 0.14 g) than FW of plants 

watered to 20% FC (0.65 ± 0.06 g). Dry matter accumulated with control watering was 0.20 (± 

0.01) g, while watering to 20% FC produced an average DW of 0.08 (± 0.01) g. 

The number of leaves was statistically affected by water treatment, with UV20%FC plants 

accumulating an average of 3.50 (± 0.15) leaves compared to an average of 4.67 (± 0.19) of 

control plants (p = 8.73x10-5). 

SPAD meter reported a significantly different chlorophyll content in leaves of UV20%FC 

(18.75 ± 0.53) and UV80%FC (16.13 ± 0.42), tested by Student’s t-test (p ≥ 0.000). An 

independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare FV/FM in control and treatment 

conditions and no significant difference was found. 
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Discussion (a and b) 

The very low UV-A irradiance of our lamp, together with the “confounding” effects of the full 

spectrum as background (Vidović et al., 2015), are likely responsible for the lack of significant 

effects of UV-A under test. No differences were detected between the UV-A treated plants and 

the control plants in FW, DW, leaf number or SPAD values but there was a significant effect 

on WUE (Figure 5.3-4 and Table 5.3.1). 

 

UV-B is reported to interact with drought stress by alleviating and delaying the negative effects. 

In pea plants, Nogués et al. (1998) found that morphological alterations (reduction in leaf area) 

caused by UV-B reduced the leaf transpiration rate helping to cope with the drought stress. 

Gitz et al. (2005) confirmed the interaction between UV-B and drought in different soybean 

cultivars and found that decreased stomatal density and gas exchange, induced by UV-B, 

increased WUE. Studies including the combination of UV-A radiation and mild drought report 

enhanced increase in root biomass in woody species and in aboveground biomass in Laurus 

nobilis (Verdaguer et al., 2017). We grew all plants under low UV-A doses that were not 

enough to cause any effect in the previous tests. Then, at D22, one group of plants started to be 

watered to 20% FC while the other was maintained at well-watered levels (80% FC) until 

harvest. The one week of combined treatment (UV-A plus low watering, UV20%FC) produced 

massive reduction in biomass accumulation and large morphological changes (Figure 5.3-5). 

Rosette FW was 25% lower in UV20%FC compared to the UV80%FC and, DW was lowered 

even more (40%) under the combination of UV-A and water stress. In the last week of growth, 

plants moved under UV20%FC treatment did not show any further development in growth. 

These results do not totally agree with (Bernal et al., 2015), who found out enhanced increase 

in biomass when light and water stress were combined. In our case, the enhanced stress effect 

of UV-A was replicated but other than producing increased biomass, it produced increased 

pigmentation. In fact, morphological traits seemed to be accentuated by the combined 

treatment. Leaf red pigmentation for instance, was greatly increased (leaves appeared 

completely dark with lack of green, together with the leaf wax layer. Relative chlorophyll 

content most probably reflects the differences in red pigmentation detecting higher SPAD 

values in the UV20%FC (Table 5.3.2). FV/FM was not influenced by the treatments at all, 

reporting optimal values (~0.83) suggesting that plants were not stressed and apparently were 

able to cope with the radiation stress and the combination of radiation and water scarcity by 

implementing photomorphogenic adaptive responses such as leaf screening, leaf area 
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shrinkage. The increase in anthocyanin content occurred throughout the leaf while the increase 

in epicuticular wax was noted and likely increased light reflectance and both together reduced 

leaf light absorption by chlorophyll. The huge reduction in leaf area greatly reduced the light 

incident surface and further reducing light absorption (Hectors et al., 2007). 

Data obtained may be the result of low water availability other than resulting from an 

interaction between watering scheme and UV-A exposure. Further investigation including 

higher irradiance UV-A source and, additionally, control treatments without UV-A, may give 

a clearer overview of the plant response. 
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5.3.2 Acclimation to UV-A enriched PAR spectrum 

in Lollo rosso, a chlorophyll a fluorescence study 
 

Experimental set-up and growth conditions 

Seeds (Lollo rosso, cv. Antonet RZ) were sown in 70 pots to allow sampling and measurements 

at different time points during the light treatment in order to investigate the occurrence of 

acclimation. 

After the sowing pots were placed in the experimental system (growth room, P T Thomas, first 

floor). Measured environmental conditions were similar to the previous experiment, 

temperature: (PAR_C average ± SEM =  22.57 ± 0.01; PAR+UVA average ± SEM = 21.71 ± 

0.01) ˚C, relative humidity: (PAR_C average ± SEM =  65.63 ± 0.14; PAR+UVA average ± 

SEM = 67.28 ± 0.16) %, photoperiod: 18- h (Figure 5.3.2-3). 

All the plants were on the same shelf which was split in two halves with the installation of a 

white reflective sheet. One side of the shelf was irradiated by a PAR LEDs array (EP006) plus, 

four UV-A LEDs bars (LA001, peak at 380 nm) on the sides of the main array (a total of 7% 

of UV-A was present in the treatment light spectrum). The other side of the shelf was irradiated 

only by the PAR array (EP006). The two PAR arrays were shaded by placing different layers 

of muslin cloth as a neutral density filter between the LEDs plate and the plant canopy, in order 

to match the irradiance of the two treatments (Figure 5.3.2-1). For treatments irradiance and 

spectral composition see Table 5.3.2-1 and Figure 5.3.2-2. 

Pots were equally divided between the two sections of the shelf and pots of each treatment 

were spaced and randomly moved within the growth area every 48 hours to minimise position 

effects and watered to 80% FC. 
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Figure 5.3-5. Experimental setting of the control and UV-A enriched light treatments. 

Picture showing the experimental system at day 1 (sowing day). Plants on the left (PAR_C) were treated with 

control spectrum, plant son the right (PAR+UVA) received UV-A radiation in addition to PAR. 

 

 

Figure 5.3-6. Light spectra of control and UV-A enriched spectrum. 

Light spectra of the control treatment, PAR_C in pink, and the UV-A treatment, PAR+UVA in purple. UV-A 

treatment has the maximum emission peak at 380 nm. 

 

Table 5.3-3. Irradiance measurements of the control and UV-A enriched spectra. 

Irradiance achieved for the PAR_C (in pink) and PAR+UVA (in purple) treatments, measured at plant level and 

expressed in W m-2 and in (μmol m-2 s-1) nm-1. Irradiance was measured on day 15 (start of light treatment). Each 

value represents the average of three measurements ± SEM (N=3). 
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Figure 5.3-7. Environmental data (temperature & humidity) of control and UV-A light treatments. 

Environmental conditions of temperature and relative humidity at canopy level of plants grown under PAR 

spectrum as control (pink) and plants treated with UV-A enriched spectrum (purple). 

 

Plant measurements  

To investigate whether there was acclimation to UV-A radiation, light - and dark - adapted 

chlorophyll a fluorescence was measured just before the start of the treatment (15DAS), when 

plants were all under the control conditions and, at 7 time points following the start of the 

treatment. Measurements were taken always on the same leaf (third) at: 0 point (2 hours before 

the treatment start), 1 hour, 4 hours, 8 hours, 24 hours, 48 hours, 72 hours and 14 days after the 

treatment start (28DAS). At each time point, pictures of individual plants were taken and, 6 

plants (3 treated and 3 control) were harvested and FW and leaf number were recorded. Rosette 

DW was determined at the end of the experiment (28DAS).  
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Results 

Plant morphology 

 

Figure 5.3-8. Rosette morphology of Lollo rosso plants grown under UV-A enriched spectrum. 

Pictures taken at 28 DAS of the three replicates per light treatment, first row displaying control plants and second 

row displaying UV-A treated plants. 

 

Plant measurements 

Table 5.3-4. Growth response of Lollo rosso grown under UV-A enriched spectrum over time.  

Fresh weight, dry weight and leaf number of red lettuce rosettes after being moved under PAR+UVA treatment 

in contrast to rosettes kept under control treatment. 

Values reported as mean ± SEM. Different letters within columns indicate significant treatment differences at P 

< 0.05, as determined by Student’s t-test. Significance codes:  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’. 

 

Treatments 

 

Fresh 

weight 

(g) 

0Point 

(N=3) 

Fresh 

weight 

(g) 

48hPoint 

(N=3) 

Fresh 

weight 

(g) 

72hPoint 

(N=3) 

Fresh 

weight*** 

(g) 

28DAS 

(N=9) 

Dry 

weight** 

(g) 

28DAS 

(N=6) 

Leaf 

number** 

 

28DAS 

(N=9) 

PAR_C 3.70 ± 0.43 5.22 ± 0.44 6.98 ± 0.78 18.22 ± 0.96 1.09 ± 0.09 8.00 ± 0.24 

PAR+UVA 4.13 ± 0.78 4.34 ± 0.41 5.77 ± 0.19 8.18 ± 0.26 0.62 ± 0.02 7.00 ± 0.17 
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Figure 5.3-9. Minimum and maximum chlorophyll fluorescence of Lollo rosso under UVA over time. 

A. Minimum fluorescence intensity emitted by light-acclimated (F0’), B. Minimum fluorescence intensity emitted 

by dark-acclimated (F0), C. Maximum fluorescence intensity emitted by light-acclimated (FM’), D. Maximum 

fluorescence intensity emitted by dark-acclimated (FM) treated samples (PAR+UVA) and control samples 

(PAR_C). 

 

Figure 5.3-10. Non-photochemical quenching and performance index of Lollo rosso under UV-A over time. 

A. NPQ and B. PI of control samples (PAR_C) and treated samples (PAR+UVA). Significance codes (as 

determined by Student’s t-test):  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’, 0.05 ‘·’. 
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Figure 5.3-11. Maximum quantum efficiency of PSII of Lollo rosso under UV-A over time. 

FV/FM (N= 3) at various time points after the start of the PAR+UVA treatment (purple line) in comparison to the 

control (PAR_C, pink line). Significance code: 0.000 ‘***’. 

 

Figure 5.3-12. Maximum operating efficiency of PSII in light-adapted plants grown under UV-A over time. 

FV/FM’ (N= 3) at various time points after the start of the PAR+UVA treatment (purple line) in comparison to the 

control (PAR_C, pink line). Significance codes (as determined by Student’s t-test):  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 

‘*’, 0.05 ‘·’. 
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Figure 5.3-13. OJIP transients curve of UV-A grown plants over time. 

Chl a polyphasic fluorescence rise O-J-I-P, exhibited by red lettuce plants under control conditions (PAR_C) and 

under UV-A treatment (PAR+UVA) for different periods of time (0point = before the treatment start, 1, 4, 8, 24, 

48, 72 h = hours after the start of the treatment, 28DAS = 14 days after the treatment start and end of the 

experiment). The transient is plotted on a logarithmic time scale from 20 µs to 1 s. The marks refer to the selected 

fluorescence data used by the JIP-test for the calculation of structural and functional parameters. The signals are: 

the fluorescence intensity O (at 20 µs); the fluorescence intensities J (at 2 ms) and I (at 30 ms); the maximal 

fluorescence intensity, P (at tFM). 

 

Table 5.3-5. Maximum variable chlorophyll fluorescence of Lollo rosso grown under UV-A enriched spectrum 

over time.  

Treatments F
V
 

0 point 

F
V*
 

1h 

F
V*
 

4h 

F
V*
 

8h 

PAR_C 1785.67 ± 173.17 1666.33 ± 116.86 1636.33 ± 128.55 1694.33 ± 91.00 

PAR+UVA 1594.00 ± 62.56 974.67 ± 152.20 786.33 ± 158.99 1162.67 ± 107.91 

 

Treatments F
V*
 

24h 

F
V
 

48h 

F
V*
 

72h 

F
V
 

28DAS 

PAR_C 1814.67 ± 106.92 1269.33 ± 102.14 1604.33 ± 162.85 1884.67 ± 299.49 

PAR+UVA 918.33 ± 230.13 1423.00 ± 434.62 977.33 ± 81.37 1830.33 ± 75.06 

Values reported as mean ± SEM. Different letters within columns indicate significant treatment differences at P 

< 0.05, as determined by Student’s t-test. Significance codes:  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’. 
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Assessment of Lollo rosso acclimation to UV-A enriched LEDs spectrum 

UV-A radiation affected Lollo rosso growth, as shown by pictures as well (Figure 5.3.2-4). 

Rosette FW was largely inhibited under PAR+UVA treatment. Already after 48 and 72 hours 

after the plants were moved under UV-A enriched spectrum, their growth seemed to slow down 

in comparison to control plants. After 14 days of UV-A exposure, rosettes reached a FW of 

8.18 (± 0.26) g. In contrast, rosettes under control conditions reached more than the double of 

the weight (18.22 ± 0.96 g) (Table 5.3.2-2). Student’s t-test was conducted to compare rosette 

FW after 14 days under in control and treatment conditions and a great difference was found 

(p = 2.79x10-6). A less significant difference was found for DW (p ≥ 0.000), which was 0.62 

(± 0.02) g under PAR+UVA compared to 1.09 (0.09) g under PAR_C. UV-A growth inhibition 

was reflected on the number of leaves per rosette accumulated (p = 0.004), with an average leaf 

number of 7 (± 0.17) compared to an average of 8 (± 0.24) under PAR spectrum. 

FV/FM of UV-A irradiated leaves resulted to be significantly distinct from control leaves 24 

hours (24h) (p ≥ 0.000) and 72 hours (72h) (p = 0.05) after the treatment start. FV/FM was very 

similar in PAR_C and PAR+UVA leaves at 0point and at the end of the experiment (28DAS) 

and, diverged in the rest of the time points, as shown in figure 5.3.2-7. PI response to UV-A 

radiation was analogous to FV/FM, with values at 0point and 28DAS being very similar between 

the treatments (0.96 ± 0.15 for PAR_C and 0.91 ± 0.07 for PAR+UVA, at 0point; 1.59 ± 0.36 

for PAR_C and 1.18 ± 0.07 for PAR+UVA at 28DAS) and values in between separating. PI in 

PAR_C leaves was kept between 0.84 and 1.59, being statistically lower in PAR+UVA leaves 

at 4h (p ≥ 0.000), 24h (p ≥ 0.000) and 72h (p = 0.017), reaching 0.20 (± 0.06) at 4h and 0.17 

(± 0.07) at 24h and, slowly starting increasing to 0.42 (± 0.13) at 72h (Figure 5.3.2-6, B). An 

independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare NPQ in control and treatment conditions 

and no significant difference was found in none of the time points (Figure 5.3.2-6, A). 

To better understand where differences in FV/FM and PI originated, statistical comparison was 

performed for minimum and maximum fluorescence intensity emitted by dark-acclimated 

samples at every time point (F0, FM) and, significant effects were always found between 1h and 

48h time points, never at the extremes. Dark-adapted leaves showed that UV-A radiation 

produced a contrasting effect as it increased F0 and reduced FM. F0 was significantly higher in 

leaves irradiated with UV-A for 4 hours (p = 0.006), for 24 hours (p = 0.032) and for 48 hours 

(p = 0.016) (Figure 5.3.2-5, B). Most differences between the treatments were detected by FM. 

In fact, FM resulted to be negatively affected by UV-A radiation already after 1 hour of exposure 

(p = 0.022), bringing the intensity to 924.33 (± 202.35) from 1395.33 (± 81.41) of the control. 
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Lower FM was maintained after 4 hours (p = 0.024), 8 hours (p = 0.026), 24 hours (p = 0.044) 

and, marginally after 72 hours (p = 0.054) of UV-A radiation (Figure 5.3.2-5, D). 

The FV/FM’ was lowered by UV-A radiation (Figure 5.3.2-8) but, high variability hid the 

significance of the effect in all measurement time points, except for the measurements taken 

24 hours after the UV-A treatment start where effect close to significant was found (p = 0.052). 

The OJIP (Kautsky transients) curves (Figure 5.3.2-9) perfectly displayed how the fluorescence 

intensity of UV-A treated samples diminishes under treatment (from 1h time point) to then rise 

again reaching the control samples fluorescence intensity. The slope of the curve changed 

drastically (with a lower FM, reflected on lower FV values) showing the reduction in 

fluorescence caused by UV-A radiation exposure. The change in slope was reflected by 

statistically lower FV values at 1h (p = 0.025), 4h (p = 0.015), 8h (p = 0.021), 24h (p = 0.042) 

and 72h (p = 0.042) (Table 5.3.2-3). 
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Discussion 

 

Data on UV-A effects on plant growth are very few and are contrasting, some show negative 

effects of UV-A on growth while others report positive influence on plant growth (Verdaguer 

et al., 2017). In the current study of Lollo rosso UV-A radiation negatively affected biomass 

accumulation, with 55% reduction in rosette FW and 43% reduction in rosette DW. Very low 

amount of UV-A radiation (7%) with a full spectrum background caused a small reduction in 

plant growth (in terms of weight) but did not slow down plant development (number of leaves 

was not affected). As reported by Verdaguer et al. (2012), and seen in the previous experiments, 

UV treated plants induce protective mechanisms to mitigate radiative stress. Unexpectedly 

except for a small reduction in leaf area, protective morphological changes were not observed. 

In particular leaf pigmentation looked the same when comparing UV-A treated leaves and 

control leaves. The lack of anthocyanin synthesis may be explained by the very low fraction of 

UV-A in the light spectrum. 

 

To try and better understand and characterise plant responses to UV-A radiation and if these 

change over time plants were measured 8 times from the start of the UV-A treatment until the 

harvest and many of the measured parameters were influenced as soon as the treatments started 

but not at the end of the growth which is suggestive of some level of acclimation. Hectors & 

et. al. (2007) exposed Arabidopsis plant to low doses of UV-B and found out that transcripts 

associated with oxidative stress were not up-regulated concluding that plants acclimated to UV-

B were not stressed. They also found out that anthocyanin synthesis was down-regulated even 

though anthocyanin had been expressed when the treatment started. These results suggest that 

protective mechanisms are induced by radiative stress altering plant morphological traits but 

once the plant reaches a certain level of photoprotection, it will not need to keep investing in 

increasing that protection if the stress remains constant. This hypothesis is supported by our 

results. Apart from the rosette FW and DW, that resulted significantly different only at the end 

of the experiment (28DAS), all the chlorophyll a fluorescence parameters measured were 

unaffected by the light treatment. However, the same parameters were affected between 4h and 

72h after the treatment started. General trends in the fluorescence parameters were observed, 

F0 increased within 48h of UV-A exposure and FM decreased in the first 24h after the treatment 

start. Increase in F0 and decrease in FM are both effects observed in leaf treated with high light 

(Fu et al., 2012). Responses characteristics of high light stress are supported by lowering of 
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FV/FM from 1h after UV-A exposure start up to 72h. Urban et al. (2017) propose the decrease 

in FV/FM together with the increase in F0 as signal for the occurrence of photoinhibitory 

damage. The simultaneous decrease in FM however, suggests increase in the engagement of the 

xanthophyll cycle for energy dissipation, which is corroborated by the increase, even if not 

significant, of NPQ that persists until the end (28DAS). PI was greatly decreased under UV-A, 

again suggesting a change of the photosystems functionality which is resolved by the end of 

the growth cycle (28DAS) (Živčák et al., 2014). 

Figure 5.3.2-7 clearly shows how FV/FM changed in the leaf during the UV-A exposure. Also, 

the transients (OJIP) curves of the treated and non-treated leaves were perfectly matching 

before the treatment started and on the harvest day, while they were separating at 1h, 4h, 8h, 

24h, 48h and 72h. The analysis of the chlorophyll fluorescence parameters indicated a clear 

photoprotective response being immediately activated by the plant after exposure to UV-A 

radiation stress. This response reduces with time even though the stress persists. These results 

suggest the occurrence of acclimation, and the hypothesis is reinforced by the lowering of 

FV/FM’, which indicates an imbalance between photosystem II and photosystem I, reported in 

literature as consequence of acclimation (Kaiser et al., 2018). 

 

UV-A radiation is reported to stimulate UV-absorbing compounds and in particular 

anthocyanin synthesis (Neugart & Schreiner, 2018). Our UV-A treatments did not increase red 

pigmentation in leaves of Lollo rosso, except when the light treatment was combined with mild 

drought stress. This may be because the UV-A source was not powerful enough to trigger 

anthocyanin biosynthesis or, alternatively acclimation to UV-A down-regulated anthocyanin 

synthesis as documented in (Hectors et al., 2007).  Acclimation may have induced protective 

mechanisms in the first moment to combat the stress, including reduction in light capture and 

absorption, increase in NPQ, decrease in FV/FM’, that may be enough to allow the plant to 

regularly grow in that environment without damage. 
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6.1 6 Impacts on lettuce yield and morphology of the 

main photosynthetically active red and blue 

wavebands 

 

 

Light quality, or the composition in wavelengths, is very relevant to the plant, and through 

photosynthesis and photomorphogenesis, broadly impacts plant growth and development. 

Plants perceive wavelengths ranging from the high energy UV to the lower energy Far-Red 

regions of the spectrum. The energy required to promote electrons through photosynthesis is 

1.8 eV, exactly equivalent to the energy of a red photon. This makes the energy conversion 

efficiency of radiant energy into biomass greatest for red photons, as the excess energy (over 

1.8 eV) would otherwise be dissipated. Regardless of the energy required for photochemistry, 

blue and red photons are absorbed most efficiently by the leaf in accordance with absorption 

maxima of the photosynthetic pigments, chlorophylls and carotenoids (Barber, 2009; Zhu et 

al., 2008).  Photomorphogenic responses are impacted by different wavelengths of light and 

every change in the plant form or function in response to light quality constitutes a 

photomorphogenic response. Plants developed specific photoreceptors specialised in absorbing 

specific wavelengths and initiating appropriate adaptive responses to the surrounding 

environment (Arsovski et al., 2012; Parks, 2003). Characterising plant responses to light is 

important for controlled environment agriculture because this form of agriculture provides 

greater control of incident light and therefore biomass production and crop quality. Crop 

quality and appearance are important for vegetable and ornamental horticulture in determining 

the commercial value. For example, a lettuce plant grown under light with a high proportion of 

far-red radiation will have an abnormal elongated aspect which is not suited to current market 

standards. B light affects many plant traits, i.e. B radiation inhibits stem elongation by 

controlling cell wall extensibility and cell turgor pressure, increases leaf thickness, induces 

stomatal opening, induces morphogenic processes such as phototropism and chloroplasts 

movement. B light is also perceived by the plant as light intensity (Hogewoning et al., 2010; 

Lichtenthaler et al., 1980). Treating plants with only B light can be detrimental resulting in, for 

example, decreased total chlorophyll content and a decline in photosynthetic activity compared 

to broad spectrum light. In presence of other wavelengths and when the percentage of B among 

other wavelengths is low (≤ 50 %), B radiation has a positive role on plant growth and quality 
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by enhancing photosynthetic activity and increasing the content of bioactive compounds such 

as carotenoid, anthocyanin, glucosinolate, chlorogenic acid while decreasing unfavourable 

compounds including oxalate and nitrate (Huché-thélier et al., 2016). B radiation signals are 

perceived by plants as an indicator of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) and in fact, B 

induces the formation of sun-type chloroplasts characterised by higher C fixation rates, in 

contrast, red light signals are perceived as an indicator of shadow and produces shade-type 

chloroplasts with lower chlorophyll a:b ratio, larger light harvesting antenna to absorb more 

light (Lichtenthaler et al., 1980). R radiation effects numerous plant processes, including 

germination, stem elongation, hyponasty, leaf area expansion; these are strongly related to the 

ratio between R and FR (R:FR). Low R:FR induces shade-avoidance responses in plants. Red 

light alone is reported to cause “red light syndrome” characterised by low C assimilation rate, 

low chl a:b ratio, reduced FV/FM and shade-type chloroplasts (Lichtenthaler et al., 1980; 

Matsuda et al., 2004; Trouwborst et al., 2016). With the possibility to customise grow light 

spectra with specific emission wavelengths, offered by LEDs technology, R and B wavelengths 

are the main components of most of the grow lights used in horticulture. A combination of R 

and B radiation is the most suitable light spectra for crop growth and development with notable 

importance of the ratio between the two (R:B) (Izzo et al., 2019; Piovene et al., 2015). Results 

from chapter 3 demonstrated the effectivity of supplemental R and B radiation, emitted by 

LEDs, in inducing specific plant responses in Lollo rosso by affecting yield and plant quality-

related traits. Quality traits such as the typical leaf red colouration, determined by the presence 

of anthocyanins, were stimulated as photoprotective responses to B light. The red pigments, 

besides their antioxidant properties, protect the plant from photodamage by accumulating on 

the leaf adaxial surface (see Figure 10-2 in Appendix) and screening radiant energy entering 

the leaf reducing light harvesting load (Neill & Gould, 2003). The aim was to investigate the 

interaction between yield and leaf anthocyanin accumulation in cyanic leaves in response to 

supplemental R or B radiation. Excessive increase in leaf anthocyanin content, together with 

high photoprotection, induced by light stress could negatively impact plant biomass 

accumulation (Kyparissis et al., 2007). To investigate this hypothesis R and B treatments and 

their effect in altering plant physiology and morphology of Lollo rosso were further 

investigated, together with PAR control treatments, and were applied for different durations to 

inspect for the most efficient light regime. 
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Experimental set-up and growth conditions 

Pots (N = 64) containing Lollo rosso seeds (cv. Antonet RZ) were transferred into the 

experimental system keeping fixed growth conditions, (temperature: (24.88 ± 0.04) ̊ C, relative 

humidity: (53.34 ± 0.18) %, carbon dioxide: (471.15 ± 0.83) ppm, photoperiod: 18- h of 

emission from PAR60 at 60 W m-2). Environmental data were monitored every 10 minutes by 

four data loggers (Tinytag Ultra 2, Gemini Data loggers, ltd, UK and, one Rotronic CL11, 

Rotronic Instruments ltd, UK), each placed on a different growth shelf of the room at canopy 

level (data in Table 6.1-2). 

Of a total of 63 plants, 27 were moved under treatments (9 plants under each of the three 

treatments) leaving the rest under control condition (PAR60) (Figure 6.1-1). 

At 26 DAS, 9 plants were moved from the PAR60 control treatment to each of the three 

treatments (PAR120, PAR+RED, PAR+BLUE) in order to test long (15 days) and short (4 

days) term light treatment. 9 plants were left under the PAR60 as control samples. 

Four light treatments were tested: 

-PAR60 was the spectral control at lower irradiance, emitted by a PAR spectrum LEDs array 

(EP006); 

-PAR120 was the spectral and irradiance control, emitted by a PAR spectrum LEDs array 

(EP006); 

-PAR+RED was emitted by a PAR spectrum LEDs array (BE-A008) plus two red LEDs bars 

(LA002 peaking at 630 and 660 nm) placed on the side of the main array; 

-PAR+BLUE was emitted by a PAR spectrum LEDs array (BE-A008) plus two blue LEDs 

bars (LA002 peaking at 430 and 460 nm) placed on the side of the main array. 

Light measurements were taken at the beginning and end of the experiment (see Table 6.1-1 

for irradiance and spectral composition and Figure 6.1-2 for light spectra of the treatments). 

The four light treatments were set up on the same side (wall) of the growth room on four 

different shelves as shown in figure 6.1-1. 

Plants were watered every 24-48 hours to 80 % FC. 
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Figure 6.1-1. Experimental set of the four light treatments including 15 days old plants. 

Growth spaces used to test different light treatments on red lettuce plants. Picture was taken at 15DAS (start of 

treatments). Top left shelf: PAR60 (PAR spectrum at 60 W m-2); top right shelf: PAR120 (PAR spectrum at 120 

W m-2); bottom right shelf: PAR+RED (PAR spectrum plus RED radiation (1:1) at 120 W m-2), bottom left shelf: 

PAR+BLUE (PAR spectrum plus BLUE radiation (1:1) at 120 W m-2). 
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Table 6.1-1. Measured irradiance of the four light treatments. 

Actual irradiance at plant level in W m-2 and in (μmol m-2 s-1) nm-1. Each value represents the average of three 

measurements ± SD. Last row reports the spectral composition of the emitted radiation expressed in percentages. 

Spectral range between 360 and 760 nm was divided in 5 sub-ranges accordingly to their colour emission in the 

visible (UVA, UV-A = 360 – 400 nm : B, Blue = 401 – 498 nm : GY, Green-Yellow = 499 – 609 nm : R, Red = 

610 – 669 nm : FR, Far-red = 700 – 760 nm). 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1-2. Light spectra of different light quality treatments. 

Light spectra of individual light treatments, PAR60 (in pale pink), PAR120 (in dark pink), PAR+RED (in red) 

and PAR+BLUE (in blue). 

 

Table 6.1-2. Environmental data under the four light treatments. 

Temperature and relative humidity separately measured under each light treatment. Data presented as average ± 

SEM (N = 3562). 
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Plant measurements 

At 30 DAS, dark-adapted chlorophyll a fluorescence was measured from the fourth leaf using 

a HandyPEA, plants were harvested and rosette FW and DW and leaf number were determined. 

Samples of the third and fourth leaves of three randomly chosen plants per treatment were 

harvested and stored at -80 ˚C for pigment analyses. 

Pictures of individual plants were taken (Figure 6.1-3) just prior to the harvest and also used 

for rosette area and perimeter determination. 
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Results 

Plant morphology 

 

Figure 6.1-3. Rosette morphology of Lollo rosso (30 DAS) grown under different light quality for different time. 

Pictures of the three replicates per treatment (PAR120, PAR+RED, PAR+BLUE) and per time of treatment (4D 

= last four days under treatment, 15D = last fifteen days under treatment) plus three replicates grown under control 

(PAR60) showing variance in plant morphology, especially shape, crinkliness and pigmentation. 

 

Plant measurements 

 

Figure 6.1-4. Rosette area and perimeter of Lollo rosso grown under different light quality for different time. 

Area (cm2) and perimeter (cm) of lettuce rosettes (N = 3) treated with different light spectra (PAR120, PAR+RED 

and PAR+BLUE, plus PAR60 as control) emitted by LEDs for different periods of time, 15 days or 4 days. 

Boxplots labelled with different letters differ significantly from each other at P < 0.05, as determined by Fisher’s 

least significant difference (LSD) test. 
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Table 6.1-3. Growth responses of Lollo rosso rosette grown under different light quality for different time. 

Leaf number, FW and DW of Lollo rosso plants treated with different light spectra (PAR120, PAR+RED and 

PAR+BLUE, plus PAR60 as control) emitted by LEDs for different periods of time, 15 days or 4 days. Responses 

determined at the end of the growth cycle (30 DAS). 

Treatments Leaf number* 
(N = 6) 

Fresh weight 
(g) 

(N = 9) 

Dry weight 
(g) 

(N = 6) 

PAR60 
9.80 ± 0.37

a 20.37 ± 0.96 1.45 ± 0.08 

15DPAR120 
8.50 ± 0.43

bc 17.91 ± 1.22 1.26 ± 0.13 

4DPAR120 
8.50 ± 0.22

bc 19.91 ± 0.70 1.47 ± 0.08 

15DPAR+RED 
9.50 ± 0.22

a 21.73 ± 1.09 1.50 ± 0.13 

4DPAR+RED 
8.33 ± 0.33

c 19.79 ± 1.58 1.45 ± 0.07 

15DPAR+BLUE 
9.33 ± 0.49

ab 20.33 ± 0.47 1.44 ± 0.04 

4DPAR+BLUE 
8.83 ± 0.17

abc 19.75 ± 0.74 1.67 ± 0.07 
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Table 6.1-4. Chlorophyll a fluorescence of Lollo rosso grown under different light quality for different time. 

Maximum quantum efficiency of PSII (FV/FM), performance index (PI), non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) of 

red lettuce leaves treated with different light spectra (PAR120, PAR+RED and PAR+BLUE, plus PAR60 as 

control) emitted by LEDs for different periods of time, 15 days or 4 days. Measurements recorded at the end of 

the growth cycle (30 DAS). 

Treatments F
V
/F

M
 

(N = 3) 

PI 
(N = 3) 

NPQ 
(N = 3) 

PAR60 0.85 ± 0.01 3.21 ± 0.23 0.35 ± 0.09 

15DPAR120 0.84 ± 0.01 1.85 ± 0.26 0.51 ± 0.22 

4DPAR120 0.85 ± 0.01 4.78 ± 1.79 0.43 ± 0.04 

15DPAR+RED 0.84 ± 0.00 2.78 ± 0.43 0.79 ± 0.28 

4DPAR+RED 0.83 ± 0.01 3.16 ± 0.65 0.58 ± 0.18 

15DPAR+BLUE 0.84 ± 0.01 2.32 ± 0.37 0.60 ± 0.16 

4DPAR+BLUE 0.84 ± 0.01 3.48 ± 0.51 0.45 ± 0.11 

Values reported as mean ± SEM. Different letters within columns indicate significant treatment differences at P 

< 0.05, as determined by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 

Significance codes:  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’. 
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Figure 6.1-5. Anthocyanin content of Lollo rosso grown under different light quality for different time. 

Leaf anthocyanin content (N = 3) of red lettuce treated with different light spectra (PAR120, PAR+RED and 

PAR+BLUE, plus PAR60 as control) emitted by LEDs for different periods of time, 15 days or 4 days. Boxplots 

labelled with different letters differ significantly from each other at P < 0.05, as determined by Fisher’s least 

significant difference (LSD) test. 

 

Table 6.1-5. Two-way ANOVA table for treatment and treatment duration effects. 

Table of significance for treatment and duration effects and the interaction between the two factors for rosette area 

and perimeter, number of leaves per rosette and leaf cyanidin content. Significance codes:  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 

‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’, 0.05 ‘·’. 
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Assessment of Lollo rosso morphology in response to differing light regimes 

Plant morphology appeared slightly varied under the various treatments (Figure 6.1-3). More 

evident differences were in the level of compactness of the rosette and crinkliness of the leaves, 

increasing with irradiance and time of exposure, and red pigmentation, slightly intensified with 

irradiance and time of exposure, any effects appeared magnified by supplemental B radiation. 

Rosette area was significantly affected by light treatment duration (p ≥ 0.000) and, it was 

reduced by irradiance in the case of longer exposure (15 days). Post hoc test found greater 

rosette area under PAR60 (239.89 ± 14.94 cm2) and PAR120 (240.55 ± 11.28 cm2) and 

PAR+RED (246.30 ± 21.41 cm2) when rosettes were treated only for 4 days. 4 days of 

supplemental B produced slightly smaller rosettes (221.10 ± 7.02 cm2), followed by rosettes 

irradiated with PAR120 (188.62 ± 6.09 cm2) and PAR+RED (193.43 ± 4.63 cm2) for 15 days. 

Smallest rosettes were produced by 15 days of PAR+BLUE (167.39 ± 3.13 cm2) treatment. 

Rosettes perimeter was highly influenced by the light treatment duration (p = 8.8x10-6). Short 

treatments (4 days) produced greater perimeter, with 4DPAR120 being the greatest (139.56 ± 

2.09 cm), followed by PAR60 (130.00 ± 2.07 cm), 4DPAR+RED (128.54 ± 2.06 cm) and 

4DPAR+BLUE (123.93 ± 3.75 cm). PAR120 and PAR+RED treatments for 15 days developed 

rosettes with an average perimeter of 11.73 (± 4.18) cm and 113.83 (± 4.04) cm. Shortest 

perimeter was in rosettes irradiated with supplemental B for 15 days (15DPAR+BLUE) and 

was 100.73 (± 2.86) cm (Figure 6.1-4). 

A factorial ANOVA was conducted to compare the main effects of the light treatment and the 

duration of the treatment and the interaction effect between light treatment and duration of the 

treatment on rosette area and perimeter (Table 6.1-5). The effect of light treatment on rosette 

area was just significantly different (p < 0.05) and on rosette perimeter was greatly significant 

(p ≥ 0.000). Rosette area and perimeter were both highly affected by the duration of the 

treatment (p ≥ 0.000 and p ≥ 0.000, respectively). 

 

Assessment of Lollo rosso growth in response to differing light regimes 

Rosette weights were not significantly impacted by light treatment and the duration of those 

treatments. ANOVA identified no significant differences in fresh (FW) and dry (DW) weights 

of red lettuce rosettes irradiated with different spectra and for different periods of time (p = 

0.308 and p = 0.262, respectively for FW and DW) (Table 6.1-3). 

Leaf number was mainly affected by spectral treatment and only in the case of supplemental 

red (PAR+RED) by time of exposure (p = 0.021). Fisher’s LSD post hoc test classified rosettes 
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treated with PAR60 and PAR+RED (for 15 days, 15DPAR+RED) as first in the number of 

leaves accumulated (9.80 ± 0.37 and 9.50 ± 0.22, respectively), followed by 15DPAR+BLUE 

(9.33 ± 0.49) and 4DPAR+BLUE (8.83 ± 0.17), which were not distinct from 15DPAR120 

(8.50 ± 0.43)  and 4DPAR120 (8.50 ± 0.22). The lowest number of leaves was found in rosettes 

treated with supplemental red for 4 days (4DPAR+RED) (8.33 ± 0.33) (Table 6.1-3). 

 

Chlorophyll fluorescence of Lollo rosso in response to differing light regimes 

Efficiency of the PSII from chlorophyll fluorescence measurements taken at the end of the 

experiment was not significantly affected by light treatment. FV/FM was maintained around the 

optimal value (0.83) in all the measured samples (Table 6.1-4). PI diminished with time of 

exposure under every spectrum tested but the decrease was not statistically significant. NPQ 

seemed to increase with time of exposure, but these changes were not statistically significant. 

Anthocyanin content of Lollo rosso leaves in response to differing light regimes 

Red pigmentation of lettuce leaves exposed to different light treatments was increased by 

supplemental B radiation (p = 2.2x10-16). Accumulation of anthocyanins was greater in leaves 

exposed to PAR+BLUE for 4 days than in leaves exposed for 15 days (15DPAR+BLUE). 

4DPAR+BLUE leaves accumulated an average of 13.00 ± 0.44 mg of cyanidin per grams of 

dry matter compared to the 9.60 ± 0.65 mg g-1 DW accumulated in 15DPAR+BLUE leaves 

(Figure 6.1-5). Two-way analysis of variance highlighted the additional and greater influence 

of the treatment duration on anthocyanin content (p ≥ 0.000) and the interaction effect between 

the light treatment and its duration (p ≥ 0.000) (Table 6.1-5).  
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Discussion 

 

Red or blue supplementation did not affect Lollo rosso growth 

The treatment design based on the R and B combined LED spectrum, with particular 

importance for the ratio between the two wavebands, has highlighted the suitability of the 

supplemented PAR spectrum on the growth and development of Lollo rosso lettuce. The results 

obtained showed the equivalence of the two additional light treatments, the R and the B, for 

rosette FW and DW. This may be explained by 1. the presence of PAR spectrum as base 

lighting, meaning a much broader spectrum that avoid monochromatic light issues, 2. the R 

and B fractions being maintained within their optimal ranges, following literature data and the 

previous results obtained in this project, and 3. the initial growth (“crucial period”) under the 

same light spectrum (PAR) allowed the plant to develop regular morphological and 

physiological characteristics (Arsovski et al., 2012; Hernández & Kubota, 2016; Hogewoning 

& et al., 2010; Izzo & et al., 2019; Kaiser & et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2004; Piovene & et al., 

2015). 

 

Blue supplementation effectiveness as short treatment to alter Lollo rosso quality 

Plant traits, other than only those related to yield, including rosette area and perimeter and 

anthocyanin content, show interesting trends that vary in response to the light treatment but, 

also to the duration of the light treatment. Rosette area and perimeter showed similar trends, 

resulting increased in the shorter treatment duration (4D) and decreased under longer 

treatments (15D) being strongly dependent on treatment duration. Rosette compactness may 

be induced as a photoprotective strategy. It reduces irradiated leaf area with the aim to reduce 

light interception in response to light stress (Bensink, 1971; Robinson, 2001). B treatment 

indeed, emitting the most energetic photons and being perceived as a stimulus for irradiance at 

plant level, plays a strong role in inducing light stress responses producing the most compact 

rosettes. Additionally, rosette area reduction could be emphasised by B effect in inhibiting stem 

elongation and in controlling leaf orientation affected by B (Huché-thélier et al., 2016; Ruban, 

2009).  B treatment confirms its role as light stressor also on the leaf accumulation of 

anthocyanin, with 4DPAR+BLUE yielding the greatest anthocyanin content of 13.00 (± 0.44) 

mg g-1 of dry matter. Cyanidin content in 4DPAR+BLUE was 1.4-fold higher than in 

15DPAR+BLUE, 2.9-fold higher than in PAR60 and PAR120 and, 3.6-fold higher than 

PAR+RED at both durations. Data clearly confirm B radiation role in stimulating anthocyanin 
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biosynthesis and accumulation in Lollo rosso leaves. Interestingly, the longer B treatment 

(15D) produced lower red pigmentation compared to the shorter treatment (4D), suggesting a 

change in the defensive strategy of the plant in response to long exposure to the light stress. 

Longer exposure to high light, especially when containing highly-energetic radiation, such as 

B wavelengths, may slowly increase plant photoprotection, which effects increased defensive 

responses, i.e. increasing rosette compactness (reduction in rosette area) to reduce the light 

absorbing surface, increasing anthocyanin content as a screen for excessive radiative energy, 

in order to reduce the risk of photodamage. Reducing light absorption and increasing 

dissipative strategies to dissipate harmful excess energy for prolonged time, may slow down 

the plant growth reducing dry matter accumulation. The “slowness” of NPQ relaxation is 

reported to lower C gain by 12-32 % (Robinson, 2001). In our case, DW was not significantly 

affected by the light treatments but it resulted to be reduced in the 15D treatment duration for 

PAR120 and PAR+BLUE. Therefore, long duration high-energy light treatments represent less 

profitable strategies for increasing crop quality. In contrast, shorter treatments represent 

potential efficient light treatments to be delivered at the end of the growth cycle to enhance 

high yield and quality.  
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7 LED supplemental blue as stressing and promoting 

treatment for red lettuce Lollo rosso indoor 

cultivation 
 

In chapter 6 it was demonstrated that supplemental B light was a highly effective treatment for 

red lettuce, Lollo rosso, indoor cultivation. B enriched PAR spectrum produced same yield as 

PAR or red supplemented PAR spectra and increased anthocyanin content of more than two-

fold. It was also noted that the same treatment was more effective in anthocyanin increase when 

applied for a shorter period of time (4 days compared to 15 days). B, as short wavelengths, is 

known to trigger anthocyanin biosynthesis and is occasionally reported to play a negative role 

on plant growth (Huché-thélier et al., 2016). Growth inhibition effect is mainly to be associated 

with stimulation of plant defensive mechanisms against high-energy photons (Landi et al., 

2015). In contrast to UV though, B wavelengths are part of the photosynthetically active 

radiation region of the electromagnetic spectrum and represent the maxima absorption peaks 

of the photosynthetic pigments (Lichtenthaler et al., 2001). B photons are effectively absorbed 

and capable of driving photosynthesis as much as R photons, despite their higher energy (Zhu 

et al., 2018). Compared to shorter wavebands, B is at the same time effective as stressor for 

inducing anthocyanin production and as energy source for biomass accumulation. Although B 

radiation effects greatly vary between species, a fraction of B is needed by the plant for 

developing normal growth and morphology (Yorio et al., 2001). 

As showed in chapter 4, and reported in literature (Shi et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2018), light 

effects on anthocyanin accumulation are found to be highly dependent on irradiance, at 40 

µmol m-2 s-1 anthocyanin pathway is found to be inactive. Any supplemental light treatment 

carries with it a cost in terms of energy required but also, it may represent a threat for the plant 

growth rate altered by photoinhibitory mechanisms activated by the plant against high light 

stress. A number of quanta which exceeds the saturation point (point at which photosynthesis 

turns from light limited to CO2 limited due to the Calvin cycle enzymes failure to manage the 

energy received) will constitute harmful excess energy that need to be dissipated in order to 

avoid photodamage (Murchie & Niyogi, 2011). Dissipation happens through regulatory 

processes which can be distinguished in radiative and non-radiative. The excitation energy can 

be re-emitted as radiation energy (chlorophyll a fluorescence) or it can be dissipated as thermal 

energy (NPQ) (Kalaji et al., 2017). To avoid waste of energy, that would be dissipated or 
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become detrimental for the plant, an ideal treatment would optimally exploit the “quantitative 

signalling effect” of B light in activating plant irradiance responses (Hogewoning et. al., 2010). 

Hence, it may be hypothesised that a mild stress, obtained by shortening the treatment duration 

and varying the total amount of B photons given to the plant without changing the “instant” 

energy flux (W m-2), active in inducing light stress response and capable of triggering red 

pigmentation without causing negative effects on yield, at minimal energy cost, may be 

identified. As such, a suitable treatment regime would minimise stress treatment and ideally 

allow the majority of the growth to be achieved under optimal conditions before treatments are 

applied toward the end of the growth period. Therefore, the approach taken here was to apply 

the same B treatments at the end of the growth period for different durations from 15 d to 1 h, 

with the aim to identify the shortest supplemental B treatment that was still effective at inducing 

increased pigmentation. 

Many physiological processes of plants change over the day in response to environmental 

signals, others instead, follow specific cyclic patterns over the 24 hours period ascribed as 

circadian rhythms. Circadian oscillations have been observed in many photosynthetic 

processes at various level, including light harvesting, CO2 fixation, photorespiratory pathways, 

chloroplast genes expression (Dodd et al., 2014). There is evidence of benefit on plant growth 

and fitness in response of resonance between the external light-dark cycle and the free-running 

period (FRP) of the endogenous clock (Dodd & et al, 2005; Gardner et al., 2006). Advantages 

resulting from the resonance may be associated to the accumulation of transcripts of specific 

photosynthetic reactions proteins (Dodd et al., 2005). Plants implement entraining mechanisms 

to match their circadian oscillator with the environmental phase, i.e. the FRP of Arabidopsis 

decreases with increased light intensity due to entrainment (Cano-Ramirez & Dodd, 2018; 

Webb et al., 2019). In this way the plant is able to anticipate and better respond to daily and 

seasonal changes. Hence, it could be hypothesised that a perfect match of the environmental 

conditions with the plant internal clock could bring improvements in crop productivity, for 

instance, by exploiting the circadian patterns observed in photosynthetic activity (C fixation, 

starch metabolism, stomatal opening), biomass accumulation may be enhanced. Growing 

plants in controlled environment allows perfect control of the environmental parameters such 

as light and temperature. Besides manipulation of the photoperiod, innovative grow lighting 

systems allow perfect control of the source irradiance and spectral composition over time 

offering the possibility to tune the artificial radiation to match the circadian oscillations in 

photosynthetic processes including photoprotection. To study the growth and defence response 
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of Lollo rosso across the 24 hours period, two short enough and powerful B treatments (2 and 

4 hours) were tested at double intensity. The 2 hours double intensity B treatment resulted to 

be fully adequate to be delivered at four different times within the 24 hours (18h light and 6 

hours dark) cycle. Two of the four application times were further investigated and replicated 

in a second experiment. 
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7.1 7.1 Pigmentation, growth and physiological 

responses of Lollo rosso lettuce grown under broad 

spectrum LEDs and different exposure duration to 

supplemental blue light 

 

Experimental set-up and growth conditions 

Pots containing “Lollo rosso” seeds (cv. Antonet RZ) were placed into a growth room, growth 

conditions were temperature: 24.10 ± 0.40 ˚C, relative humidity: 51.85 ± 2.02 %, carbon 

dioxide: (466.31 ± 4.83) ppm, photoperiod: 18- h. Illumination was provided by PAR LED 

(EP006). Arrays were adjusted within the growth chamber to deliver PAR at 60 W m-2 

(PAR_C). Environmental data were monitored every 10 minutes. Dataloggers were placed on 

each growth shelf at canopy level and stored data were averaged. 

All plants remained under EP006 array PAR spectrum until the supplemental B treatment 

started. All plants were grown for 30 days. The blue treatment was provided by a PAR LEDs 

array (BE-A008) emitting the same spectrum (and same irradiance) as the control treatment 

(PAR_C), plus two blue LEDs bars (LA002 peaking at 430 and 460 nm). Total irradiance of 

the B treatments was approximately the double of the control treatment irradiance and was 

compared, only in the first test, to the same irradiance PAR spectrum (PAR120) reporting 

results similar to that of chapter 6. 

Due to limited experimental space the light treatments were delivered across 8 consecutive 

experiments between June – December 2018. The experimental set up was kept the same 

(Figure 7.1-1) and the only variation between experiments was the time plants were exposed 

to supplemental blue radiation for a total of 8 treatments (plus the control, PAR_C) as explained 

in table 7.1-1. 

Light measurements were taken at the beginning and end of every experiment and both 

irradiance and spectra were constant throughout (see Figure 7.1-2 and Table 7.1-2 for 

treatments spectra and irradiance). 

Plants were watered every 48 hours to 80 % FC. 
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Table 7.1-1. Light treatment list, duration description and relative daily light integrals. 

Treatment regimes with PAR plus supplemental B and total daily light integral (DLI) of total energy and 

supplemental B applied across the growth period. 

Treatments PAR radiation Supplemental B radiation 
Total DLI 

(mol m
-2

 d
-1

) 

Total B DLI 

(mol m
-2

 d
-1

) 

PAR_C 30 days (18h photoperiod) - 19.44 6.09 

PAR120 30 days (18h photoperiod) - 26.89 7.65 

B15D 15 days (18h photoperiod) 15 days (18h photoperiod) 26.50 14.09 

B4D 26 days (18h photoperiod) 4 days (18h photoperiod) 21.30 8.22 

B2D 28 days (18h photoperiod) 2 days (18h photoperiod) 20.38 7.16 

B1D 29 days (18h photoperiod) 1 day (18h photoperiod) 19.91 6.62 

B9h 29 days + 9 hours 9 hours 19.68 6.36 

B4h 29 days + 14 hours 4 hours 19.54 6.20 

B2h 29 days + 16 hours 2 hours 19.49 6.15 

B1h 29 days + 17 hours 1 hour 19.47 6.12 
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Figure 7.1-1. Experimental set up of the B light treatment including plants. 

Example of the supplemental light treatment delivered by a bar of blue LEDs. The upper array is a PAR spectrum 

LEDs array (BE-A008) and, the 2 LEDs bars (LA002) in front and on the back are emitting the blue treatment 

radiation. 

 

 

Figure 7.1-2. Light spectra measured under control and supplemental B LED treatments. 

Light spectra of individual light treatments emitted by EP006 (for PAR60), BE-A008 (for PAR120), and BE-

A008 and LAD002 (for PAR+BLUE) LEDs, each line represents a treatment. PAR60 is in pink, PAR120 in 

magenta and PAR+BLUE in blue. Total percentage of B is 29 in PAR60 and PAR120 and 61 in PAR+BLUE. 
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Table 7.1-2. Measured irradiance of the control treatments and supplemental B LED treatments. 

Actual light intensity of the light treatments, in W m-2 and µmol m-2 s-1, values shown as average ± SD. 

 

 

 

Plant measurements 

At 30 DAS, dark-adapted (20 minutes dark-adaptation) chlorophyll a fluorescence was 

measured from the fourth leaf using a HandyPEA, plants were harvested and rosette FW and 

DW and leaf number were determined. Samples of the third and fourth leaves of three randomly 

chosen plants per treatment were harvested and stored at -80 ˚C for pigment analyses. Pictures 

of individual plants were taken (Figure 7.1-2) prior the harvest and used later for rosette area 

determination.  
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Results 

Plant morphology 

 

Figure 7.1-3. Rosette morphology of Lollo rosso treated with supplemental B for different time. 

Visual representation of Lollo rosso grown for 30 days under different LEDs treatments. All plants were grown 

for 15 days under broad spectrum light (PAR_C) followed by diverse duration supplemental B treatments: B15D 

(B treatment for 15 days), B4D (B treatment for 4 days), B2D (B treatment for 2 days), B1D (B treatment for 1 

day), B9h (B treatment for 9 hours), B4h (B treatment for 4 hours), B2h (B treatment for 2 hours), B1h (B 

treatment for 1 hour), plus one batch of plants moved under irradiance control treatment (PAR120) for the last 15 

days of growth. Pictures represent three replicate plants per blue treatment (in columns) plus plants grown under 

control (PAR_C, bottom row, first four plants and last three for PAR120) treatments and illustrate the variation 

in plant morphology, especially compactness, crinkliness and pigmentation. 
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Plant measurements 

Table 7.1-3. Growth responses of Lollo rosso treated with supplemental B for different time. 

Leaf number, rosette area, fresh and dry weights of red lettuce plants grown for 30 days under broad spectrum 

LED and treated with different irradiances of supplemental B. 

Treatments Leaf number*** 

 

(N = 8) 

Rosette area* 

(cm
2
) 

(N = 3) 

Fresh weight*** 
(g) 

(N = 8) 

Dry weight*** 
(g) 

(N = 4) 

PAR_C 8.50 ± 0.38
bc 202.89 ± 19.40

a 11.78 ± 0.54
c 0.85 ± 0.13

d 

PAR120 9.00 ± 0.38ab 184.61 ± 16.71ab 19.08 ± 1.22a 1.21 ± 0.19c 

B15D 9.38 ± 0.38
a 146.82 ± 8.54

c 20.39 ± 0.53
a 1.46 ± 0.07

bc 

B4D 9.00 ± 0.27
ab 174.93 ± 1.47

b 20.22 ± 0.65
a 1.60 ± 0.08

abc 

B2D 9.25 ± 0.31
ab 169.74 ± 5.12

bc 20.25 ± 1.34
a 1.72 ± 0.10

ab 

B1D 9.63 ± 0.42
a 181.29 ± 11.53

ab 19.10 ± 1.56
a 1.76 ± 0.21

a 

B9h 7.75 ± 0.25
cd 166.19 ± 2.72

bc 15.44 ± 0.83
b 1.44 ± 0.06

bc 

B4h 7.88 ± 0.23
cd 168.81 ± 4.31

bc 15.67 ± 0.65
b 1.35 ± 0.06

c 

B2h 7.50 ± 0.19
d 161.37 ± 3.70

bc 11.20 ± 0.36
c 0.79 ± 0.03

d 

B1h 7.86 ± 0.13
cd 170.03 ± 3.95

bc 11.99 ± 0.56
c 0.85 ± 0.06

d 

PAR_C (PAR control treatment), B15D (B treatment for 15 days), B4D (B treatment for 4 days), B2D (B treatment 

for 2 days), B1D (B treatment for 1 day), B9h (B treatment for 9 hours), B4h (B treatment for 4 hours), B2h (B 

treatment for 2 hours), B1h (B treatment for 1 hour). Responses determined at the end of the growth cycle (30 

DAS). Values reported as mean ± SEM. Different letters within columns indicate significant treatment differences 

at P < 0.05, as determined by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 

Significance codes:  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’. 
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Table 7.1-4. Chlorophyll a fluorescence of Lollo rosso leaf treated with supplemental B for different time. 

Minimum chlorophyll fluorescence (F0’ and F0), maximum quantum efficiency of PSII (FV/FM), and non-

photochemical quenching (NPQ) of light- and dark-adapted lettuce leaves. 

Treatments F
0
’** 

(N = 3) 

F
0
** 

(N = 3) 

F
V
/F

M
 

(N = 3) 

NPQ 
(N = 3) 

PAR_C 343.33 ± 15.17
a 292.33 ± 13.87

a 0.84 ± 0.01 0.41 ± 0.04 

B15D 269.33 ± 3.28
de 243.33 ± 6.33

de 0.84 ± 0.01 0.60 ± 0.16 

B4D 263.33 ± 0.88
e 235.33 ± 6.89

e 0.84 ± 0.00 0.45 ± 0.11 

B2D 306.67 ± 14.50
bc 262.33 ± 9.53

bcd 0.85 ± 0.00 0.36 ± 0.06 

B1D 281.00 ± 11.14
cde 254.00 ± 7.37

cde 0.84 ± 0.00 0.28 ± 0.03 

B9h 309.00 ± 12.34
bc 277.00 ± 3.46

abc 0.84 ± 0.00 0.24 ± 0.05 

B4h 294.67 ± 2.96
bcd 256.67 ± 1.45

cde 0.84 ± 0.00 0.29 ± 0.03 

B2h 313.67 ± 9.61
ab 283.33 ± 12.60

ab 0.84 ± 0.01 0.39 ± 0.07 

B1h 317.00 ± 8.50
ab 279.33 ± 7.84

abc 0.84 ± 0.00 0.35 ± 0.12 

PAR_C (PAR control treatment), B15D (B treatment for 15 days), B4D (B treatment for 4 days), B2D (B treatment 

for 2 days), B1D (B treatment for 1 day), B9h (B treatment for 9 hours), B4h (B treatment for 4 hours), B2h (B 

treatment for 2 hours), B1h (B treatment for 1 hour). Measurements recorded at the end of the growth cycle (30 

DAS). Values reported as mean ± SEM. Different letters within columns indicate significant treatment differences 

at P < 0.05, as determined by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 

Significance codes:  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’. 
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Figure 7.1-4. Anthocyanin content of Lollo rosso leaf treated with supplemental B for different time. 

Cyanidin content (N = 3) of red lettuce leaves treated with different irradiances of supplemental blue: PAR_C 

(PAR control treatment), PAR120 (PAR irradiance control treatment), B15D (B treatment for 15 days), B4D (B 

treatment for 4 days), B2D (B treatment for 2 days), B1D (B treatment for 1 day), B9h (B treatment for 9 hours), 

B4h (B treatment for 4 hours), B2h (B treatment for 2 hours), B1h (B treatment for 1 hour). Boxplots labelled 

with different letters differ significantly from each other at P < 0.05, as determined by Fisher’s least significant 

difference (LSD) test. 

 

 

Assessment of Lollo rosso morphology in response to supplemental blue light for 

different durations of time 

The addition of supplemental B light to Lollo rosso growing under a broad spectrum LED array 

(which already included 20% B light) demonstrated that B supplementation alone was 

sufficient to induce changes in plant morphology. The visual effects of B light supplementation 

were through changes in leaf pigmentation, crinkliness and compactness of the leaf rosette 

(Figure 7.1-3). Most measured and observed traits varied incrementally with the time of 

exposure to supplemental B radiation. 

Rosette compactness, measured as the area of lettuce plants in the vertical plane, was negatively 

affected by longer exposure to B (p = 0.022) (Table 7.1-3). The smallest rosettes resulted from 

treatment with supplemental B light for 15 days (B15D = 146.82 ± 8.54 cm2) while the largest 
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rosettes resulted from PAR_C which lacked any supplemental B light (PAR_C = 202.89 ± 

19.40 cm2). All the other “intermediate” treatments were placed in to overlapping groups 

according to Fisher’s LSD test.  

 

Assessment of Lollo rosso growth in response to supplemental blue light for 

different durations of time 

Rosette weight and leaf number did not reflect the trend in rosette area, rather these traits were 

affected in the opposite way. Leaf number was increased by the higher irradiance B light 

treatments (p = 1.5x10-6), with the greatest number of leaves counted in plants treated for 15, 

4, 2 and 1 days which were also comparable to the number of leaves developed under PAR120 

(Table 7.1-3). Longer exposure to B light promoted biomass accumulation in lettuce rosettes 

with both FW and DW being positively affected (Table 7.1-3). There was a highly significant 

difference between FW of rosettes exposed to B enriched spectrum for different periods of time 

(p = 6.3x10-15). The highest rosette FW resulted from treatments B15D, B4D, B2D and B1D 

(20.39 ± 0.53, 20.22 ± 0.65, 20.25 ± 1.35, 19.10 ± 1.56 g, respectively), comparable to FW of 

plants grown under the irradiance control (PAR120, 19.08 ± 1.22 g). B9h and B4h rosettes 

resulted in similar FW (15.44 ± 0.83 and 15.67 ± 0.65, g respectively), while B2h, B1h and 

PAR_C rosette FW were not separated by LSD post-hoc test. Similarly, there was a significant 

effect of B radiation on dry matter accumulation (p = 4.7x10-7). Rosette DW was highest after 

treatment B1D (1.76 ± 0.21 g), but was not significantly different from the other longer B 

treatments, B15D, B4D, B2D and B9h by post-hoc test. The shorter B treatments, B2h, B1h, 

were not significantly different in rosette DW from control treatment lacking supplemental B 

(PAR_C). 

 

Chlorophyll a fluorescence of Lollo rosso leaves in response to supplemental blue 

light for different durations of time 

Chlorophyll a fluorescence measurements did not detect severe stress at photosynthetic 

apparatus level, with FV/FM being around the optimal value (around 0.84 ± 0.00) in all the 

measured plants (Table 7.1-4). Minimal fluorescence of light- and dark-adapted leaves was 

significantly affected by long duration blue light treatments (p ≥ 0.000 for F0’ and p ≥ 0.000 

for F0). F0’ increased with the shortening of B exposure, from a minimum of 263.33 ± 0.88 for 

B4D and 269.33 ± 3.28 for B15D to a maximum of 343.33 ± 15.17 for PAR_C. F0 reacted in 
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the same manner, with minimum values being in B4D (235.33 ± 6.89) and B15D (243.33 ± 

6.33) and maximum in absence of blue (PAR_C = 292.33 ± 13.87). 

 

Anthocyanin content of Lollo rosso leaves in response to supplemental blue light 

for different durations of time 

Supplemental B light and the length of B treatment significantly affected the accumulation of 

anthocyanin in leaves (p = 1.0x10-15). Values for the anthocyanin content were separated into 

7 significantly different groups by Fisher’s post-hoc LSD test (Figure 7.1-4). The anthocyanin 

content of rosette leaves from Lollo rosso generally increased with increasing B light 

supplementation except at the longest treatment (B15D). The highest pigment content was 

measured after B LED treatment B4D (12.91 ± 0.43 mg g-1) > B15D (11.44 ± 0.39 mg g-1) > 

B2D (8.48 ± 0.48 mg g-1) > B1D (7.53 ± 0.29 mg g-1) ≥ B9h (7.09 ± 0.09 mg g-1) ≥ B4h (6.44 

± 0.05 mg g-1) > B2h (5.04 ± 0.15 mg g-1) > PAR120 (4.66 ± 0.22 mg g-1) > B1h (3.69 ± 0.04 

mg g-1) = PAR_C ( 3.98 ± 0.21 mg g-1). 
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7.2  7.2 Pigmentation, growth and physiological 

responses of Lollo rosso lettuce grown under broad 

spectrum LEDs and high irradiance supplemental 

blue short treatments 

 

Experimental set-up and growth conditions 

Plant growth conditions and lighting were as described above (Chapter 7.1, section 

Experimental set-up and growth conditions in “Pigmentation, growth and physiological 

responses of Lollo rosso lettuce grown under broad spectrum LEDs and different exposure 

duration to supplemental blue light”) except at 29 DAS, 8 plants were moved under 

supplemental B treatment leaving 8 plants under control light (PAR_C). The B treatment was 

of higher irradiance, approximately twice that used in the above experiment, and was delivered 

to plants over two different time periods in the middle of the photoperiodic day. The blue 

treatment was provided by a broad spectrum PAR LED array (BE-A008), emitting the same 

spectrum (and same irradiance) as the control treatment (PAR_C), plus four B LEDs bars 

(LA002, peaking at 430 and 460 nm) resulting in the double B intensity. Of the 8 B treated 

plants, 4 were moved under treatment at 10 am and 4 at 11 am for a one-time treatment. Plants 

moved at 10 am received a total of 4 hours of supplemental B light (B4h2) centred at 

photoperiodic midday before being moved back under PAR_C, while plants moved at 11 am 

received a total 2 hours of supplemental B (B2h2). 

Light measurements were taken at the beginning of the experiment and before the blue 

treatment started (see Figure 7.2-1 and Table 7.2-1 for treatments spectra and irradiance). 

Dataloggers were placed on each growth shelf at canopy level and stored data were averaged 

(temperature: 20.20 ± 1.45 ˚C, relative humidity: 50.38 ± 15.31 %, carbon dioxide: 471.95 ± 

79.06 ppm, photoperiod: 18- h). 

Plants were watered every 48 hours to 80 % FC. 
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Figure 7.2-1. Light spectra of control & double intensity supplemental B treatments. 

Light spectra of control light treatment PAR_C (in pink) and the supplemental high intensity blue light treatment, 

B double intensity (dotted blue line). A line represents the average between three measurements. 

 

 

Table 7.2-1. Measured irradiance under the control and high intensity supplemental B. 

Actual light intensity of the light treatments, in W m-2 and µmol m-2 s-1, values shown as average ± SEM (N=3). 
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Plant measurements 

At 30 DAS, light-adapted and dark-adapted chlorophyll a fluorescence was measured on plants 

before and immediately after the B treatment end. When B treated plants were measured, 

PAR_C plants were also measured at the same time to control for the possibility of diurnal 

changes not linked to B supplementation. Leaves were dark-adapted for 20 minutes and 

measurements were taken from the fourth leaf using a HandyPEA. At the end of the 

measurements, plants were harvested and rosette FW was noted. Samples of the third and 

fourth leaves of three randomly chosen plants per treatment were harvested and stored at -80 

˚C for pigment analyses. Pictures of individual plants were taken (Figure 7.2-2) prior the 

harvest. 
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Results 

Plant morphology 

 

Figure 7.2-2. Rosette morphology of Lollo rosso grown under high intensity supplemental B for 2h & 4h. 

Pictures of three replicates (in columns) per B treatment, B4h2
 (double intensity B treatment for 4 hours for one-

time application), B2h2
 (double intensity B treatment for 2 hours) plus plants grown under control (PAR_C) 

treatment, showing variance in plant morphology. Pictures were taken prior to harvest, (30DAS). 
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Plant measurements 

Table 7.2-2. Growth parameters of Lollo rosso grown under high intensity supplemental B for 2h & 4h for one-

time application. 

Leaf number and rosette fresh weight of Lollo rosso leaves under control treatment without B supplementation 

(PAR_C spectrum at 60 W m-2) and after being treated for 2 and 4 hours of high intensity supplemental B light 

(B2h2 and B4h2) treatments centred around photoperiodic midday.  

Treatments Leaf number 
(N = 4) 

Fresh weight 
(g) 

(N = 4) 

PAR_C 6.75 ± 0.25 10.14 ± 1.16 

B2h
2 7.25 ± 0.48 11.39 ± 1.82 

B4h
2 7.00 ± 0.41 9.45 ± 1.41 

 

 

Table 7.2-3. Chlorophyll a fluorescence of Lollo rosso grown under high intensity supplemental B for 2h & 4h 

for one-time application. 

Minimum and maximum chlorophyll fluorescence, maximum operating efficiency of PSII (FV/FM’), maximum 

quantum efficiency of PSII (FV/FM), normalised Area under the OJIP (Sm) and performance index (PI) of Lollo 

rosso leaves under control treatment without B supplementation (PAR_C spectrum at 60 W m-2) and after being 

treated for 2 and 4 hours of high intensity supplemental B light (B2h2 and B4h2) treatments centred around 

photoperiodic midday.  

Treatments Condition F
0
’ F

M
’*** F

0
 F

M
* 

PAR_C zero point 346.33 ± 6.94 1554.00 ± 18.30
a 247.70 ± 11.29 1887.33 ± 81.84

ab 

 afterB 351.33 ± 4.84 1429.00 ± 13.20
a 288.70 ± 2.96 1880.33 ± 30.95

ab 

B2h
2 zero point 349.00 ± 28.87 1702.00 ± 88.66

a 287.00 ± 33.62 1992.33 ± 101.93
a 

 afterB 286.33 ± 36.45 953.00 ± 162.00
b 263.30 ± 11.72 1529.00 ± 154.82

c 

B4h
2  zero point 341.33 ± 10.17 1503.00 ± 80.50

a 273.00 ± 2.08 1763.33 ± 98.02
abc 
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 afterB 279.00 ± 24.02 843.00 ± 93.20
b 285.30 ± 13.54 1576.00 ± 110.82

bc 

 

Treatments Condition F
V
/F

M
’*** F

V
/F

M
 Sm PI 

PAR_C zero point 0.78 ± 0.01
ab 0.85 ± 0.00 28.32 ± 2.28 2.29 ± 0.26 

 afterB 0.75 ± 0.00
b 0.85 ± 0.01 26.89 ± 2.15 2.09 ± 0.22 

B2h
2 zero point 0.80 ± 0.01

a 0.86 ± 0.01 27.72 ± 0.86 2.63 ± 0.38 

 afterB 0.69 ± 0.01
c 0.82 ± 0.02 36.00 ± 7.89 2.55 ± 0.38 

B4h
2 zero point 0.77 ± 0.02

ab 0.84 ± 0.01 28.09 ± 1.26 2.12 ± 0.37 

 afterB 0.67 ± 0.01
c 0.82 ± 0.01 26.64 ± 4.49 1.31 ± 0.11 

 

Treatments Condition ABS/RC· TR/RC Et
0
/RC DI

0
/RC* 

PAR_C zero point 2.38 ± 0.09
b 2.03 ± 0.08 0.97 ± 0.04 0.35 ± 0.01

bc 

 afterB 2.57 ± 0.08
ab 2.17 ± 0.07 1.06 ± 0.02 0.39 ± 0.01

bc 

B2h
2 zero point 2.31 ± 0.07

b 1.98 ± 0.08 0.98 ± 0.06 0.33 ± 0.02
c 

 afterB 2.53 ± 0.17
ab 2.08 ± 0.13 0.92 ± 0.21 0.45 ± 0.07

ab 

B4h
2 zero point 2.24 ± 0.10

b 1.89 ± 0.08 0.86 ± 0.07 0.35 ± 0.02
bc 

 afterB 2.75 ± 0.12
a 2.25 ± 0.10 0.99 ± 0.02 0.50 ± 0.03

a 

Fluorescence was measured from control and treated plants prior to the B treatments (zero point) and after B 

treatments (afterB). For parameters details see List of abbreviations. Values represent the mean ± SEM (n = 3). 

Different letters within columns indicate significant treatment differences at P < 0.05, as determined by analysis 

of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. Significance codes:  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 

‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’. 
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Figure 7.2-3. Non-photochemical quenching over time of Lollo rosso leaf treated with supplemental B for one-

time application. 

NPQ of red lettuce leaves (N = 3) under control treatment (PAR_C) and irradiated with supplemental B light for 

2 and 4 hours (B2h2 and B4h2) on the blue line. Pink line represents zero point, when all plants were under control 

treatment. Markers labelled with different letters differ significantly from each other at P < 0.05, as determined 

by Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 
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Figure 7.2-4. Anthocyanins content of red lettuce leaf treated with 2h & 4h of supplemental B for one-time 

application. 

Cyanidin content of red lettuce leaves (N = 3) under control treatment (PAR_C) and after irradiation with 

supplemental B light for 2 and 4 hours (B2h2 and B4h2). 

 

 

Assessment of Lollo rosso response to one-time high supplemental blue light for 

2 & 4 hours 

The visual effects of B treatments were subtle but included an increase in pigmentation and 

smaller rosette size (Figure 7.2-2). However, there was no significant effect of B treatment on 

rosette FW (p = 0.625) nor anthocyanin accumulation in leaves (p = 0.332) (Table 7.2-2 for 

FW and Figure 7.2-4 for anthocyanin). Anthocyanin content was comparable between the three 

treatments, but on average PAR_C leaves contained lower anthocyanin content (4.91 ± 0.84 

mg g-1) compared to B2h2 (6.57 ± 0.13 mg g-1) and B4h2 (6.14 ± 0.97 mg g-1). 

Leaf number and rosette FW were not significantly different across the treatments. 

 

Chlorophyll a fluorescence measurements of Lollo rosso leaves in response to 

high supplemental blue light for 2 & 4 hours 

Chlorophyll a fluorescence of light- and dark-adapted leaves detected significant changes 

happening after the B treatment (Table 7.2-3). Minimum fluorescence was not affected by the 

treatments both in light- and dark-adapted state. FM instead, was significantly influenced by the 

short B light treatment (p = 9.7x10-5 for FM’, and p = 0.045 for FM). FM’ was significantly lower 

in B2h2 (953.00 ± 162.00, compared to 1702.00 ± 88.66 of the same leaves before the B 

treatment) and B4h2 leaves (843.00 ± 93.20, compared to 1503.00 ± 80.50 of the same leaves 

before the B treatment). Leaves kept under control PAR treatments maintained the same FM’ 

(1554.00 ± 18.30 at “zero point” measurement and, 1429.00 ± 13.20 at “end” measurement). 

FM responded similarly, 2 hours of B exposure lowered FM from 1992.33 (± 101.93) to 1529.00 

(± 154.82) and 4 hours from 1763.33 (± 98.02) to 1576.00 (± 110.82). FV/FM, in dark-adapted 

leaves was kept around the optimal value of 0.83 in all measurements. In light-adapted state 

instead, the FV/FM’, was highly affected by B light. It decreased from 0.80 (± 0.01) to 0.69 (± 

0.01) in B2h2, and from 0.77 (± 0.02) to 0.67 (± 0.01) in B4h2 after the treatment. Even though, 

FM was affected by B light, the total normalised area under the fluorescence rise curve (Sm) 

was not (p = 0.577). PI, as well, was similar across all the measurements (p = 0.094).  
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Changes in ABS/RC were close to significantly affected by growth treatment (p = 0.059), with 

the measurements after the B treatment being slightly higher than the zero point measurements 

both in leaves kept under control (PAR_C) and in B2h2 leaves. 4 hours of double intensity B 

treatment (B4h2) produced a significant increase in ABS/RC which raised from 2.24 (± 0.10) 

prior the treatment to 2.75 (± 0.12) after. 

Analysis of variance did not detect any effect of the blue treatment in TR/RC and ET/RC. In 

contrast, DI0/RC, which corresponds to dissipated energy flux per PSII reaction centre, was 

significantly different between “zero point” and “end” measurements in leaves exposed to B 

radiation (p = 0.021). DI0/RC increased from 0.33 (± 0.02) to 0.45 (± 0.07) in B2h2 and from 

0.35 (± 0.02) to 0.50 (± 0.03) in B4h2. In accordance, NPQ was similar across all measured 

leaves under control PAR condition (zero point) but increased drastically after the B treatment 

(p ≥ 0.000) (Figure 7.2-3). B radiation enhanced NPQ three-fold in B2h2, from 0.17 (± 0.03) 

to 0.65 (± 0.12), and four-fold in B4h2, from 0.17 (± 0.03) to 0.90 (± 0.17). 
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7.3 7.3 Pigmentation, growth and physiological 

responses of Lollo rosso lettuce grown under broad 

spectrum LEDs and short blue treatment given at 

different times of the day 

 

Experimental set-up and growth conditions 

Plant growth conditions were as described above in chapter 7.1, section Experimental set-up 

and growth conditions, “Pigmentation, growth and physiological responses of Lollo rosso 

lettuce grown under broad spectrum LEDs and different exposure duration to supplemental 

blue light”. 

All the plants were grown under PAR_C (EP006) and, at 15 DAS the plant population was 

standardised by leaving one plant (second leaf stage) per pot. At this stage, 8 plants were left 

under the control PAR spectrum (PAR_C) and 8 were moved to an adjacent shelf where they 

were exposed to 18 hours of PAR radiation (exactly as PAR_C) plus 2 hours of B light daily. 

The B radiation was provided by four blue LEDs bars (LA002, peaking at 430 and 460 nm) for 

an additional 140 W m-2 (see Figure 7.1-1 and Table 7.1-1 for treatments spectra and irradiance, 

respectively). The 2 hours of high irradiance supplemental B light were given at four different 

time during the 24h dark-light period as explained in Figure 7.3-1. 

Dataloggers were placed on each growth shelf at canopy level and stored data were averaged 

(temperature: 20.45 ± 0.75 ˚C, relative humidity: 65.41 ± 10.90 %, carbon dioxide: 459.92 ± 

83.39 ppm, photoperiod: 18- h). 

Plants were watered every 48 hours to 80 % FC. 

 

 

Figure 7.3-1. Supplemental B treatment application time across the diel cycle.  

Control light at the bottom line (pink and grey) and B treatments tested at different times on top (different B 

gradient, 2hB2_12am, 2hB2_4am, 2hB2_12pm, 2hB2_8pm). 
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Plant measurements 

Light- and dark-adapted chlorophyll fluorescence measurements were taken on 4 plants per 

treatment. Zero measurements were always taken on day 30, between 10am and 11am for all 

the measured plants, plus additional measurements were taken in the last 30 minutes of B 

treatment. Dark-adaptation was always 20 minutes and measurements were taken both on the 

third and fourth leaves using a HandyPEA. 

At 30 DAS, in the early afternoon, plants were harvested and rosette FW and DW and, leaf 

number were determined. 

Samples of the third and fourth leaves of three randomly chosen plants per treatment were 

harvested and stored at -80 ˚C for pigment analyses. Pictures of individual plants were taken 

(Figure 7.3-2) prior the harvest. 
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Results 

Plant morphology 

 

Figure 7.3-2. Rosette morphology of Lollo rosso treated with supplemental B at different time of the day for 15 

days. 

Pictures of three plant replicates (30 DAS) per blue treatment in columns: B2h2_12am, B2h2_12pm, B2h2_4am 

and B2h2_8pm. Below every treatment, control replicates are shown (PAR_C). 
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Plant measurements 

Table 7.3-1. Growth response of Lollo rosso treated with supplemental B at different time of the day. 

Rosette fresh (FW) and dry weight (DW), water lost during the growth cycle (lost H2O) and relative water content 

(RWC) of Lollo rosso plants treated with 2 hours of  high irradiance supplemental blue at different time of the 

day for 15 days, B2h2_12am, B2h2_12pm, B2h2_4am, B2h2_8pm, plus control plants (PAR_C) grown under 

control PAR spectrum. 

Treatments FW*** 
(g) 

(N = 8) 

DW* 
(g) 

(N = 4) 

Lost H
2
O*** 

(g) 
(N = 4) 

RWC*** 
(%) 

(N = 4) 

PAR_C 10.57 ± 0.57
b 0.88 ± 0.06

ab 164.95 ± 7.30
a 65.91 ± 0.62

a 

B2h
2
_12am 12.39 ± 0.36

a 0.92 ± 0.04
a 129.38 ± 1.25

bc 56.02 ± 0.23
c 

B2h
2
_12pm 10.95 ± 0.42

ab 0.75 ± 0.04
bc 142.11 ± 3.69

b 62.25 ± 0.43
b 

B2h
2
_4am 10.10 ± 0.65

b 0.73 ± 0.06
bc 116.75 ± 4.86

c 54.48 ± 0.44
c 

B2h
2
_8pm 9.61 ± 0.55

b 0.71 ± 0.03
c 102.78 ± 2.33

d 54.47 ± 0.81
c 

Values reported as mean ± SEM. Different letters within columns indicate significant treatment differences at P 

< 0.05, as determined by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 

Significance codes:  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’. 

 

 

 

Table 7.3-2. Chlorophyll a fluorescence of Lollo rosso treated with supplemental B at different time of the day. 

Minimum and maximum chlorophyll fluorescence, maximum operating efficiency of PSII (FV/FM’), maximum 

quantum efficiency of PSII (FV/FM), normalised Area under the OJIP (Sm) and performance index (PI) of Lollo 

rosso leaves treated with 2 hours of supplemental blue at different time of the day for 15 days, B2h2_12am, 

B2h2_12pm, B2h2_4am, B2h2_8pm, plus control plants (PAR_C) grown under control PAR spectrum. 

Treatments F
0
’ F

M
’ F

0
 F

M
 

PAR_C 318.25 ± 8.37 1421.00 ± 63.97 269.25 ± 5.50 1818.50 ± 78.00 

B2h
2
_12am 318.75 ± 11.46 1405.00 ± 15.35 263.50 ± 8.39 1726.00 ± 55.61 
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B2h
2
_12pm 302.50 ± 12.69 1160.50 ± 107.50 275.75 ± 6.05 1719.00 ± 76.97 

B2h
2
_4am 293.75 ± 3.75 1202.50 ± 49.65 261.25 ± 6.52 1675.25 ± 51.00 

B2h
2
_8pm 336.75 ± 9.24 1292.25 ± 66.15 297.75 ± 18.20 1832.25 ± 65.12 

 

Treatments F
V
/F

M
’* F

V
/F

M
 PI** NPQ* 

PAR_C 0.77 ± 0.01
bc 0.85 ± 0.01 3.01 ± 0.30

a 0.28 ± 0.02
bc 

B2h
2
_12am 0.77 ± 0.01

c 0.85 ± 0.00 3.70 ± 0.22
a 0.23 ± 0.05

c 

B2h
2
_12pm 0.74 ± 0.01

a 0.84 ± 0.01 3.77 ± 0.38
a 0.50 ± 0.06

a 

B2h
2
_4am 0.75 ± 0.01

ab 0.84 ± 0.00 3.08 ± 0.43
a 0.40 ± 0.04

ab 

B2h
2
_8pm 0.74 ± 0.02

ab 0.84 ± 0.01 1.74 ± 0.11
b 0.43 ± 0.08

ab 

 

Treatments ABS/RC TR/RC ET/RC DI/RC 

PAR_C 2.11 ± 0.22 1.80 ± 0.20 0.93 ± 0.09 0.31 ± 0.03 

B2h
2
_12am 1.76 ± 0.06 1.49 ± 0.05 0.80 ± 0.02 0.27 ± 0.01 

B2h
2
_12pm 1.86 ± 0.07 1.56 ± 0.06 0.89 ± 0.04 0.30 ± 0.02 

B2h
2
_4am 2.00 ± 0.19 1.69   0.16 0.88 ± 0.07 0.31 ± 0.03 

B2h
2
_8pm 2.50 ± 0.09 2.10 ± 0.08 0.96 ± 0.04 0.41 ± 0.02 

Chlorophyll fluorescence was measured 30 minutes before B treatment ended (prior harvest). Values represent 

the mean ± SEM (n = 4). Different letters within columns indicate significant treatment differences at P < 0.05, 

as determined by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. Significance 

codes:  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’. 
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Figure 7.3-3. Anthocyanin content of Lollo rosso treated with supplemental B at different time of the day. 

Leaf cyanidin content (N = 5) of red lettuce leaves under control treatment (PAR_C) and irradiated with 2 hours 

of supplemental blue light at different times of the day for 15 days (B2h2_12am, B2h2_12pm, B2h2_4am, 

B2h2_8pm). 

 

 

Assessment of Lollo rosso response to high supplemental blue light applied at 

four different time across the diel cycle 

Exposing Lollo rosso plants to B radiation at different times during the 24 hours cycle did not 

have a significant impact on rosette morphology (Figure 7.3-2). Anthocyanins content in 

lettuce leaf tissue was highest in B2h2_12am samples (9.92 ± 0.27 mg g-1), followed by 

B2h2_12pm (7.86 ± 0.52 mg g-1) and B2h2_4am (6.58 ± 0.22 mg g-1). B2h2_8pm (4.71 ± 0.44 

mg g-1) was not significantly different from the control (4.16 ± 0.19 mg g-1) by post hoc test (F 

(4, 20) = 44.578, p = 1.1x10-9) (Figure 7.3-3). 

FW of rosettes was constant across the various treatments, being around 10.09 g in average. 

Analysis of variance detected a significant effect on FW of rosettes treated at midday and 

midnight (p = 0.008). B2h2_12pm rosettes FW was in between the rest of the treatments and 

B2h2_12am, which had the greatest FW (12.39 ± 0.36 g) (Table 7.3-1). 
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Significant effect was detected in rosette DW (p = 0.025), with B2h2_8pm rosettes resulting 

the lightest (0.71 ± 0.03 g), followed by B2h2_4am (0.73 ± 0.06 g) and B2h2_12pm (0.75 ± 

0.04 g) rosettes. B2h2_12am rosettes accumulated the greatest amount of dry mass (0.92 ± 0.04 

g), statistically comparable to PAR_C rosette DW (0.88 ± 0.06 g). 

Water lost during the growth cycle and RWC in leaf disks were intensely affected by the B 

treatment time (p = 6.4x10-7 and, p = 2.5x10-10, respectively) (Table 7.3-1). Greatest amount 

of water was lost by control plants, PAR_C (164.95 ± 7.30 g) > B2h2_12pm (142.11 ± 3.69 g) 

> B2h2_12am (129.38 ± 1.25 g) > B2h2_4am (116.75 ± 4.86 g) > B2h2_8pm (102.78 ± 2.33 g). 

RWC produced similar results, but only three main groups were identified by the post post-hoc 

test. PAR_C leaf disks resulted to have an average water percentage of 65.91 (± 0.62) which 

was the highest. B2h2_12pm disks, with 62.25 (± 0.43) % were second in RWC, and the rest 

of the treatments had an average RWC of ~55 %. 

 

Chlorophyll a fluorescence of Lollo rosso leaves in response to high supplemental 

blue light applied at four different time across the diel cycle 

Chlorophyll a fluorescence of light- and dark-adapted leaves (read around midday) did not 

show strong influences of B treatment at 12 am, 4 am, 12 pm or 8 pm on the photosynthetic 

apparatus of the measured samples (Table 7.3-2). F0’ and FM’ and F0 and FM of Lollo rosso 

leaves were not statistically different across the diverse treatments. Analysis of variance 

reported light differences in the FV/FM’ (p = 0.010), being lowest in B2h2_12pm (0.74 ± 0.01) 

and highest in B2h2_12am and PAR_C (0.77 ± 0.01). PI was very stable (average of 3.39) in 

all the measured samples, except in B2h2_8pm, which reported very low values (1.74 ± 0.11), 

resulting statistically different from the rest of the samples, p ≥ 0.000. NPQ was low and similar 

in PAR_C and B2h2_12am leaves (0.28 ± 0.02 and 0.23 ± 0.05, respectively). Post hoc test 

detected a significant increase in B2h2_8pm and B2h2_4am (0.40 ± 0.04 and 0.43 ± 0.08, 

respectively) and, the highest values were in B2h2_12pm (0.50 ± 0.06) (p = 0.015). 

Welch’s test did not identify any significant effect of the B treatment time on ABS/RC and 

TR/RC. One-way ANOVA did not detect any statistical difference in the ET/RC. The DI/RC 

did not result to be statistically influenced by the time of B treatment, but it was slightly lower 

in B2h2_12am and highest in B2h2_8pm (Table 7.3-2). 
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Replication of B2h2_12am and B2h2_12pm 

 

Results 

Plant measurements 

Table 7.3-3. Chlorophyll a fluorescence intensity of Lollo rosso treated with supplemental B at 12 am & pm. 

Minimum and maximum chlorophyll fluorescence of Lollo rosso lettuce treated with 2 hours of supplemental blue 

at midday and midnight for 15 days. 

Measurement 

time 
Treatments F

0
’** F

M
’*** 

Zero point PAR_C 336.00 ± 14.39
ab 1473.00 ± 69.38

b 

 B2h
2
_12am 348.50 ± 13.41

a 1401.25 ± 47.71
bc 

 B2h
2
_12pm 322.50 ± 9.75

abc 1403.50 ± 136.13
bc 

Midday PAR_C 318.25 ± 8.37
abc 1421.00 ± 63.97

bc 

 B2h
2
_12am 318.75 ± 11.46

abc 1405.00 ± 15.35
bc 

 B2h
2
_12pm 302.50 ± 12.69

bcd 1160.50 ± 107.54
d 

Midnight PAR_C 301.00 ± 15.63
bcd 1766.75 ± 72.05

a 

 B2h
2
_12am 275.25 ± 10.48

d 1213.75 ± 57.26
cd 

 B2h
2
_12pm 289.25 ± 13.83

cd 1774.50 ± 107.55
a 

Two-way 

ANOVA 
Treatments  * 

 Mtime *** ** 

 Treatments:Mtime  ** 
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Table 7.3-4. Chlorophyll a fluorescence parameters of Lollo rosso treated with supplemental B at 12 am & pm. 

Maximum operating efficiency of PSII (FV/FM’), maximum quantum efficiency of PSII (FV/FM), performance 

index (PI) and non-photochemical quenching (NPQ). 

Measurement 

Time 
Treatments F

V
/F

M
’*** F

V
/F

M
 PI NPQ*** 

Zero point PAR_C 0.77 ± 0.01
ab 0.85 ± 0.00 2.93 ± 0.13 0.32 ± 0.06

b 

 B2h
2
_12am 0.75 ± 0.02

b 0.85 ± 0.00 3.17 ± 0.14 0.29 ± 0.06
b 

 B2h
2
_12pm 0.77 ± 0.01

b 0.85 ± 0.01 3.54 ± 0.52 0.28 ± 0.06
b 

Midday PAR_C 0.77 ± 0.01
b 0.85 ± 0.01 3.01 ± 0.30 0.28 ± 0.02

b 

 B2h
2
_12am 0.77 ± 0.01

b 0.85 ± 0.00 3.70 ± 0.22 0.23 ± 0.05
b 

 B2h
2
_12pm 0.74 ± 0.01

a 0.84 ± 0.01 3.77 ± 0.38 0.50 ± 0.06
a 

Midnight PAR_C 0.83 ± 0.01
c 0.85 ± 0.00 2.68 ± 0.47 0.02 ± 0.03

c 

 B2h
2
_12am 0.77 ± 0.02

ab 0.83 ± 0.01 4.44 ± 1.05 0.37 ± 0.10
ab 

 B2h
2
_12pm 0.84 ± 0.00

c 0.86 ± 0.00 3.80 ± 0.33 0.01 ± 0.04
c 

Two-way 

ANOVA 
Treatments *  ·  

 Mtime ***   *** 

 
Treatments: 

Mtime 
**   *** 

Measurements were taken on the same leaves three times during day 29: at Zero point (at 10 am, under PAR 

spectrum at 60 W m-2), at Midday (at 12 pm, when B2h2_12pm was being treated with supplemental blue while 

the rest of the samples were under control PAR spectrum), at Midnight (at 12 am, when B2h2_12am was being 

treated with supplemental blue while the rest of the samples were under control PAR spectrum). Values reported 

as mean ± SEM (n = 4). Different letters within columns indicate significant treatment differences at P < 0.05, as 

determined by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. Significance 

codes:  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’, 0.05 ‘·’. 
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Table 7.3-5. Pigments content of Lollo rosso leaf treated with supplemental B at 12 am & pm. 

Chlorophyll a and b, chlorophyll a to b ratio (a/b), and carotenoids content of Lollo rosso leaves treated with 

supplemental blue at midday (B2h2_12pm) and midnight (B2h2_12am) plus control leaves (PAR_C). 

Treatments Chl a* 

(mg g
-1

DW) 
(N = 5) 

Chl b** 

(mg g
-1

DW) 
(N = 5) 

Car*** 

(mg g
-1

DW) 
(N = 5) 

Chl a/b* 
(N = 5) 

PAR_C 5.66 ± 0.04
b 1.51 ± 0.02

a 1.66 ± 0.01
ab 3.75 ± 0.03

b 

B2h
2
_12am 5.41 ± 0.22

b 1.38 ± 0.06
b 1.64 ± 0.05

b 3.93 ± 0.05
a 

B2h
2
_12pm 6.13 ± 0.10

a 1.60 ± 0.03
a 1.77 ± 0.02

a 3.83 ± 0.02
ab 

Values reported as mean ± SEM. Different letters within columns indicate significant treatment differences at P 

< 0.05, as determined by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) test. 

Significance codes:  0.000 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’. 

 

 

 

Chlorophyll a fluorescence measurements of Lollo rosso leaves treated with 2 

hours of high supplemental blue light at midday and midnight 

Chlorophyll a fluorescence of light- and dark-adapted leaves of B2h2_12am and B2h2_12pm, 

measured at zero point (10 am), at midday (when the B2h2_12pm where under treatment) and 

at midnight (when the B2h2_12am where under treatment) showed statistical differences in 

some of the measured parameters (Table 7.3-3). 

F0’ (p = 0.008), FM’ (p ≥ 0.000) and FV/FM’ (p = 3.1x10-5) resulted to be decreased when B 

light was on. F0’ was highest and did not significantly differ between the three treatments 

PAR_C, B2h2_12am and B2h2_12pm at zero point (around 336). The lowest values of F0’ were 

recorded at midnight (288), and the lowest values were recorded in B2h2_12am treated plants 

(275.25 ± 10.48). When measured at midday, F0’ values were lower (313) compared to zero 

point measurements and the lowest values were recorded in B2h2_12pm treated plants (302.50 

± 12.69). FM’ was similar in all the measured plants at zero point (1426). This value was similar, 

1413, at midday in PAR_C and B2h2_12am treated plants, while in B2h2_12pm treated plants 

FM’ was significantly lower (1160.50 ± 107.54). At midnight, F0’, was very high in PAR_C 
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and B2h2_12pm treated plants (1770) and was lowest in B2h2_12am treated plants (1213.75 ± 

57.26). 

FV/FM’ was around 0.76 in all measured samples at zero point (Table 7.3-4). It remained at 0.77 

in PAR_C and in B2h2_12am treated plants at midday while it was slightly lower in 

B2h2_12pm treated plants (0.74 ± 0.01). At midnight FV/FM’ increased in PAR_C and 

B2h2_12pm samples (0.83), compared to zero and midday points, and it was lowest in 

B2h2_12am leaves (0.77 ± 0.02). 

NPQ significantly increased when B light was on (p = 2.5x10-5). NPQ, was stable at around 

0.28 during the day, apart from B2h2_12pm treated plants in which NPQ increased (0.50 ± 

0.06) at midday. At night NPQ was very low (0.02) except in B2h2_12am leaves where it was 

0.37 (0.10). 

A factorial ANOVA was used to compare the main effects of the B treatment and the interaction 

effect between time of measurement (time of the day) on F0’, FM’ and FV/FM’, and NPQ (Table 

7.3-3 and Table 7.3-4). F0’ was significantly affected only by the measurement time (p ≥ 0.000). 

FM’ was affected both by the B treatment (p = 0.014) and the measurement time (p = 0.003) 

and, also the interaction effect between the two variables was significant (p ≥ 0.000). FV/FM’ 

was affected both by the B treatment (p = 0.043) and the measurement time (p = 2.1x10-5) and 

by the interaction between the two (p = 0.007). Two-way analysis of variance did not detect 

any significant effect of the B treatment alone on NPQ while measurement time greatly affected 

NPQ (p ≥ 0.000) and, significant interaction effect between B treatment and measurement time 

was identified (p ≥ 0.000). 

 

Pigments content of Lollo rosso leaves treated with 2 hours of high supplemental 

blue light at midday and midnight 

Analysis of variance detected differences in the content of chlorophylls a and b, in the content 

of carotenoids and in the ratio of chlorophylls a and b (Table 7.3-5). Chlorophyll a content was 

greater in B2h2_12pm (6.13 ± 0.10 mg g-1) compared to B2h2_12am (5.41 ± 0.22 mg g-1) and 

PAR_C (5.66 ± 0.04 mg g-1) (p = 0.012). Chlorophyll b content instead, was similar between 

B2h2_12pm (1.60 ± 0.03 mg g-1) and PAR_C (1.51 ± 0.02 mg g-1) and was significantly lower 

in B2h2_12am (1.38 ± 0.06 mg g-1), (p = 0.008). Welch’s test detected a significant difference 

in carotenoids accumulation (p = 1.1x10-6). Highest carotenoids content was in B2h2_12pm 

leaves (1.77 ± 0.02 mg g-1) > PAR_C (1.66 ± 0.01 mg g-1) > B2h2_12am (1.64 ± 0.05 mg g-1). 
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Discussion 

 

What is the shortest and still effective supplemental blue treatment for Lollo rosso 

indoor production? 

Light is required to accumulate harvestable yield, but light also contributes to control 

developmental timing and effects crop quality. Different wavelengths of light within the 

spectrum impact these processes, with peaks of absorption for photosynthetic pigments in the 

R and B regions. Blue light is at the high energy end of the visible spectrum and therefore if 

absorbed it is likely to be more damaging compared to longer wavebands and therefore may be 

more promotive of stress responses. LEDs that emit wavelengths in the B region of the 

spectrum are easier to find commercially than LEDs with high energy emission, e.g. UV-B 

LEDs, and are less expensive. Such light is also less complex to integrate in working 

environments because there are fewer health and safety considerations around working with 

less energetic wavelengths. 

There have been inconsistencies in the reported impacts of B light on plant growth, some 

studies report a negative effect of B light on dry mass accumulation, others detected no effect, 

while some proved great mass increase (Cope et al. 2014; Ouzounis & et al., 2015; Piovene et 

al., 2015; Snowden et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016). Factors that could influence plant growth 

response to B light include different responses from distinct species i.e. some species may be 

more tolerant of higher energy light, developmental stage, DLI i.e. a very high DLI maintained 

over the growth cycle may saturate the plant very soon and cause inhibition, percentage of B 

within total PPFD i.e. from interactions or activities associated with other wavelengths such as 

effects balancing photosystem stoichiometry, etc. In our case, by doubling the total energy flux 

with additional B in B15D (7.08 mol m-2 d-1 more than PAR_C) an increase in rosette FW (and 

DW) of approximately two-fold was obtained. Shortening the supplemental B treatment, 

drastically reduced the total amount of B photons and the effects of the treatment were 

maintained down to 4h treatment (B4h) for FW and DW (Table 7.1-3). Leaf number, 

accordingly with FW and DW, increased with B duration. B photons are; however, highly 

energetic and in high doses could harm the plant, but mild stresses, like short additional B 

treatment, may allow activation of the stress response without significant impact on yield. Mild 

stress may avoid stimulating damaging photoinhibition or effects resulting from associated 

excess generation of reactive oxygen species such as membrane damage. Such damages may 

be refrained by the synthesis of protective pigments. In fact, B light, in addition to carotenoids, 
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stimulates non-photosynthetic pigments synthesis, like anthocyanins (Huché-thélier et al., 

2016). Carotenoids act as accessory pigments, quenching excited chlorophylls, and as 

photoprotectors, scavenging reactive oxygen species and dissipating excess energy into heat 

(Sun et al., 2018). Anthocyanins, as photoprotectors act as screen to excessive light for the 

chloroplasts and alleviate the photooxidative damages (Kyparissis et al., 2007; Neill & Gould, 

2003). 

Anthocyanin content in leaf gradually rose from the shortest B treatment of 2h (B2h), in which 

cyanidin content was slightly higher than in control leaves, to significant increase after longer 

B treatments up to 2 days (B2D). Doubling the B treatment from 2 days to 4 days (B4D) 

produced the greatest anthocyanin content with an increase of 1.5-fold. Unexpectedly the 

anthocyanin content in leaves after the longest B treatment (B15D) was significantly lower 

than in B4D (Figure 7.1-4). The decrease in leaf anthocyanin content in the longest B exposure 

may be caused by acclimation of the plant to the high light environment which stopped 

synthesising the protective pigments at some point after 4 days of treatment. A similar response 

was reported by Taulavuori et al. (2016), many compounds in basil decreased when exposure 

to B light of the second longest treatment (36 days) was compared with the longest treatment 

(48 days). 

High yield and high anthocyanin content observed indicate excellent photosynthetic 

performance. The maximal photochemical efficiency of PSII (FV/FM) was close to the 

physiological value (Table 7.1-4) in all the treatments indicating healthy plants. F0 reflects 

chlorophyll content and, it decreases with increasing irradiance because of chloroplast 

formation inhibition (Fu et al., 2012). Accordingly, in our experiment F0 decreased in response 

to the increasing B. A lower number of chloroplasts, allows fine regulation of light absorption. 

NPQ was not significantly affected by the treatment, even though at B15D it was higher. The 

increase of NPQ and decrease in anthocyanin in B15D treated plants may be related and, the 

decrease in protective pigments may result in more photons being dissipated via different NPQ 

pathways rather than being transferred to the photosystems. One simple explanation could be 

the photons earlier absorbed by anthocyanins become excess energy that needs to be dissipated 

as heat causing the increase in NPQ. In general, most of the radiative energy reaching the 

chloroplast was allocated to photosynthetic pathways rather than to de-excitation routes 

(fluorescence or NPQ). 

Growth responses to B radiation are usually the result of morphological adaptive/protective 

responses of the plant to the light environment instead of changes in the photosynthetic 
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machineries (Snowden et al., 2016). A visual example of adaptive response to B light stress is 

clear in the decreasing rosette area of red lettuce when the B stress duration increases (Table 

7.1-3). B15D plants, with the smallest rosette area, were between the most compact and 

probably the most affected by stress. Morphological adaptations like rosette compactness and 

leaf crinkliness allowed a reduction in the surface exposed to light with consequent reduced 

light absorption. B light is reported to negatively affect leaf expansion (Hernández & Kubota, 

2014; Wang et al., 2016) which possibly represents a further protective strategy actuated by 

the plant to reduce light absorption. In our study though, leaf area was not measured due to the 

very curly morphology of Lollo rosso leaves. 

The plant adopted preventive strategies investing in defensive and mitigating mechanisms 

acting on the first line of defence. In this way, it prevented the radiative stress by controlling 

light absorption. At morphology level, the reduction in rosette area due to increased 

compactness and the intense curling of the leaves diminished the plant surface being irradiated. 

The anthocyanins produced performed a powerful shielding defence by absorbing excess B 

light at epidermal level and preventing it reached chloroplasts. And, the reduction in 

chlorophyll content and chloroplast number hampered light absorption at photosynthetic level. 

In this way the plant could easily use most of the finely controlled energy absorbed for carbon 

fixation producing heavy rosette and strongly pigmented leaves. From the results obtained we 

can conclude that B enriched PAR spectrum LEDs light is beneficial both for plant growth and 

quality and represents an excellent light strategy for red lettuce cultivation in CE. 

 

Effectiveness of one-time high intensity supplemental blue light for 2 & 4 hours 

In the following experiment (7.2), the one-time short B treatments applied at double intensity 

(B2h2 and B4h2) allowed a more in depth view of the plant immediate reaction to high B 

radiation. The JIP-test or induction curve helps identifying adaptive responses of the plant to 

stresses (Ripoll et al., 2016) through changes in the OJIP transients which reflect PSII activity. 

Parameters derived from the transients curve permit to evaluate energy routing at different 

levels, i.e. absorbance, trapping, electron transport chain, dissipation through fluorescence and 

non-radiative mechanisms (Urban et al., 2017). DI/RC measured (Table 7.2-3) was in 

accordance with the NPQ rising trend (Figure 7.2-3), confirming proportional increase in de-

excitation pathways in response to high B light. The increase in NPQ in conjunction with FM 

decrease suggest non-radiative pathways have been privileged by the plant to dissipate excess 

energy. One explanation would be the stimulating effect that B light has on carotenoids 
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synthesis and consequent stimulation of the xanthophyll cycle for energy dissipation as heat. 

In accordance with this hypothesis, Wingler et al. (2004) correlate FM decrease with sustained 

engagement of zeaxanthin in a state primed for energy thermal dissipation. Occurrence of the 

energy dependent quenching, qE (effected by xanthophylls and defined as the “rapidly 

reversible” component of NPQ and the primary NPQ contributor), is proposed (Bennett et al., 

2018; Niyogi et al., 2005; Yarkhunova et al., 2018). NPQ is the primary dissipative process 

actuated by the light stressed plant. NPQ can operate along three quenching routes which are 

energy dependent quenching qE, state transition quenching qT and photoinhibitory quenching 

qI (Štroch et al., 2004). 

In addition to DI/RC, the longer B treatment (B4h2) increased the ABS/RC which could reflect 

a reduction in the PSII active reaction centers, explained by Liu et al. (2018), as a protective 

mechanism to avoid energy overload. Accordingly, the FV/FM’ was slightly lowered by B 

radiation and this could represent a further protective measure against the high-energy 

treatment. Decrease in FV/FM’ could also be signal for imbalance between PSII and PSI, as 

suggested by Urban et al. (2017), in which case instauration of qT with the aim to redistribute 

energy between the two photosystems could be proposed. 

Data obtained clearly showed the rapid defensive response activated by red lettuce to one-time 

B radiation exposure, confirming the effectiveness of the treatment as a mild stressor able to 

stimulate the desired protective mechanisms in the plant. 

 

Supplemental high intensity blue light across the diel cycle: 

time of application effects 

In natural conditions, CO2 assimilation follows a specific daily pattern characterised by an 

initial “photosynthesis activation” at dawn, a maximum CO2 fixation at mid-morning and a 

decline from midday (midday depression). Major physiological cause for the midday 

depression seems to be represented by stomatal closure induced by high light, leaf temperature 

and leaf water vapour deficit (Koyama & Takemoto, 2014; Maai et al., 2019). Midday 

depression, and the related morphological and physiological components i.e. leaf angle, 

chloroplasts movement, help the plant to adapt to the fluctuating environment by predicting 

daily changes but also by anticipating regular natural events such as dawn (Dodd et al., 2015). 

After the midday depression, the photosynthetic activity declines until the dark starts and then, 

the daily stored starch starts to be consumed as C supply. The nocturnal process of starch 

consumption is under circadian oscillator control (Haydon et al., 2013). Its rate is inversely 
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proportional to the night length and it is accurately controlled to utilise the entire carbohydrate 

stock (~ 95 %) by dawn. Starch degradation, rather than accumulation, is found to be closely 

related with growth rate (Graf et al., 2010). 

Circadian patterns have been observed to be maintained by diverse organisms also in constant 

conditions (Yerushalmi & Green, 2009). The marine algae Lingulodinium showed circadian 

rhythmicity of photosynthetic processes for weeks after being transferred to constant light 

conditions (Sorek et al., 2013). Phaseolus vulgaris plants exhibited circadian patterns in carbon 

assimilation and stomatal conductance when grown in controlled environment growth 

chambers, demonstrating that cycles in light and temperature entrained the plant circadian 

rhythms. Interestingly, plants grown under 24-h continuous light conditions but day/night 

cycles in temperature exhibited circadian oscillations in stomatal conductance, suggesting sole 

temperature entrainment (Hennessey & Field, 1991). We hypothesised the B light stress effects 

on Lollo rosso could be influenced by the application time during the 24 hours cycle. Indeed, 

C assimilation, or above-ground matter accumulation (FW and DW) in our case, was also 

affected by treatment time. Our results confirm the occurrence of photosynthetic activity 

decline at dusk. B treatment applied at 20:00 (B2h2_8pm) produced the lowest rosette weight 

(both for FW and DW) and consumed less water during the whole growth cycle (Table 7.3-1), 

which could correspond to lower evapotranspiration in the plants. Stomatal closure is reported 

as one of the main cause for the midday depression of photosynthesis (Koyama & Takemoto, 

2014). Moreover, the high values for ABS/RC in B2h2_8pm plants (Table 7.3-2) suggest a 

reduction in the number of active reaction centers, assumption supported by the very low PI 

which depends on the density of fully active reaction centers and reflects plant performance 

status (Živčák et al., 2014). The very high values for B2h2_8pm energy fluxes, TR/RC, ET/RC 

and DI/RC, clearly reflect the reduction in active reaction centers. As a consequence of low 

photosynthetic activity, most of the radiant energy the plant received constituted excess energy 

to be dissipated through the increased NPQ.  Even though B2h2_8pm plants received the same 

high amount of B radiation as in the other treatments, they produced a very low anthocyanin 

content, comparable to control (PAR_C) plants. This could be explained by the occurrence of 

photoinhibition which could be suggested from the increase in F0 (Urban et al., 2017). 

In our study, B2h2_4am treatment was applied from 03:00 to 05:00 in the night, while plant 

photoperiod (PAR_C light, 18h) started at 04:00. We hypothesise that shortening of the dark 

period of 1 hour, may have caused an alteration of the starch metabolism resulting in reduced 

plant growth rate and production of lighter rosettes (Table 7.3-1) (Chew et al., 2017; Haydon 
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et al., 2013; Seki et al., 2017; Webb & Satake, 2015). Stitt & Zeeman (2012) explain the 

relationships between starch turnover, growth rates and biomass gain and describes how small 

disruptions in the nightly starch depletion provoke substantial alteration in plant metabolism 

by negatively affecting biomass production. Longer night-time causes anticipated exhaustion 

of the starch storage and consequent carbon starvation. Shorter night-time instead, leads to 

“non-productive sequestration of carbon” that could be used for biomass accumulation. A 

second explanation for the reduced biomass accumulation could be found in the circadian 

regulation of photosynthesis. The circadian oscillator anticipates the actual dawn being 

entrained by very low light levels, then with the increasing light intensity photosynthesis 

activates slowly (metabolic dawn) to then peak at mid-morning (Dodd et al., 2015; Koyama & 

Takemoto, 2014; Webb et al., 2019). The light stress treatment applied long before the actual 

dawn may have caused alteration at the oscillator level, by preceding this entrainment and dawn 

anticipation, besides the light given could not be effectively utilised by activating 

photosynthesis. The large decrease in FM (Table 7.3-2) suggests stimulation of the xanthophyll 

cycle (Urban et al., 2017), which is validated by the high NPQ. However, anthocyanin content 

was only slightly increased compared to the control treated plants (Figure 7.3-3). Results 

indicate that energy dissipating pathway are activated during low photosynthetic activity. 

The best treatment time for rosette weight was found to be at midnight (B2h2_12am) (Table 

7.3-1). The midnight treatment resulted in the greatest anthocyanin content, probably 

accounting for the lowest NPQ values. Even if not statistically significant, transients analysis 

confirmed the lowest DI/RC for plants treated with B light at midnight. Possible reasons why 

B treatment at night yielded the best results in lettuce growth and pigmentation could be found 

in the fact that the B2h2_12am treatment was switched on in the dark period, when the PAR_C 

light was off. The lower total energy flux (140 W m-2 compared to 200 W m-2) reaching the 

plant was far from saturating levels, hence most of the received photons could have been used 

for photochemical quenching, explaining the high and unaffected FV/FM’ and the lower NPQ. 

Also, the higher percentage of B on the total PPF (100 % compared to 75 % when both PAR_C 

and B radiation are simultaneously on) highly stimulated anthocyanin biosynthesis which could 

absorb considerable amount of the incoming light reducing excess of energy to be absorbed by 

photosynthetic pigments and consequent photodamage risk. 

B2h2_12pm yielded similar rosettes weight (FW and DW) to B2h2_4am (Table 7.3-1). These 

results could be attributed to the above mentioned low photosynthetic activity known as midday 

depression. The highest NPQ, measured around 12:00 under the B treatment, coincides with 
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the plant increased protection against the midday high light. The elevated RWC of B2h2_12pm 

leaf disks could be a result of the stomatal closure related to the midday depression. Even 

though, light intensity and temperature in the growth chamber were maintained constant 

throughout the day, small oscillations in temperature (Example in Figure 10-3 in Appendix) 

produced by the lamps may have contributed to entrain the circadian rhythms of lettuce. The 

supplemental B radiation given at midday produced the second highest anthocyanin content 

and the second highest FW, which was not paralleled by DW due to the high water content. 

The two treatments that performed better in terms of leaf anthocyanin content, B2h2_12am 

(dark) and B2h2_12pm (light), were replicated together and exactly as in the first experiment 

with the exception that treatments’ shelves were inverted to further investigate the influence of 

the B treatment and the application time. Data obtained from the replications were perfectly in 

accordance with results previously observed. 

Chlorophyll fluorescence measurements in the two replicated B treatments (B2h2_12am and 

B2h2_12pm), taken on all samples simultaneously (within 10 minutes range) at 10:00 in the 

morning (zero point), at 12:00 and at 00:00, show how the B treatment decreases FV/FM’ and 

increases NPQ similarly when given at midday or midnight (Table 7.3-4). Reduction of the 

photosynthetic efficiency (FV/FM’) and increase of the NPQ confirm potential detrimental 

effects caused by B radiation reported in literature. B effect on NPQ though, resulted to be 

significant only when interacting with the time of the measurement (time of the day) which 

deeply influenced NPQ measurements. Lowering of FV/FM’, determined by both treatment and 

time of measurement, reflects the imbalance between the two photosystems caused by the 

excess B photons emitted by the treatment (Urban et al., 2017). Significance of FV/FM’ is to be 

attributed to both F0’ and FM’, of which F0’ is only influenced by the time of measurement. FM’ 

decrease instead, is determined both by the time and the treatment (Table 7.3-3). Large 

increases in NPQ occur in both treatments compared to the other samples measured at the same 

time, but while the B treatment given at midnight increases NPQ to regular level (closer to the 

zero point level), the B treatment given at midday notably increases NPQ above any other 

measurement which agrees with the interaction effect found between B treatment and 

measurement time. The lower NPQ under the midnight B treatment could be induced by the 

lower total energy flux which was 60 W m-2 lower (PAR_C was off). An additional cause for 

the lower NPQ measured at midnight could be attributed to the greater anthocyanin content 

accumulated in B2h2_12am leaves and relative decrease of excess energy reaching the 

chloroplast. The increased anthocyanin accumulation provoked by the B2h2_12am (dark) 
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treatment could be caused by the time of application and therefore being under circadian 

regulation or being triggered by the higher proportion of B on the total PPF. Photosynthetic 

pigment analysis (Table 7.3-5) showed high chl a/b ratio for the B2h2_12am leaves suggesting 

high light-adapted photosynthetic apparatus with low chl b content corresponding to higher 

capacity for electron transport (Lichtenthaler et al., 2001), which is reflected by the very high 

(but not significant) PI (Živčák et al., 2014). The low B2h2_12am carotenoids content is in 

accordance with the relatively low NPQ.  
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8  Final discussion and conclusions 
 

The morphology, biochemistry and development of plants is the result of the interaction 

between genetics and environment. Incident light exerts a fundamental role as environmental 

signal for plant growth and development. Light signal transduction occurs via photoreceptors 

and signalling pathways that effect specific responses in gene expression, consequently 

affecting plant morphology and physiology. The use of focused light treatments, with direct 

effects on the physiological processes, allows fine manipulation of the plant phenotype (Folta 

& Carvalho, 2015). Lettuce cultivation in CE, such as polytunnel and glasshouse, is reported 

to produce higher yields, but lower total phenolic concentration and antioxidant capacity 

compared to open-field cultivation (Oh et al., 2011). The more controlled environmental 

conditions that reduce cold stress in tunnel and glasshouse environments together with the 

filtering of shorter wavelengths by films and glass are both reasons for the impact on produce 

quality from such systems. Such impacts are inevitably even more extreme when considering 

agriculture in highly controlled vertical farming systems. The irony being the more controlled 

and protected cultivation environment lacks stress that, if in moderation, results in better quality 

produce.  

Plants respond to various aspects of light, irradiance, spectral quality with particular relevance 

for wavelengths combination (e.g. R and B), photoperiod and frequency (when light is pulsed) 

(Batschauer, 1999; Okello et al., 2016). Plant perception though, might include more complex 

interactive signalling. From the results presented, plants perceive light intensity stimulus more 

strongly through specific photons than only through a general increase in irradiance. The same 

energy light emitted from two different light sources (different light quality) can have totally 

different effects. For example, in the case of chapter 3.2, biomass accumulation and 

morphological responses, such as rosette area and leaf red pigmentation, responded more to 

light spectral quality regardless of the irradiance (Table 3.2-3). Under lower light conditions 

(60 W m-2) rosette area was significantly affected by the light source. Maximal accumulation 

of Lollo rosso biomass was achieved under LED60. Suggesting that a ceiling to Lollo rosso 

yield of around 18 g FW existed in the experimental system. The maximum yield was achieved 

by approximately half the energy when provided from an LED light source compared to a FL 

light source. Focused high light energy treatments could be used to trigger definite plant 
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responses reducing energy waste and costs. The use of radiant energy flux per unit area (W m-

2)  gave a better idea of the energy required for the light treatment and, permitted a direct 

comparison of the treatment energy cost in relation to its effectivity on biomass accumulation 

or any morphological trait alteration of interest. 

Plant light responses are multiple and occur throughout development; however, these responses 

interact with other environmental stimuli. Seed germination tests, in chapter 5.1, demonstrated 

the significance of thermoinhibition for lettuce seeds germination, optimal germination results 

for Lollo rosso seeds were obtained below 20 °C and under light (Table 5.1-2). Environmental 

cues influence germination and, environmental conditions can exert long term effects in the 

plant (Yan et al., 2019). Light quality can exert severe effects on germination and the future 

plant phenotype (Pardo et al., 2017). In the current project most of the experiments involve 

germination and seedling establishment (up to 15 DAS) under fixed light irradiance and 

spectrum. 

Plant adaptation to the light environment can occur at later stages and includes multiple 

mechanisms at various levels, from rosette compactness, leaf area and crinkliness and stem 

elongation, to leaf composition (e.g. surface hairs and wax and pigments and secondary 

compounds) and ultrastructure (e.g. numbers of cells, airspaces) that influences intracellular 

chloroplast movement and more in-depth adjustments like photosynthetic pigments ratio and 

photosystems alteration (Bjorkman & Demmig-Adams, 1995; Davis et al., 2011; Terashima et 

al., 2009). Adaptive mechanisms such as increase in rosette compactness or increase in 

intracellular airspaces function as attenuators of light stress and are implemented in high light 

environments. Adjustments in PSII and PSI composition redistribute excess energy between 

the two photosystems to avoid photodamage (Ruban, 2009). Mechanisms such as rosette area 

expansion, leaf flattening and chloroplasts alignment at the cell surface enhance light 

absorption and light use in low light environments (Rama Das, 2006). Also, similar irradiance 

light treatments can induce different responses that result in distinct plant morphologies. In 

chapter 3.1, PAR60 and HPS treatments, had the same irradiance but different spectrum, and 

resulted in very distinctive Lollo rosso phenotypes, characterised by thick and intensely red 

coloured leaves included in a compact rosette under PAR60, and by green and thin leaves (half 

the thickness of PAR60 leaves) included in a loose-leaf head under HPS (Figure 3.1-3). Beside 

morphological adaptations to prevent excess photon absorption under PAR60 and to enhance 

the lower light absorption under HPS, physiological adjustments, such as increased 

photosystems functionality (associated with PI) and chl a:b ratio (Tables 3.1-5 and 3.1-9), 
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indicated enhanced light use under PAR60 that yielded a 1.4-fold increase in rosette FW (Table 

3.1-3). The two different irradiances of PAR LED light, PAR60 and PAR120, resulted in 

similar yield accumulation suggesting the system would be maximised for yield at an irradiance 

below PAR60. The irradiance response of Lollo rosso (Figures 4.2-7 and 10-3) was therefore 

next investigated to determine the threshold for yield optimisation and how yield and quality 

interact as measured by biomass and pigment accumulation. 

The plant, as a sessile organism, continuously adapts and evolves its functions and shape 

according to the variable surrounding environment. Having demonstrated the potential benefits 

of applying LED light sources for growing Lollo rosso, the light source was maintained 

constant (PAR LEDs) and the effects of varying irradiance investigated in chapter 4. In 

response to changes in irradiance, a gradient of Lollo rosso morphotypes, with increasing 

rosette compactness, leaf crinkliness and leaf red pigmentation, were identified (Bensink, 

1971). Difference in light limiting conditions and saturating light conditions produced very 

distinct plant morphologies. The light response curve of growth was linear, but the efficiency 

of further increase in irradiance on FW gain changed across the various irradiance ranges (5 – 

180 W m-2).  If for the light limiting treatments, between 5 and 15 W m-2, PAR LEDs yielded 

0.47 g increase per W m-2, for higher irradiance levels, of greater than 15 W and up to 120 W 

m-2, the lower increase in FW was around 0.10 g W m-2. Further increase in irradiance between 

120 and 180 W m-2, produced an increase in yield of around 0.001 g W m-2 and were considered 

as “close to saturating” light treatments. The minimum PAR threshold for induction of 

photoprotection and anthocyanin synthesis was around 30 W m-2 and biomass and pigment 

accumulation continued to increase up to 160 W m-2. After approximately 160 W m-2 levels of 

biomass and anthocyanin content decreased while NPQ increased and a change in 

photoprotection from mild to moderate was hypothesised.  

Having demonstrated the important changes in Lollo rosso under varying irradiance, different 

irradiances were applied to plants at different times to determine if there was an interaction 

between growth period and irradiance treatment (chapter 4.4). The 40 W m-2 light intensity 

treatment which produced heavy rosettes but induced low levels of photoprotection and 

resulted in a “regular” unstressed morphology, was chosen as the control light treatment to 

which supplemental light was added. The high irradiance treatment (120 W m-2, HI) was 

effective in inducing photoprotection that resulted in a 4.6-fold increase in leaf red 

pigmentation in only 2 days of treatment compared to the control treatment (Figure 4.4-4). 

Lollo rosso responded differently in relation to the duration of the HI treatment. Under longer 
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treatments (15D_HI) biomass increased, but the same was not true for anthocyanin 

accumulation, which increased up to 10D of HI treatment and then decreased under longer 

treatment, suggesting a change in photoprotection mechanisms through the activation of long-

term acclimation occurred. For example the chlorophyll a:b ratio, which increased after 2D of 

HI and then decreased again at 15D, may be indicative of the acclimatory changes occurring 

over longer treatment periods (Bailey et al., 2004). 

The impacts of light spectra were established in Lollo rosso and the superior yield and quality 

produced by LED lights demonstrated when compared with several other common light 

sources such as fluorescent and high-pressure sodium lights (chapters 3). Keeping spectra 

constant the irradiance may be optimised, both in terms of total irradiance and the duration of 

different irradiance treatments. Next it was important to consider if the spectra from LED 

sources could be further optimised to produce improvements in yield and quality. Initially 

experiments focussed on supplementation of PAR LED sources by the two major chlorophyll 

absorption peaks in the R and B wavebands. Similar irradiance and similar spectra light 

treatments with supplementation of R or B radiation (PAR+RED and PAR+BLUE) had 

distinctive effects on Lollo rosso phenotype with differences in yield. Differences were 

significant between the +R and +B treated plants in most of the measured variables.  R enriched 

PAR spectrum enhanced traits associated with light-adapted plants including chl a:b ratio, 

rosette area, leaf thickness, and produced the highest rosette FW. B enriched PAR spectrum 

intensified plant traits associated with light stress including rosette compactness, anthocyanin 

and carotenoid content and NPQ values and produced a small decrease in rosette FW. Lower 

photoprotection, suggested from measured variables under +R, was also estimated by the 

lowest PRIN values within the LED treatments. Differences in anthocyanin content between 

different light energy treatments could be approximated by PRIN measurements (Figures 3.1-7 

and 3.1-8). 

In addition to chlorophyll absorption wavebands other more energetic light wavelengths may 

be more effective at improving crop qualities such as pigmentation but such treatments are 

unlikely to have positive effects on yield. Such wavebands if proven to be effective could be 

introduced in combination with supplemental light in the visible spectra. For example, UV-C 

is already proved to increase secondary metabolite content and is applied as preharvest 

treatment to enhance fruit quality in strawberry and grape (Guerrero et al., 2015; De Oliveira 

et al., 2016). Plant acclimation to light quality or intensity involves a series of changes that 

allow the plant to better live in the new environment. Many of these changes are stimulated by 
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light stress, such as anthocyanin biosynthesis, and are protective responses that function as 

attenuators of the stress. In some cases though, when the duration of the stress is prolonged or 

in other, still not clear circumstances, the plant may change, or better adjust, its photoprotective 

response to a new adapted and more constitutive form (Nogués et al., 1998). In the case of 

consistent but very low stress level (eustress) the plant activates a minimum level of protection 

that is enough to confer an enhanced performance allowing regular growth (Kranner et al., 

2010). Lollo rosso plants treated with UV-A supplemented PAR spectrum (PAR+UVA), in 

chapter 5.3, showed no obvious signs of stress except a 25 - 30 % reduction in rosette weight. 

Decrease in biomass accumulation may be the result of indirect mechanisms, such as 

photoprotective mechanisms that require ATP that might otherwise be used for biomass 

accumulation, or may be due to direct impact of UV-A generating phototoxic damage to 

membranes and photosynthetic apparatus. Some of these effects can be assessed through effects 

on electron transport through photosystems measured as chlorophyll a fluorescence. 

Fluorescence read at various time points, from light- and dark-adapted leaves of control and 

UV-A irradiated leaves, reported significant differences only between 4 hours and 72 hours 

from the start of the light treatment suggesting changes provoked by short-term UV-A radiation 

(chapter . Parameters associated with light acclimation were affected under shorter durations 

and included for example lower PI suggesting changes in photosystems functionality (Živčák 

et al., 2014), decreased FV/FM’ indicating energy imbalance between the two photosystems 

(Urban et al., 2017), decreased FV/FM together with quenching of FM and increase in F0 (Wilson 

& Ruban, 2019). At the end of the growth cycle after 15 days of treatment these parameters 

were not significantly different to those measured in plants under control treatment. Such a 

response, together with the decreased yield, suggest the occurrence of acclimation to UV-A 

radiation to alleviate the stress and allow plant survival. The OJIP fluorescence transients curve 

nicely showed the acclimation of transitory changes in the electron transport of UV-A treated 

leaves (Figure 5.3.2-9). 

UV-A radiation is high energy light and impacts of UV-A on plants are contrasting and species-

dependent. UV-A light treatments can increase plant secondary metabolites without inducing 

negative effects on biomass accumulation, but also, longer UV-A treatments have been 

reported to impair biomass accumulation (Chen et al., 2019; Verdaguer et al., 2017). However, 

the inclusion of ambient UV to the light grow spectrum increased biomass accumulation in 

tomato and radish plants (Tezuka et al., 1993). The UV-A effect of increasing biomass 

accumulation is associated with other environmental variables, for example the combination of 
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mild drought stress and UV-A radiation enhanced biomass increase in Bernal et al. (2015)’s 

work. The combination of UV-A enriched PAR spectrum and reduced watering scheme (20% 

field capacity), in chapter 5.3.1, intensified the negative effect of UV-A on biomass 

accumulation in Lollo rosso, with a significant reduction in rosette FW (20%) and DW (40%) 

that produced an extremely undeveloped plantlet with strong red pigmentation in leaves. No 

control for drought without UV radiation was performed though. 

Although the potential of UV-A LEDs to deliver a physiologically relevant treatment to 

stimulate improved Lollo rosso quality is clear, the light sources remain expensive and deliver 

poor returns when compared with the current costs of LED chips in the visible spectrum. Given 

the interesting impacts of irradiance and spectrum changes in the visible wavebands and the 

identified potential to deliver a positive correlation between yield and quality, the method to 

treat Lollo rosso using these wavebands was further optimised. 

High-energy photons could easily saturate plant photosystems and cause photodamage if 

photoprotection levels are not immediately increased in response to the stress. High 

photoprotection levels include lower light absorption, higher energy dissipation rates and, 

consequently, lower C fixation. In the case of red coloured leaves, anthocyanin biosynthesis is 

stimulated in response to light energy stress to reduce light absorptance by chlorophyll and to 

mitigate photodamage by scavenging active oxygen resulting from the photo-excitation of 

chlorophyll thanks to their antioxidant capacity (Gould et al., 2002; Kyparissis et al., 2007). 

The high level of photoprotection exerted by high leaf anthocyanin content could negatively 

affect biomass accumulation under R-rich light treatments. As such the ability to synthesise 

pigment is an important genotypic factor that may allow better understanding of the impacts of 

light treatments in Lollo rosso. Other photoprotective mechanisms implemented by the plant 

in response to light stress, such as reduction of the light incident surface through rosette 

compactness or high NPQ, can also impair biomass accumulation. Long exposure to light stress 

may lead to the onset of acclimation, an adaptive strategy that constitutively, through protective 

mechanisms, alters the plant to allow its survival in the environment with resulting lower C 

fixation and lower yield (Bailey et al., 2004). When high light treatments (PAR120, 

PAR+RED, PAR+BLUE) were applied to Lollo rosso plants for 15D and 4D, in chapter 6, the 

photoprotective mechanisms intensified in response to longer duration of the treatments but 

did not impair plant growth (Figure 6.1-3).  Photoprotective responses measured were further 

increased by supplemental B and, if variables like rosette compactness and NPQ increased with 

the exposure duration, other traits like leaf anthocyanin content decreased with time. This, as 
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above, suggested a change in the plant photoprotective strategies to the light environment 

(Wilson & Ruban, 2019). 

The potentials of B radiation on Lollo rosso quality manipulation have been demonstrated in 

chapters, as a main contributor of high-energy photons to enhance plant morphology and yield 

in all PAR based light treatments and also, as powerful light stressor able to magnify the plant 

photoprotective response causing, with longer time of exposure, growth reduction. B photons 

are perceived as light stimulus by the plant and, thanks to their efficiency in inducing high-

energy light treatments plant traits, could be considered in focused light treatments (with 

specific duration and proportion of B to the PPFD and to the DLI) allowing for reductions in 

energy waste and costs. Such treatments with supplemental wavebands have the effect of 

varying both irradiance and spectra and it was hypothesised would ultimately allow the suitable 

supplemental light treatments to be delivered at specific times within the circadian cycle to test 

if such treatments can be made more impactful. However, initially supplemental light 

treatments were applied over longer treatment periods. To investigate the threshold for 

acclimation to the high-light energy treatment in Lollo rosso, supplemental B was applied for 

decreasing periods of time (from 15D to 1h) in chapter 7.1. A timeline of the photoprotective 

mechanisms appeared through the measured variables (Figure 7.1-3). Leaf anthocyanin content 

increased linearly from 2h to 4D and then dropped at 15D (Figure 7.1-4), NPQ and rosette 

compactness increased proportionally with the treatment duration. Again, a change in Lollo 

rosso photoprotection, from short-term to long-term, response to long high-light energy 

treatments, as in chapters 4.4 and 6, is considered to happen between 10D and 15D of exposure 

(to HI PAR and PAR+B). 

Having demonstrated the effectivity of shorter supplemental B treatments in inducing mild 

photoprotection that enhanced Lollo rosso yield and quality traits such as crinkled leaves rich 

in anthocyanins and compact rosette heads, and having validated the intensification of the 

+2hB2 light treatment effectivity in chapter 7.2, the treatment was applied for 15 days at 

different times of the day to determine if there was an interaction between treatment and the 

plant circadian clock i.e. to test if there was a period of the diel cycle when the same treatment 

was more or less effective (chapter 7.3). Most of the measured variables in Lollo rosso were 

affected by the application time of the treatment and plants treated with a daily supplemental 

B treatment around midnight (from 11pm to 1am) showed highest rosette FW, DW, leaf 

anthocyanin content, chl a:b ratio, FV/FM’ and the lowest NPQ. +2hB2_12am treatment was 

applied when the plant was in the dark period and therefore B was the only radiation reaching 
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the plant. Further investigation to better define the influence of the application time on the 

treatment effect is required but the results in chapter 7 demonstrated that the same minimal B 

light treatment if applied at different times in the circadian cycle had different effects on both 

yield and crop quality and if applied during the night break produced the largest increase in 

both parameters. 
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10  Appendix 
 

 

Figure 10-1. Leaf cross-sections of red lettuce plants grown under two irradiance treatments emitted by two 

different light sources (Fluorescent light and LEDs). 

Images of leaf cross-sections are at the same magnification. 
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Figure 10-2. Lollo rosso leaf morphology under high irradiance. 

Pictures of Lollo rosso leaf number 4 (counting from bottom), adaxial surface (left) and abaxial surface (right) 

taken at 30 DAS. 
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Figure 10-3. Temperature measured over time under supplemental B treatment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


